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PREFACE

The problem of prevention with regard to floodplains is related to two extremes:
Prevention of floods and prevention of droughts, both urgent socioeconomic issues
during the last years.

„Retard the flow of water in the stream corridor“ is the message to cope with both kind
of problems. An amphibian landscape will help to maintain water supply during periods
of droughs and by its retention area to reduce peaks of high floods.

Flood retention areas will function sustainably only if there is an intact ecological
system and equilibriurn between erosion and accumulation of sediments which in turn
both depend from the evolution of the hydraulic conditions and from the succession of
the riparian forest.

The RipFor — project laid emphasis on the hydraulic processes and their erosion /
aecumulation effects in retention areas with the aim to get insight into the interaction
between riparian vegetation, sediment transport, hydraulics and ecology.
Interdisciplinary and intereurOpean work was carried out in the field, the laboratory and
by modelling.

Results of the RipFor — project as presented in the scientific report and the attaehed
„guidelines for End-Users “ in this way are a contribution to the international discussion
on river restoration and t0 the implementation of the European Water Framework
Directives.

The scientific report was compiled by Ingo Schnauder and Jens Bölscher (Karlsruhe and
Berlin) from contributions of all partners, whereas the bulk of work on the „Guidelines“
was done by Ingo Schnauder (Karlsruhe), Jens Bölscher (Berlin) and Harald Meixner
(Vienna), who also cared for the layout. Reporting of the Romanian NAS partner was
directed by Virgil Iordache.

Assistance of subcontractors and endusers is highly appreciated, especially by Othmar
Huppmann (Regierungspräsidium Freiburg / former Gewässerdirektion Oberrhein).

Funding within „Quality of Live and Management of Living Resources“ in the RP5
framework of the European Union was essential for this project and is highly
acknowledged.

Prof. Dr. Peter-Jürgen Ergenzinger
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THE FIFTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME 0F THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITY FOR RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND

DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES (1998-2002)

The Fifth Framework Programme (FPS) sets out the priorities for the European Union's
research, technological development and demonstration (RTD) activities for the period
1998-2002. These priorities have been selected on the basis of a set of common eriteria
reflecting the major eoncerns of increasing industrial competitiveness and the quality of life
for European eitizens. The Fifth Framework Programme has two distinct parts: the European
Community (EC) framework programme covering research, technological development and
demonstration activities; and the Euratom framework programme covering researeh and
training activities in the nuclear sector. FP5 differs considerably from its predeeessors. It has
been conceived to help solve problems and to respond to the major socio-economic
challenges facing Europe. T0 maximise its impact, it focuses on a limited number of
research areas combining technological, industrial, economic, social and cultural aspects.
Management procedures have also been streamlined with an emphasis on simplifying
procedures and systematically involving key players in research. A major innovation of the
Fifth Framework Programme is the concept of "Key actions". Implemented within the
specific programmes, these flexible instruments are targeted at achieving solutions to topics
of great concern in Europe. "Key actions" will mobilise the wide range of seientific and
technological disciplines - both fundamental and applied - required to address a specific
problem so as to overcome the barriers that exist, not only between disciplines but also
between the programmes and the organisations concerned. The aim of the Key Action N05
(Sustainable Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, and Integrated Development of Rural Areas
including Mountain Areas) is to develop the knowledge and technologies needed for the
production and exploitation of living resources, including forests, covering the whole
production chain, adapted to recent adjustments in the eommon agrieultural and fisheries
polieies, while also providing the scientific basis for Community regulations and standards.
Similarly, the aim is to promote the multipurpose role of forests and the sustainable
management and utilisation of forest resources as an integral factor of rural development.
Priority areas include:
- new and sustainable systems of production, including breeding methods, and exploitation
in agriculture, forestry, fishing and aquaculture, taking into account profitability, the
sustainable management of resources, product quality and employment as well as animal
health and welfare,
- the integrated production and exploitation of biological materials (non-food uses),
- sustainable and multipurpose utilisation of forest resourees; the integrated forestry—wood
chain,
- development of methods of control, surveillance and protection, including protection of
land and prevention of soil erosion,
- prelegislative research designed to provide a scientific basis for Community legislation,
— the production of new tools and models for the integrated and sustainable development of
rural and other relevant areas based on optimisation of the specific potential of each area,
including at regional level, diversification of activities and land use, and involvement of the
people concerned.

The Editors
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1 . GENERAL INFORMATION

„Hydraulis, Sedimentological and Ecologr'cal

Problems ef Multifunctlonal Riparian Forest

Management - RipFor“
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Riparian Forest Management - RipFor Introduction

2. INTRODUCTION

River oontrol by regulation and straightening was

common practioe all over Europe. These severe

interferences lead t0 a significant diminution of

natural flood retention areas, increased and

aocelerated flood peak flows and the destruction

of unique natural and cultural treasures.

Increased flood risks, pollution, Ioss of eoological

diversity forced new priorities: The restoration and

sustainable management of rivers and the

installation of new flood retention areas. A

substantial scientific background of information

related to hydroiogy, hydraulic, morphology,

vegetation, ecology and socio-economic

interaction.

The RipFor Project focuses on these specific

problems in the multifunctional management of

riparian forests. Aiming t0 develop strategies for

the improvement of management practices for

riparian forests with environmental sound methods.

Not for the sake of timber production but directed

towards an improved floodplain protecüon with the

goal of sustainability of natural resources.

2.1 Tasks and objectives

2.1.1 WHAT is a riparian forest?

Riparian forest forms an essential part of each

riparian area, which is a 3-dimensional zone of

interaction that includes the terrestrial and aquatic

ecosystem. lt extends from the vegetation’s canopy

down into groundwater, outwards across the

floodplain, up the near slopes that drain t0 the weiter,

Iaterally into the terrestrial ecosystem, and along

the watercourse at a variable width.

Riparian forests are defined as those areas that

are inundated or saturated by surface or

groundwater driven by river dynamics (e.g.

frequency and duration of flood events). Riparian

forest areas support a prevalence of vegetation

adapted t0 Iife in this typical aquatic-terrestrial

transition zone.

4— catchment area —>

d-river channel;>4— floodplain —>
4—— river corridor ———p-

The mosaic of grass, shrubs and trees

within n'parian forests protects areas

against flood hazards by damping

peaks and speed of progressing flood

waves, regulates erosion and

sedimentation, improves water quality

and forms habitats for animals and

plants. Furthennore, it oontributes to

an efiicient biochemical degradation

of pollutants and promotes the health

of river systems and consequently

socio-economic benefits.

Fig. 1: Definition: River com'don n'ver channel, floodplain, n'parian
forest
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In this way it acts es a seIf-regenerating natural

resouree. Recreation still relies on these non market

values and their aesthetics es parameters of the

quality of life.

Within the guidelines, special attention is given to

the river eorridor, which can be defined as the river

channel together with its associated floodplains and

the adjacent riparian ecosystem. Streng interactions

between morphology, ecology and hydraulic

processes occur in this area and determine the

functien of the entire riparian system.

2.1.2 WHAT are riparian forest
management guidelines?

The guidelines are a menu ofdecision-support tools

for the management of riparian areas depending

on their function. The support is directed t0 potential

end-users such es, Iandowners, resource

managers, feresters, engineers, agencies,

organisations and public officials. The guidelines

balance social, economic and environmental

objectives for riparian forest resouroes.

They give support in defining project-specific

problems and present practicable methods for

evaluation of the actua| Situation as well es future

scenarios or objectives. The focus of the guidelines

lies on selected cemponents of a healthy ripan'an

forest eeosystem (Figure 2).

2.1.3 WHY have the guidelines been
developed?

Within the Eurepean Water Framework Directive,

these guidelines haue been designed es a step

towards mere flood protection and safety es weII

es an enhancement of the ecological status of

European rivers and riparian oorridors. They are in

Iine with concern about river corridors, their

eontinuity and the need for river restoration.

In addition the guidelines supply basic infonnation

to reise more public awareness to the importance

of sustainable riparian forest management.

2.1.4 WHO deveIOped the guidelines?

The RipFor group is an interdisciplinary team ef
EurOpean scientists within the FP5 (EU frame

programme 5) framework. The most riparian forest

relevant fields of hydraulic, morphology, vegetation

science and ecology were covered in an integrated

way. The group consists of four universities (Berlin,

Karlsruhe, Trento and Vienna), ene envirenmental

agency (APPA), one assistant eontractor (Federal

Ministry of Agn'culture and Forestry, Austria) and

River bed and

floodplain

geomorphology

Flood dynamiss,

erosion and

sedimentation

Integrated water

work constructions

Succession of

vegetation and

soils

Water quality

Wildlife habitat

Cultural resouroes

Revaluation of

Iandscape-scenery

Fig. 2: Objectives of the guidefines
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are additionally supported by subcontractors from

a Iocal water authority (GWD Breisach) and a

riparian forest environmental agency (WWF

Aueninstitut).

For specific research, four field sites and two

laboratory facilities were chosen to improve

knowledge about hydraulic, sedimentary and

ecological problems within riparian forests. In such

way, different scales and regions in various climatic

and ecological zones and with different aspects of

function are considered. Drafting the proposed

guidelines was carried out during the semiannual

project meetings and by meetings of subgroups of

project participants. End-users were involved during

the development of the guidelines. The resulting

draft was discussed and approved during the final

RipFor congress in February 2003.

2.1.5 WHAT is specific with these
guidelines?

These guidelines focus on hydraulis, sedimentary

and ecological problems of multifunctional riparian

forest management. They are not related t0 timber

production in the first place but to a management

serving flood protection, sedimentary and erosion

prevention and the bufier function of riparian areas.

The management comprises ecological self-

regulation as far as possible. Socio-economic

improvements, such as flood damage prevention

or origination of recreational areas within the

catchment basin are intended by their

implementation.

The guidelines were edited with maximum respect

to a universal applicability to different scenarios

and types of riparian areas. Nevertheless, it has t0

be kept in mind, that natural processes and

dynamics in this ecozone underlie long-term

temporal and spatial changes and therefore require

Iong-term monitoring and practical experience.

Furthermore, the RipFor research had t0 focus on

some of the relevant processes within riparian

forests and could not cover all of them.

Groundwater dynamics for example were only

considered marginally, whereas best attention was

given t0 surface and open channel flows.

These aspects, formulae, methods and research

studies have t0 be considered with regard t0 their

boundary conditions and Iimitations.

2.1.6 WHY do we show case studies?

Case studies help to explain the theoretical Riparian

Management Concept and make it much more

comprehensible for end—users. The examples are

taken from the four test sites of the project, located

at different rivers in Europe and demonstrate how

variable management objectives and strategic

planning and measures are. Thus, some of the

guideline chapters are accompanied by more than

one case study t0 account for the diversity of

riparian forest management practice.
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Fig. 3: Test site Enz (Germany)

Location: Southwest Germany, City of
Pforzheim

Scenario: Floedplain and morphological
restoration in urban area
(completed)

RipFor relation: Data analysis of
hydraulis. sediment and vegetation
interactions. experiences and
recemmendations for realisation

Fig. 4: Test site Upper Rhein
(Germany)

Location: Southwest Germany, near
Freiburg

Scenario: Riparian forest restoration
(planned)

RipFor relation: Hydraulic, sedimentary
and ecological field measurements
and data analysis

Fig. 5: Test Site Wien river - test
flume (Austfia)

Location: City of Vienna
Scenario: Test flume for soil

bibengineering river revaluation in
urban area (planned)

Ripr relation: Hydraulic impact of the
vegetation in different stages of
succession by measuring the flow
velocities, data analysis

Fig. 6: Test site Fersr'na (Italy)

Location: Northern ltaly, near Trento
Scenario: Ecological monitoring
RipFor relation: Ecological field

measurements and data analysis
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3. METHODOLOGY OF RIPARIAN
FOREST MANAGEMENT

Aforested bufier zone is one of the most desirable

management alternatives for riparian areas where

trees historically occurred. Buffer zones provide

important self—purification potential for river

systems. Trees help t0 stabilize banks and provide

shade and woody debris for the stream and prime

habitat for many species ef wildlife. Beyond timber

er other forest products could be an economic

incentive.

Figure 7 Shows the process of riparian forest

management. The different sections (project

definition, actual Situation, objectives, analysis of

deficienoy, strategies, measures, analysis of

impact‚ realisation, monitoring and evaluation) are

not isolated, they complete one another. Therefore,

the following subchapters describe in detail each

of the necessary steps t0 apply the methodology

of riparian forest management with suitable

management techniques.

Fig. 7: Memodofogy cfRipafian Forest Management
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3.1 Project definition

The enhancement of the quality of Iife is

the ultimate ambition of the proposed

Riparian Forest Management. En route, a

variety of demands asked by the human

society as well as nature wildlife and

environment have t0 be taken into account

and balanoed. Taking a closer Iook at these

demands, the three basic aspects safety,

ecology and uselfunction can be

differentiated. The scientific disciplines

involved in Riparian Forest Management

include hydrology 8: hydraulics,

morphodynamic, vegetation science,

specific ecological science and socio-

ecenomy.

0.99*\ xä: Morpho- 4(g " dynamics 94 s - %ocm-
Economy '1-

O
_ 3

Specific
ecological

science

n. 8: Quality ofLife

According t0 these central aspects, the

end-user should be able t0 value his

objectives and cany out feasibility studies

before starting into a n'parian management.

This may help finding a structure of

demands, from primary goals down t0

restäctive boundary cenditions and simplify

some steps of the following chapters t0
reach an efficient management eoneept.

1:: v
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Fig 9:Safety- essenn'al1y110m1 pmtection

F'g1OSafety/Ecology- sati-btoengmeenng stmcture for
bank protection and diversity of habitats

Fig. 11: Use / Funcfion--managementoffloodplains

Figure 12 & 13 (next page)

Fig. 12: Enz - project definition

Fig. 13: Upper Rhine — project definition
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3. 1 Projecf
f—a—g—M1." Y definifion

Enz:

The river Enz was straightened
and canalized into a double—
trapezoidal cross seotion afier a
flood event in 1896. The Channel
was oonstruoted on a grand soale
to guarantee flood safety for the
eity of Pforzheim and a maximum
discharge of 900 mals. The designed ohannel oapacity
proved to be higher than neoessary: only the flood of
417 mals ocourred sinoe the establishment of a gauging
station in 1933. This potential Iead to the start of a
restoration projeot of 1500 m length of both, river

Ugger Rhine - The lntegrated Rhine
Program (IRP):

About 150 years ago, the Upper Rhine still constituted
a wild river. In its alluvial zone between Basle and
Lautenburg, the river Rhine was running in numerous
flat anns that were subjeot to constant changes, while
embraoing flood plains which extended over a width of
2-3 km.
The flrst correction of the Rhine has been oarried out
between 1817-1880 aooording to plans drawn up by
Johann Gottfried Tulla. For this purpose‚ numerous
branches were oombined to form one main bed. The
wide meanders were being interrupted and broken
through. The Iength of the stretoh of the Rhine between
Basle and Worms was reduced from 354 km to 273
km and the floods were only able to spread aoross an
area which was almost 1 km to 2
km wide. This also meant the loss
of important habitats for fauna and
flora. Max Honsell oontinued
Tulla's work by putting up groins,
which narrowed the flow of the
river along the banks of the Rhine.
He diminished the cross-section
of the Rhine, while ooncentrating
the water in the river bed. The
correction of the Upper Rhine
resulted in a major Ioss of flood
areas and the reduotion in the frequenoy of the
oocurrenoe of floods impacting on the adjaoent areas.
After the First World War the systematic development
of the Upper Rhine started. This was oaused by the
treaty of Versailles. In article 358 Franoe was oonferred
the n'ght to divert water from the Upper Rhine and to
produoe energy by making use of the hydroeleotric
power of the water. Between 1928-1977, the Rhine Side
Channel and a total number of 10 barrages were
eonstructed within the framework of three expansion
stages.
Due t0 the systematic development of the Upper Rhine,
a fioodplain area of almost 130 km2 and thus important

Channel and river oorridor within
the urbanized area in 1990.
The primary objeotives were
increase of ecologioal quality as
well as the uselfunotion as a
reoreational area for the
inhabitants of Pforzheirn. On the
other hand, restriotive safety
aSpeots like flood proteotion
against a 200 year event and
maintenanoe of the existent Ievees

had to be considered. Therefore, hydraulio engineers,
geomorphologists, Iandsoape arohiteots and
eoologists were involved in the planning of the
restoration.

habitats were lost. Another oonsequenoe was that the
danger of floods downstream from lffezheim had
mounted oonsiderably. Today floodwaves are
distinotly higher than in the past. In addition to that
the flood waves of the Rhine are meeting with those
of its tributaries suoh as Neckar and the Main, sinoe
the river oourse of the Rhine has been straightened
and shortened. The total damage resulting from a flood
with a returning period of 200 years in the Upper Rhine
Plain between lffezheim and Bingen is estimated to
an amount of more than 6 billion Euro. Moreover, risk
for human Iife is to be expeoted, too.
The International Flood study Commission ofthe River
Rhine (whioh was established in 1968) oonduoted a
study on the impaot of the systematic development of
the Upper Rhine. The findings of the Commission

emphasized the neoessity for
restoring the Ievel of safety against
floods that existed prior to the
systematio development of the
Upper Rhine. In 1996 this Iead to
the adaptation of the framework
conoept for the implementation of
the lntegrated Rhine Programme
by the State Government of
Baden-Württemberg. The
reaotivation of the former
floodplains at the Upper Rhine for

flood control purposes and the development of flood
plains close to nature are the main goals of the
lntegrated Rhine Programme (IRP). The IRP proposes
the oreation of flood retention areas in the former flood
plain in 13 Iooations on the Baden—Württemberg side
of the Rhine. Aooording to the present framework
conception for the lRP, this would require a retention
volume of about 170 Million rn3 on the Baden-
Württemberg side of the Rhine. The objeotives should
be reaohed by 4 different measures: the eonstruotion
of polders, dike relocation, the use of weirs and the
emergency operation of the power stations on the
Rhine.
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3.2 Analysis of actual situation

3.2.1 General characterisation

The first step has to be the definition and

differentiation of the areal extensions of the project.

The most important areal definitions that have t0

be eonsistent for the project are:

Catchment area is the area that supplies the

project area with water (river, rainfall or

groundwater), river sediments and provides

ecological migration of flora and fauna from

upstream of the project area.

The Project area is in the focus of the riparian forest

management circle. Actual Situation 'and future

scenarios are referring to the project area. The

areal extensions can vary signifinntly for different

projects, from reach scale t0 catchment scale

extensions.

Test sites are needed t0 characterise the project

area by Iocal measurements, field studies and

exemplary calculations. Test sites should be chosen

carefully t0 be representative for the project area,

but have not necessarily be Iocated inside the

project area.

The case studies shows the differentiation between

catchment, project area and test site. The general

characterisation is based upon the European Water

Framework Directive (EWFD).
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Fig. 14: Catchment area (yellow) and project area (in red frame = test site) of fiver Enz
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Hartheim
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Fig. 15: Catchment area, project-area and test site of Upper Rhine
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3.2.1.1 Catchment area 3.2.1.2 Project area

Table 1: Descfiption of catchment area (see Annex) Table 2: Descfiption ofprojact ama (see Annex)
-'-*.. ...--Dmcfipfionofcatchmentma Dmnpflonofnrmectarea

River name 1. General description
Stream km Name

_ _ Lowland:*=':200 m Location Countryl Region l CommunityAltidudlnal . . . _
Mld: 200-800 m Prolect area ExtenSIon stream kmSource Ievel WPDIDQY .nh: "#800 m Area

Geographioal regign Length l Width
Small: 10 - 100 km2 Elevation

Catchment Medium: 100 - 1000 km2 2. Hydrologyl Geomorphology
area Large: 1000 - 10000 km2 Hydrology . NNQ l MMQ

v5 Iar e- "210000 km2 D'SCharge MQ_ ry _ g ' statistios
Rlver Iength Upstream of proiect area MHQ f HHQ
Climate of catchment area Discharge regime

Wien 9 5 Grad E: Geo' GÜÜIÜQY
209 m B13 mm _

cm morphology Relief
River oourse l Valiey contour

3. Ecology

E. a Ecoregion IAooording to EWFD
E ä Biocenotical type I Fish zone

ä ä Vegetation [Altitudinal oharacterisation
; __ „ - “”3 Wildlife protection area

. _ _ ; I; i _' 33- 9; 3’ ‚ __‚ Land use I Function (Valley floor)
'I 2 J 4- .5

an";

In 'I 10 11 12

Water
quality Iwater quality map

. Basement 4. Historical development
Dominant .. .Slliceous Rwer channelgeology of

S d' t _ _ D . .
catohment area e Imen ary Caloareous R|ver corndor esonptlon

Organic Floodplain

3. 2. 1 . 1 Cafchmenf area

022m;
o River name: Enz o River name: Alpine-High—Upper Rhine
o Stream km: 56,55 km o Stream km: 186,2 km at Rheinweiler
o Souroe Ievel: 820 m a.s.| o Source Ievel: 4.275 m a.s.l. Aare catohment
o Catchment area: 1.479 km2 o Catchment area: 36.649 km2 incl. Aare
o River Iength: 108 km o River length: 432 km
o Climate of catchment area: o Climate of catchment area:

Pfurzheim-Euiingm 9.1 Grad C: Mdbodm Ego-au H-rflnIm-Bmmg-hn m cum
245 I‘Tl 78.2 mm 1320m man: m m um

cm an:

.|

E 5 i
E’ E E
“5 E
4% 'E E
ä g _ .a

= =+ ...... . ' .. *1 *2 "“..:.‘" ......
o Dominant geology: o Dominant geology:

- Basement: Sandstone (Nordschwarzwald)! - Basement: Granite. gneiss (vosges, black
Shell Iimestone (Kraiohgau) forest)

- Sedimentary: Siliceous (bowlder) - Sedimentary: “Flysoh, Molasse”, Iime, sohist,
sandstone

11
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3. 2. 1 . 2 Projecf areaamam;

n. 16: Enz - project area

Enz - Proiect area:

1 . General desoription
o River name: Enz
o Looation: Germany l Baden-

Wuerttemberg l Pforzheim
o Project area:

- Extension stream km: 56,5 — 58,0 km
- Area: - 75.000 m2
— Length l Width: ... 1.500 m l 50 m
- Elevation: - 240 m a.s.l

. Hydrology 8 Geomorphology
o Hydrology:

- NNQ l MNQ: 2,33 l 5,41 m3ls
— MQ: 17,4 male
- MHQ l HQ: 175 l 532 m3ls

o Geomorphology:
- Geology: sandstone l limestone
- Relief: cuestas
- River course l Valley contour:

Linear! Kastental

. Ecology
o Ecoregion: Central Highlands
o Biooenotioal type l Fishzone:

Hyporithral l Grayling zone
o Vegetation: Collin
o Wildlife protection area: No
o Land use l Function: Reoreational, urban area
o Water quality: (class II) moderately affeoted

(LAWA Index) moderate (FFI
Index)

. Historioal development:
o River channel: Canalised in 1902-1907, double

trapezoidal oross seotion,
annoured banks

o River oorridor: River-parallel levees since 1902
o Floodplain: Retired, grass oover sinoe 1902

Ugger Rhine - Proiect area:

1. General description
o River name:
o Looation:

Upper Rhine
Germany l Baden-
Wuerttemberg i Markt tiII
Breisach

o Projeot area:
- Extension stream km: 176,0 - 217,0 km
— Area: -- 4.000.000 m2
- Length l Width: -— 43 km I 70 to 400 m
- Elevation: - 217 m a.s.|

2. Hydrology & Geomorphology
o Hydrology:

Gauging station: Rheinweiler 186,178 km
(parallel to the Grand Canal d’AIsac at the
original oourse of the river Rhine)
- NNQ l MNQ: data not available
- MQ: 30 male
- MHQ l HQ: 1.150 l 2.600 mSIs
Gauging station: Rheinfelden 148,300 km
(upstream of the Grand Canal d’Alsac)
— NNQ I MNQ: 315 l 472 male
- MQ: 1.030 male
— MHQ l HQ: 2.750 l 4.270 m3ls

o Geomorphology:
- Geology: Granite, gneise (vosgee, black

forest); „Flysoh, Molasse“,
lime, schist, sandstone (Alps)

- Relief: Plane (Upper Rhine Valley)
- River course l Valley oontour:

A fonner braided river system;
linear, trapezoidal oross
section

. Ecology
o Ecoregion: Alps l Central Iow mountain

range
o Biocenotical type I Fishzone:

data not available
o Vegetation: willowsl Floodplain forest
o Wildlife proteotion area: Partially protected
o Land use l Function: Recreational area, gravel

industry
o Water quality: (class II) moderately afieoted

(LAWA Index) moderate (FFI
Index)

. Historioal development:
o River ohannel: Canalized, incised river bed
o River corn'dor: Weir, groynes
o Floodplain: Armoured banks, groynes

substantial Ioss of floodplains,
mixture of grass, herbe and
floodplain forest

12
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The general description of the test sites is given

implicit with the project area. Thus, no extra tables

for test sites are required here. Further studies or

local measurements carried out at the test sites

will be included in the following chapters.

3.2.2 Problem orientated
characterisation of project area

The characterisation of typical hydraulic,

sedimentological, ecological and socio—eoonomical

properties of the project area is the basis for further

measures and strategies. Some of these properties

can only be surveyed by direct field measurements

at the test sites‚ while others can be estimated or

calculated by applying theoretical oonsiderations.

This does not mean, that every determinable

parameter has to be determined. Only the most

signiflcant ones for the end-user’s specific Situation

as well as methods for their detennination should

be sorted out. Considerations of financial or

technical Iimitations as weil as the predefined

problem orientation (see 3.1) have to be included.

3.2.2.1 Data recherche

lt is obligatory to analyse the available information

before putting any efforts on acquisition of new data.

Generally a data recherche should provide

information on historical and baseline oonditions

of stream corridor structure and functions, es weil

as the social, cultural, and economic oonditions of

the river corridor and the larger watershed. In many

Gases data is available and documented at local

authorities, educational institutions and consultants.

Cose Smdy
Ugger Rhine:

The correction and regulation of the
Upper Rhine has caused a dramatic
intensifioation of flood risks for the area
between Iffezheim and Worms due to
shortening of the river oourse and the
Ioss offloodplains. In order to guarantee
the proteotion for a 200 year flood event
(Q ‚«.-. 5000 mals) it is necessary to create
new flood retention areas at the Upper
Rhine. For this purpose a total retention
volume of 167 Million rn3 is required.
Hence 25 Million m3 account for the
project area beMeen the comrnunities
of Märkt and Breisach, which is located

3. 2. 2 Problem orienrafed characferisafion of projecf area

Fig. 17: Typographical map Upper Rhine, 1828: furcating Upper
Rhine; situation befors Tulla’sche correction

upstream of Iffezheim and at the
southwest of the city of Freiburg.
The measure encompasses the
exoavation of former floodplains which
are spare-d by floods due to the incision
of the Rhine by several meters after the
beginning of the Tulla Rhine correction
in 1828. At the same time ecological
aspects have to be oonsidered within
the planned measures by recreating
and developing riparian forests and
typical flood plain habitats for fauna and
flora at the excavated areas.

Fig. 18: Typographical map Upper Rhine, 1872: Situation after
Tulla’sohe correction

13
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increase of the local water level. With
respect t0 hydraulics and sedimentation
it is of particular interest what are the
differences between young flexible and
old n'gid trees and in which way different
stages of succession affect the flood
wave.

Another scope of duties is the
investigation of accumulation and

Fig. 19: Typographr'cal map Upper Rhine, 1963: Situation after erosion and the geomorphnlogical
regulation and canalr'sation

Hence the superior objective i5 the Iinkage between
flood protection and the design and development of
riparian forests at the future retention areas.

The implementation of those time and cost intensive
measures demands a detailed investigation of the
preject area. Suitable and available areas have t0 be
prospected.

As a basic pn‘nciple it has t0 be examined under the
use of models and field surveys if the planned
excavation will effect the desired results. The analysis
of the spatial and temporal dynamic and interaction
offlood discharge, stream velocity, sediment transport,
vegetation and morphology is an essential part of the
investigatien.

In this regard riparian forests and their different stages
of succession play an important role by their impact
on flood discharge and sedirnent transport. The
vegetation is of epecial importance for the discharge
of flood events since it forrns an obstacle for the water
body. This may result in a deceleration of the fiood
wave by decrease of strearn velocity but as weil in an

-- .
1'

_. '-:._-_\. .
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and sediment transport

stability of the floodplain. On the one
hand it is primarily desired that fine
material will be accumulated at the

excavated areas but in the Iong-term perspective the
siltation should be avoided. Thus the analysis of
sedimentation and erosion and its dependency from
flow velocity, distribution of vegetation and the
magnitude and duration of flood events is necessary.
The development and adaptation of a typical fauna
and flora of riparian areas and the evolution of habitat
structures has to be provided. lf is mainly a result of
the variation in frequency, duration and magnitude ef
flood events .

For the detailed investigation of the micre— and meso—
scale interaction between flow velocity, vegetation,
sediment transport and the development of riparian
forests a monitoring system was implemented at the
Upper Rhine by the Freie Universität Berlin. The
continuous measurements of different parameters Iike
flow velocity, sedimentation and erosion, the
development of vegetation before, during and after
flood events gives the opportunity t0 analyse the
abiotic and biotic boundary conditions of riparian
forests and allows the deecription and analysis of
changes under consideration of riparian forest
management.

Fig. 20: Upper Rhine: interaction beMeen vegetation Fig. 21: Flood event at the Upper Rhine: interaction
beMeen water and vegetation
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3.2.2.2 Methods

The methods are the core of the RipFor-Guidelines.

They provide a state—of-the-art collection of

practicable measurement techniques, tools and

theoretical approaches that are necessary t0

evaluate both the actual Situation of test sites as

weil es future scenarios or objectives.

T0 give a clear overview the methods are structured

in tables (see below). Each method is characterised

by:

' Goal (relevance of results)
- Application area (river and/or floodplain)

* Scale (test site, project area, catchment area)
. Connection (basic disclpline)
. Application (stage of project)

This classification should enable end—users t0 filter

the huge amount of parameters and sort out the

ones, that are useful for their individual Situation

and with regard t0 the existing boundary conditions

(e.g. financial budget or technical Iimitations).

How to use the following tables:

Output-parameters

Scale and area

Potential methods

Annex: exact description of each method

P‘PP’NT‘ Selection of the method (time effort, available

technical equipment, financial management)

The tables can contain only some basic

information's (see above) simply because details

and explanations would go beyond the scope of

the Guidelines. Therefore, an Annex was attached

to the Guidelines.

For most methods, the annex includes

characterisation of the input—output parameters

(e.g. method “GMS universal flow formula” needs

geometry and hydraulic roughness t0 get discharge

and flow velocities). Furthermore, a short

description of the method and its limitations,

expenses, practicability and further literature is

given.

Descn‘gfign - table of

methods:

Step 1: Goal (output-

parameters of

methods)

Step 2: Area and scale
O

|

Step 3: Potential methods

Step 4: Annex (description
.of each methods

and furlher

references)

Step 5: Selection of usable

methods

n
E
d:

Scale

Connactlon

Appllcatlon

Fig. 22: Help for the selection of methods
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fl’Table ofMethods „Hydrology 8 HydraulicsTable 3
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Table of Memods „Morphodynamics“Tabie 4
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Tabfe 5: Table ofMethods „Vegetation science“
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Average plant distance x2 ‚8 x7 x x

Pattern of vegetation x x3 x x x x x x x

Type of vegetation x x x x6 x x7 x5 x x x x x x x
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E

Rlver

4: Floodplain x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

m Testsite x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

3 Projectarea x x x x x x x x x x
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Catchmentarea x x x x
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2 Additional calculation necessary 6 Possible result
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4 Calculation cf frequency possible 8 Stereo aerial photography
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Analysis of actual Situation

Tabfe 6: Tabie ofMethods „Specific ecological science“
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Table 7: Table of Methods „Socio-Economic“
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3. 2. 2. 2 Methods_“u

auseSmdy
Wien river - The Soil Bioengingering n:
Flgmg:

Since the plans for revitalising the urban stretch are
primarily based on the use of bioengineering methods,
a soil bioengineering test flume was constructed t0
assess the stability of different structures under Ioad
and the hydraulic action of the vegetation. Artificial
floodings allow t0 observe the distribution of the flow
velocity. Velocity profiles show the difference between
the open channel and the vegetated bank. Long-tenn
menitering of the development of Iocal riparian
vegetation allow an assessment of its influence on
the discharge capacity .

Lecal Situation:
The soil bioengineering test flume is located directly
within the Wien River bed downstrearn of a sluice of
one of the retention basins which were constructed
für floed protestion of the City of Wenna.

Method:
The investigations focus on the hydraulic impact of
the vegetation in different stages of succession by
measuring the flow velocities in different parts of the
cross-sectien.

Preliminary work

' The construction of the test flume began in 1996
with the installation of a sheet pile wall that divides
the lest channel into two parts which can be flooded
separately. lt was completed in 1998 with three
different soil bioengineering structures (brush
mattress, branch Iayer, fascine layer).

' Physical modeling: A physical model of the weir
was realized in the year 2000 t0 assess the exact
discharge and the outlet coefficient. The discharge
is a function ef the water Ievel in the retention basin
and the opening height of the weir.

During artificial floodings:
' Local velocity measurements: The flow velocity

measurements are done with Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeters (ADV) and Acoustic Doppler Profiles
(ADP) installed cm a measuring bridge.

' Local bedload measurements (tracer - stones)
' River gauges: Observation of 15 water tables t0

get the exact water Ievel along the test flume.

Seasonal work:
' Complete vegetation sampling: In order to

describe the interaction between vegetation and
hydraulic parameters it is necessary t0 characterise
the vegetation, t0 measure relevant parameters and
t0 ebserve its development over several years.

flugs“;

JE";
"_'
'

__

Hd'l'

'—

.-'.ää‘äEäT-s-a.-aesaaea

_

_

rin

.
14!;
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25: Flow velocity measurement equipment
‚S ‚h.

Fig.
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Fig. 26: Artificial flooding in the test flmne
U
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Typica! results - Wien river:

Local velecity measurements:
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Fig. 28: Wien n'ver results: flew velocities in different vertical
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Cemplete vegetation sampling:
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Red, cyan, blue and green: mean flow
velocities in the open channel (without
vegetation)
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Fig. 29: Wien river results: graph of water Ievels and discharge
during an artificial flooding

Vegetation eampling Page 1

Test eite: Wien river
Type: Faecine Iayer Date: 01.1 1 .2000
Profile: 15 Name: Meyer I Volleinger

Lateral branches ISpemes
ehape af erewn

Fig. 30: Wien river results: part ef a vegetation sampling form
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Enz - Rivgr restoration:

A physical madel of the river Enz restoration for predictien of flood risk as the primary aspect has been constructed
(University ef Karlsruhe). In the experiments, the influence of morphological and vegetative restoratien en the
hydraulics was investigated for different restoration alternatives. Special regard was given t0 the maintenance of
the 200 year flood risk safety (design discharge: HQ =540 male ).

Fig. 31 (Ieft): Physical model of river Enz
restoration: phase of constructian

1:40 scale; Theodor-Rehbeek—Iaberatory

Fig. 32 (below left): Physical model ofn'ver
Enz restoration: before vegetation
growth

State after the restoration ef morphological
structures within river channel and fleodplains
before the vegetation Iayer has developed

Fig. 33 (below n‘ght): Physical model of
river Enz restoration: after full
vegetation growth

Stage of the river Enz restoration (future
scenario) with fully develeped vegetatien and
merphelogical structures

Methods used in the expefiments:
' Mapping of water Ievel by pointer gauges t0 determine the influence of vegetation on the water Ievel
' Local velocity measurements with propellermeters t0 determine areas with highllow hydrodynarnic forces

that cause erosien/sedimentation
- Local bedlead and suspended Ioad measurements by adding tracer sediments t0 the flow
' Visualisation techniques (dye tracer, Video and photo) t0 analyse the influence ef merpholegical structures

and vegetation on the integral flow field and the sedimentationlerosion processes
' Tepographical maps as input data for the cross sections and bed slepe in the model
' Vegetation mapping üf the plante in the model (spacing, density, structure, permeability)
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Upger Rhine:

Field measurements UQQer
Rhine:
The estimation of changes in
topography was carn'ed out using
geodetic surveys before and
after subset flood penods. More
detailed information about height
and total amount ef sedimentation
and erosion could be obtained
using localsuspendedloadand
bedload samph‘ng (sediment
traps and chains) which were
placed at 30 Iocations inside the
floodplain. The Iocatien were
selected under censideration of
both the morphological Situation
and the distribution and types of
vegetation. Changes in vegetation
and the actual Situation of the test
site during and after flood events were monitored by a constant recording remote Video moniton'ng system and by
complete vegetation sampling. This allowed a permanent eontrol of the Situation in the field over the whole year and
a better understanding of the dynamic of the boundary conditions.

Fig. 34: Topographical / morphological changes afler the flood pen‘od
in 2001 at the test site Upper Rhine
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Fig. 35 (left): Wdeo moniton'ng, observation ofchanges
in Vegetation during a flood event in 2001

Fig. 36 (below): Complete vegetation sampling at fest
site UpperRhine - partial result of the vegetation
mapping
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Gase StudY
The investigatien of the impact of vegetation on the flow field was
carn'ed eut as comparative study using local velocitymeasurements
with Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP). One ADCP was
meunted inside a willow grove, the second one at a grass eovered
Iocatien. Both Profilers measured water velocity in three dimensions
over a whole fleed period. The permanent recording of flow data
Over the whole water profile and a lenger period allowed the
descriptien and analysis of spatial-temporal changes in the flow field
and the differenees between a densely and non wooded area in terms
ef hydraulic roughness and its impact on discharge at floodplains.

Velacüy - a: water Java! 2,3 marer

“i“Gras - 663

*Willnws - 90
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dcpih

wer

grnund

|m]

0 ZOO 400 500 BOÜ IUÜU 12GB

Velucity |mmfs|

flow velocity for difierent types efvegetation understandardized conditions (water Ievel andaltitude)

Phzsical modelling:
The aim of the physical model at the University of Karlsruhe was the determination of the influence of different
types cf riparian vegetation on the flow of the Upper Rhine and for varying types of vegetation and flow eenditions
complementary t0 the field measurements.
The cross section design and the investigated water Ievels were taken from field maps and transferred t0 the
medel. Due t0 the small medel scale of 1:100, the experiments focused on an integral appreach te the vegetatien
and their properties (flexibility and spacing). On the other hand, velocity data of the entire flow field were cellected
with high temporal and spatial resolution.

Fig. 38: Physical model of riparian forest
vegetation

(top Ieft) Rigid cylinders with foliage as a
physical model of trees with Ieaves in an
experiment with only—fleodplain flow; (below left)
Measurement of bending and oscillatien of
flexible cylinders; (right) dye visualisation of the
flow field and measured mean velocity
distribution (top Iefi) for a fleodplain situation
with equally spaced rigid cylinders as a model
of tree stems. The dye was added 2 seconds
before the photo was taken as an immediate
line source across the flume. The picture shows
the horizontal veloeity gradient between main
Channel (maximum mean flew velocity u = 0.27
m/s) and floodplain (u = 0.1 m/s). Furthennore,
a isovelocity colour map of measured velecities
is shown (blue: Iow velocity, red: high velosity).
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Methods used in the expefiments:
' Mapping ef water Ievel by peinter gauges t0 detennine the influence of vegetation an the water Ievel and

calculate the overall resistance and drag forces
' Local velocity measurements with a 2D-LDV system to get spatial and temporal high resolution data of

the flow field
' Visualisation techniques (dye tracer. Video and photo) t0 analyse the influence ef vegetatien en the integral

flew field and the sedimentatienlerosion processes)
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3.2.2.3 Results and interpretation of the
aetual Situation

This chapter brings together the results obtained

in the previous chapters t0 draw a detailed and

widespread image of the actual Situation. Hence, it

is necessary to work in an interdisciplinary way to

Iink together the information and results from each

basic discipline. This step implies a broad

understanding of the interdependency of riparian

forest related processes. Aceording t0 the expenses

of the project and the accuracy of the results, the

interpretation may be cemplex t0 a great extend

and therefore demand professional guidance or

consultancy.

vegetation data

hydrological
& hydraulic

socio-economical
data

actUa
z}-

Qeg in mind for' ACTUAL SITUATION!

' Differentia’re periodical from Singular
changes

° Differentia’re The sfage of succession
and see, Tha‘r succession i5 a con'rinuous
process wi'rhou’r a final Stege

° Consider The relations be'rween disfance
from wa’rer und diversi’ry/succession/
buffer' func'rion

' Visi'l' and focus existing problems and
sensitive areas and evalua’re locafion and
degree of dis‘rurbances

morpho-
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Fig. 39: Results and interpretafion of the actuat Situation
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3.3 Definition of objectives

After evaluation of the actual Situation, the end-

user has t0 define objectives or a future soenario

within the RipFor—Management Guidelines. Onoe

the objectives have been worked out clearly - in

many cases quantified parameters will be obligatory
- they can be compared against the actual Situation

to find out where deficits occur and what practicable

measures and strategies can be applied to reach

nominal conditions.

The responsibility for spotting objectives is a task

Guidelines for End-Users

of the end-user. The RipFor—Guidelines can only

support this decision by supplying some typical

objectives for riparian forest projects. According t0

the size of the project area and the present

eoological/morphological Situation, objectives haue

to be derived from the three basic aspects (see

also Chapter 3.1 “Project definition”):
' Safety
' Ecology
- Use, function

By transforming these basic aspects into practical

goals, different approaches can be specified:

------

Fig. 4o: Definition of objecfives

(A) Restoration offloodplain areas and

river oorridors

(B) Management and maintenance of

existent riparian forest

(C) Restoration of morphodynamics

within channel and river corridor

(D) Restoration of river hydrograph

(flood protection, water budget)

(E) Restoration of recreational areas

for public use

(F) Site adapted forestry

(G) Restoration ofwater quality — buffer

function of n'parian forestry
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3. 3 Definition of objecfivesGase sind?
511L:
The basic ebjectives for the restoration were:
(A) Restoration of floodplains
(B) Restoration of morphodynamics within channel and

river corridor
(C) Restoration of recreational areas for public use

A close-to-nature river section upstream of the project area
was chosen as a potential “Leitbild” for the restoration.

Specific objectives for the increase ef ecological quality
were:

' Winding river course
' Diversity of flow velocities, water depth and bed

StTUCtUI'E'S Fig. 41: Enz - diversity of flow velocities, water
i Biodiversity of aquawterrestriai habitats depth and bed structures
' Succession of vegetation

Specific safety aspects were:
0 Maintenance of existent Ievees
' Floed protection against a 200 year event
- Protection of drinking-water sources from river infiltration
' Constant Iocal flow velocities and shear stresses t0 prevent erosion

Specific aspects for uselfunction were:
' Integration in Iandscape
' Use of floodplains for recreational activities, acceptance of inhabitants

U er R in - Dik rel tion between Märkt
and r ' h“:
The basic objectives for the restoration are:
(A) Flood control by restoring the Ievel of safety against

floods that existed prior t0 the systematic development
of the Upper Rhine

(B) Preservation or restoration of the Upper Rhine
floedplains

Specific objectives for the increase of ecological quality
are:

' Restoration and preservation of fioodpiains
' Develepment of flood plains due t0 ecological

floodings
' Typical fluctuation of groundwater Ievei
° Shift of seils by floodings Fig. 42: Upper Rhine - floodplains
' Diversity of species and structural diversity
- Preservation of genetic potential
- Protection of rare animals and plant species
' Succession of riparian forest

Specific safety aspects are:
. Flood protection against a 200 year event

Specific aspects for uselfunction are:
° Integration in landscape
- Use cf fleodplains for recreational activities, acceptance of inhabitants
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Choosing one of these practical goals automatically

sets restoration priorities. Based upon these

priorities and the methods applied to the actual

Situation in Chapter 3.2.2.2, the end-user has to

define a future scenario. Where quantifiable

parameters are required, a oertain bandwidth of

tolerance should be set to avoid singularity.

3.4 Analysis of deficiency

After the preceding detailed survey of the actual

Situation and the definition of various objectives.

the analysis of deficiency follows, to give a basis

for the further planning of strategies and measures.

It is necessary to visualise and assess the deficits

for each involved soientific discipline. The matrix

of deficienoy is based upon the comparison of the

actual Situation with the nominal condition, whioh

is a qualitative or quantitative definition of

objectives.

Dägn'gfign - mgtrix of deficiencz:

Step 1: Desoription and analysis of the actual

Situation for each involved scientific

discipline (see chapter 3.2.2.2).

Step 2: Description of the objectives and the

development of nominal conditions

(see chapter 3.1 and 3.3).

“ActuaI-Situation;

Step 3: Comparison of actual Situation with

nominal condition result in a matrix of

deficiency.

Fig. 43: Matn’x af definiency
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3. 4 Analysis of deficiencyCose S'I'udy
QM
In the case of River Enz, the three aspects maintenance of fiood safety, ecological revaluation and recreational
uselfunction had t0 be brought together. In the physical model (see Case Study 3.2.2.2 Methode „Enz — River
restoration) different alternatives and their deficiencies for potential restoration were investigated. Hereby, the
most important parameter was the hydraulic roughness and the resulting water level along the Enz.

waterlevel"“"N morphological
- h restoration

with vegetation24500;- at station
57 +400 km morphological

restoration

actual situationman-a
‘ (trapezoidal channel)

2:500—

2:500-

zum a...‚....‚....‚.-..‚....„..._l-..—d|scharge
o m 2m M0 wo 5m 500::1’1'5

Fig. 46: Main result of the physical model of river Enz restoration
Rating ourve (water Ievel vs. discharge) for a critioal cross seotion. The green arrow marks the increase of
water Ievel due to the restoration of river morphology, the red arrow due to the development of vegetation
(maintained and managed).

Objeotive: Restoration of river and floodplain morphology and vegetation

Nominal Cond.: Flood safety, tolerable increase of water table due t0 restoration: 1.0 m
(for design discharge of 540 m3/s)

Deficits: Inerease of water level for the critical cross section (station 57 +100 km):
-— 0.4 m due t0 morphological restoration (river channel and floodplains)

Alternative 1: 1.7 m due to vegetation - natural sucoession of riparian forest
(total channel capacity of 350 mals

Alternative 2: 0.6 m due to vegetation - limited and managed
(total channel capacity of 670 m3ls

Summarized, the increase of 1.7 + 0.4 = 2.1 m of alternative 1 was to high to fulfil the nominal eondition. Since the
change of morphological structures was essential for the restoration, the only strategy to keep the safety was
alternative 2: the limitation and maintenanoe of vegetation.

Hence. the inorease of water level could be kept below 0.6 m and the nominal condition of an inorease of 1.0 m
was sucoessfully complied.
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3.5 Strategies

A strategy can be understood as a planned

procedure for the achievement of the predeflned

objectives. The goals have to be defined at the

beginning of any project and for each project area

by the end-user. Which strategy can be applied

results from the interpretation of the matrix of

deficiency and thus an the oomparison between

the actual and target stete of the project.

The actual Situation as it was shown in chapter 3.2

needs detailed information of the present boundary

conditions of the project area. The end-user has t0

define a gainable target state of the project area

on the basis of these information and with

simultaneous consideration of the project

objectives. With respect t0 different objectives and

priorities belonging t0 each project area the

interpretation of the matrix gives the opportunity

t0 explore potentials of the resouroes and to SpOt

out conflicts of utilisation.

„wir

Fig. 47: Revitafisaflon rufe-cf- abtual Situation

4-

Fig. 48: Revftalisafion project -phase ofconstmction

Develogment of strategieg — ggmg bggig
. i l _

' Attention should be paid t0 transparency of
strategies, public relationa, risk assessment,
sustainability, environmental compatibility,
cost efiectiveness and control of success

- Experte should always be involved
- Consideration of different sub-goals and

their priorities
- Advertence of socio-economic components
- Consideration of non—Iocal impacts
- Consideration of time scale
- A realisation demands public acceptance
- Preparation of several strategies t0 explore

alternatives

The selection of a suitable strategy demands that

the exigency of purpose has t0 be appointed and a

weighting between different sub-goals has t0 be

attempted. The objectives can be obtained in

different ways employing individual strategies for

every project. Hereby, experts should be consulted

to find the best way.

Every change of the actual Situation - even if only

a single parameter gets modified - results in most

cases in a change of the complete system.

Consequently, new interpretations of decisive

factors have t0 be considered (e.g. which way the

project area should be modified, which parties are

involved and have demands on projected area and

last but not least in which way the project area

should be managed in the future). Therefore

Fig. 49: Revitalisation project - six months afler
completion
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Keeg in mind for STRA TEGIES!

Consider lang-Term persPec‘rives (up To climufic chunges)
Ripuriun for'es'rs huve Iow sedimem‘ yields
ReTuin sTreum shude To uvoid wur'ming up of The r'iver
Dep’rh of groundwufer' Tuble con‘rr'ols vegelu’rion growfh und muximurn heigh’r
Textur‘e und orgunic rnufier conlenl’ con'rr'ol ‘l’he wu'rer uvuilubili’ry in welI-druined soils und
Thus The muximum vegetufion heigh’r
Infersfi‘riul und mucr'o—por'e sTr'uc‘rur‘es ure impor‘run’r for uir und wu‘rer supply 1‘0 The rou'rs
Avuid The compuc'rion of soils which will keep biornuss produc’rivify high
S‘rrung rooTs will preser‘ve The r'iver chunnel from bunk erosion und widening
Woudy debris i5 more Thun u supply of orgunic mu’n‘er' und impurl'un‘r for‘ ecologicul quulify
und enhuncemenf of hubil’ul’s. IT'S u sTrong Tool for‘ morphologicul chunges buT cun ulsu
cunTr'ibuTe T0 bunk profec’rion. BuT flou’ring und woody debris cun significun’rly incr'euse The.
hydruulic roughness of u river und the wu‘ler' Tuble.
Include old Trees in plunning us fu’rure wuody debris supply or' Tree reve'rmen’rs for' bunk

Guidelines fur End—Users

pruTecTion

- Vur'y ureus wiTh sofTwood/hurdwood

’rhe wu‘ler' edge

includes bofh wuod und wu‘ler

- Fuvour' nuTive species for floodpluin und r'ipur'iun fores’r resforu’rion
. Diversi’ry of nuTive. Species provide u nuTur'ul supply of defri'rus for mucroinverfebru’res
- Dense gruss und sedges con'rr'ibu're ’ro floodpluin erosion pr'o'rec’rion
- Vur'y wid’rh of river chunnels und ripuriun corridors

' Fuvour multiple cunopy luyer's (gruss, sedges‚ bushes, ’rrees)
- Cumbine even uged, single cunopied Tree stunds wi‘rh uneven uged, multiple. cunopied unes uT

- Consider' The humun fuc'ror (u'n‘i'rudes, beliefs, knowledge, expec'ru’rion)
- Develup reusonuble uller‘nu’rives T0 Spo’r oul compromises
- Keep diulogue wi’rh The public und concerned ciTizens or' ciTizen gruups
+- Ripuriun silvicuh‘ure should uim u’r muinfuining ripuriun funcfions nuf u’r producing wuod und

questions of the current and potential use of the

pruject area take a centre stage for every strategy

and every purpose.

lt has t0 reviewed with every planning uf a strategy

if the goal cun be achieved by measures on a local

(project area) or a non—Iocal regional (catchment

area) Ievel. Furthermore it has to be considered

hat future developments, non-local interventions

and mudificatiuns can have a significant impact

on the evolution of a strategy. Thereby, the time
scale uf impacts uf strategies has to be considered

tugether with temporal achievement of the
Objectives. Every strategy shuuld spot out

measures uf realisation and which methuds are

capable. A monitoring plan shuuld be available tu

undertake a reliable measurement of results.

Other essential elements of a strategy should be

factors Iike transparency of politics and planning,

public relatiuns and acceptance, risk assessment,

sustainability, environmental compatibility, cust

effectiveness and cuntrol of success. The

cunsideration of these aspects dues not guarantee

the success of a project but without the acceptance
in souiety, politics, science and industry a realisatiun

is almost not possible.
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3.5 StraregiesGase Sfudg
Ugger Rhine:

The problem:

The objectives:

year flood events
- Inorease of eoological quality

the Upper Rhine
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' Restoring the Ievel of safety against floods that
existed prior to the systematic development of the
Upper Rhine which means a protection against 200

Fig. 51: The effect of retention measures at

“52/83
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Due to the regulation and correotion of the Upper Rhine the oongested areas of Karieruhe, Mannheim and Worms
haue to reckon with the risk of substantial damages and the danger for human Iife due to flood threats. For these
regions a 200 year flood event would oause total oosts of more than 6 billion Euro. Furthermore the straightening
of the river has oaused the Ioss of 130 km2 of floodplains and thus the lose of important habitats for speoies.

Fig. 50: Upper Rhine hydrograph of
greatest occurred flood event
1882 / 83

The Problem: The figure Shows the flood
hydrograph at the end of the year 1882 f
83. lt has been the greatest flood at the
Upper Rhine Valley in the last 200 years.
The computed hydrograph Shows the
Situation, if under the same meteorological
conditions this flood would come again
today. At the gauging station Worms the
peak value will be 7760 m3ls‚ that means
an increase of 2 meter oompared with the
Situation in 1882/83.
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Gase smdy i

The solution:
- Attenuation of critical peaks of flood waves

by creation of inundation areas and the use
of natura! floodpiains

' Presewation or restoration of the Upper
Rhina floodplains

Fig. 53: Polders and dike relocation as new
inundation areas

Dilm Mutation

The way:
' A total retention volume of 167 million m3

i5 needed, 25 Million m3 of the total sum
must be Iocated along the Upper Rhine
beMeen Märkt and Breisach. At this area n h a i n u a n a —

M-
.3

‚ ‚ ‚fix/H“ Jthe erosmn of the nver bed has caused the p f a 1 1- v-

lass of almost aII natural inundation areas. „\
In consequence of this impact it only exist . ”1.7““
a Iimited number of possible measures and H„

„3;; m__ *2:
areas to gain the objectives "‘iäiä‘ ‘;-"" 3*“-

' Therefore under GonSIderation of SCIBntIfiC am‘ "”-. _. .. Mumm-----
expertises and models different measures M "
(the construction of weirs, polder, the
excavation of former floodplain araas t0 the
actual level of inundation and dike
ralocation) and its spatial temporal,
technicai, economicai, ecological and
political realisation were examined. Biota,
hydrology, stream velocity, discharge,
sadimentation and erosion and its
interaction were of particular interest since
these factors have graat impact on the
evolution of single flood events and the
deveiopment of riparian forests

' The result of the investigation recommends
the creation of new retention areas by dike .
relocation and excavation of floodplains ‚/
since this measure considered both the X
flood protection and the preservation and ‚J . Integratad Rhinn Programme

„r g uf thn Fedora! Staturrestoration of riparian areas
/’

/' Müden-Württemberg
' The creation of flood retention areas at the ‚j „J— - ‚.„W W

Upper Rhine therefore damands the \
.5

J F‘ h i n ° -W W „m„x .
idevelopment, monitoring and management i „j WW W

of floodplains and riparian forests under ’"“°"‘“"“°°‘"‘°""‘

special consideration of its hydraulic
impact, the ecological function and Iand
use

m
0 1D 2D 3|;l im

Fig. 54: Planned retention areas in Baden-Württemberg
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3.6 Measures

Measures are the practical transfonnation of the

strategies defined in chapter 3.5 based an the

analysis of deficiency in chapter 3.4. There can be

multiple alternative or combined measures to reach

the predefined goals. In some cases it may even

be necessary to study different variants and chose

the one that Ieads t0 the optimal results in the

easiest way and integrating diverse aspects (e.g.

ecology, safety, social preferences).

Generally, measures have t0 be oonsidered with

regard to their temporal and spatial range.

Temporal range includes the acuteness (short—term

impacts) and the lag of time until a realised measure

responds and becomes effective (medium and

long-term impacte). Furthermore, seasonal

dependencies of measures and their practical

transformation (e.g. access of riparian forest is

easier in cold periods) have t0 be taken into

aceount.

The spafial range classifies the regional extensions

of measures and their impacts. This can reach from

local punctifonn (e.g. soilubioengineering measures

to protect river banks) and meso-scale interventions

(e.g. restoration of river courses) t0 catchment scale

measures of entire areas of nature or landscape

(e.g. interventions in Iand use t0 manage sediment

supply and discharge).

Besides the range, measures can be elassified

according t0 their maintaining, developing or

refonnative character:
- Maintaining measures

Wherever natural riparian areas have remained,

maintenance and protection measures are of

prime importance. These areas are important

reservoirs for aquatic and terrestrial plants and

animals. They are a basis for migration and

maintaining measures
developing measures
reformative measures
possible but not reasonable
within a riparian forest
management

Fig. 55: Glassificafion ofmeasures for a typical riparian fonest restoration
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resettlement of former native species and can

be considered as potential “Leitbild” for nearby

resturation prujects.

reformative measures can be applied. They

include the recovery uf hydraulic penneability,

the bed Ievel adjustment und reconnectiun of
. tri tr riv r r m '

. Developmg measures bu a y e cou ses, cu pensatlon uf

These measures have initialising character. In progressmg bed erosmn und ellmlnatlun Of

many Gases, only the change of restrictive hard bank und bed protectron. For resturatron

boundary uunditiuns Ieadstoa seIf-development prujects, the “190““? should b9 the recovery

uf rivers and floodplain towards their natural Of reqmrements for self-development and not

stage. Examples are the elimination of "hard" the creatlon uf a fixed pseudo-natural state.

bunk prutectiun measures t0 start the l" matters Of management strategles‚
. . reformative measure n l ntr I r vreformatlon of a natural nver course and flow S ca 33° 0° 0 0 e en

dynamics‚ the develupment of river broadening
reverse the natural seIf-momentum uf a systern

by providing retention areas or the tolerance of (e.g. t0 keep a naturally meandenng rwer

SPontaneuus vegetation groudh or woody debris. w'"d'"9)-
In many cases just a change in maintenance

strategies is needed t0 initialise riparian forest Wherever 't 'S posmble, a separatlon Of the prolect
. ar int i n wihh m '

development and regeneratlon, whereas no ea osecto S t O ogenuus propertles SUCh

further planning or interference i5 required and as restoratlon potentlal and prutectlon neuessntles

is recommended. The r s lt n vi Ii 'ncosts and expenses are small. e u 3 ca b9 3113 36d I

a structural plan of measures or a riverlriparian
' Refonnat' e meas res . . .w u furest develupment plan, whlch |3 very helpful wlth

Where n0 momentum for natural self- . .regard t0 future reallsatlon.
development in foreseeable future remained,

K232 in mind for MEASURES!

- Remove unly The necessur'y umoun’r of woody debris und Sediment uf‘rer floud even’rs
- In'regr'u‘ru informu‘rion exchunge. eurly in The plunning phuse
+- Consider The SpuTiul und Temporul scule of meusures Thu’r muy influence Iurger' ureus Thun The

projec‘r ureu und for Iong periods of filme. uffer‘ The r'eulisufion
' Oper'uTe wi'rh lass physicul inTr'usiun und mor'e cur'e. in ripuriun ureus
' Ripuriun ureus should be plunned us inTegruTed ureus und no‘r isolu’red
- Muin‘ruin permeubili'ry of migrufion corridors for fishes und umphibiuns
' Timber hurvesfing muy increuse. ’rhe number of s’rems on floodpluins Toge’rher‘ wiTh i’rs hydr'uulic

roughness und sedimenTuTiun
' Neun-bunk Trees cun be muin’ruined us nuTur‘uI bunk proTec’rion
' Hurves‘ring increuses direc‘r sunlighf To sTreums und Therefore wu’rer' Temperm‘ur‘e
' Hurves’ring close T0 The r'iver' chunnel reduces cour'se woody debr'is supply und bed-form

formu’rions in sund und gruvel chunnel (3.9. dunes)
' A5 u muin principle, use. The m05? nuTur'uI und Ieusf inTrusive mefhuds und meusur'es
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Fig. 56: Blockstone embankment

„Hard“ protection of river banks i5
sometimes necessary. In the figure, the cut
bank of a river curve had t0 be protected
against erosion t0 stabilise the
morphological changes and the growing of
vegetation an the adjaeent floodplain (in the
background in Fig. 56). Blockstones often
Iook unnatural, but in a careful positioning
they still feature good habitat diversity and
shelter for macroinvertebrates and fishes.

Fig. 57: Riparian watfle fence

Soil-bioengineering measures have relived
a renaissance during the last decades. The
experiences from over 100 years of moatly
mountain river protection have been
transferred t0 a variety of modern
applications. Bank and bed protestiert of
rivers and floodplains. initialising of
vegetation growth and habitat recreation.
The advantages are the use of natura!
material that can be easily and
harmoniously integrated in renaturalisation.
Furthermore, the high resistance against
mechanical stresses due t0 the flexible plant
structures.

Fig. 58: Round timber under
sinking fascine

Fig. 59: River channel restoration

The reformation of river channels within
restoration projects often requires the use
of heavy machines, auch as excavators.
The elimination of existent reinforced
eencrete structures, bed or bank pavement
i3 in many Gases the essential step towards
a self—development of natural riparian

dynamics.
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Fig. 60: Construction of brush
mattress with willows

Realisation of soiI-bioengineefing measures
requires lass physical intrusion by heavy
machines and more manual work.
Therefore, it is a minor disturbanoe for the
entire ecosystem conserving the
surrounding rasouross (9.9. soil, vegetation,
animals). Realisation makes the
participation of public and citizans possibie
and Ieads t0 better awareness and
understanding of rastoration needs.

Fig. 61: Left side pmne down

Maintenance of riparian vegetation is a
common practice along rivers. The goals
can reach from reduction of hydraulic
roughness (in the figure the left bank was
pruned to induce Iess flow resistance) t0
supply of habitat sonditions to optimisation
of forest growth with regard t0 timber
production.

Fig. 62: Woody debn's for morphological
and hydraulic changes

Woody debris remaining in the river channel
is a strong tool for morphological and
hydraulic changes and amelioration of
habitats.
Commonly used applications of woody
debris are bank protection, initialising river
winding or meandering and bed Ievel

increase.

Fig. 63: Use of woody debn's

Even if woody debris is a natural tool, it
can be managed and used t0 reach
specified targets. In this Gase, a dead tree
stem has been anchored t0 a Iiving one t0
keep it in position and prevent it from being
maved by hydrodynamic forces cf the river.
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Fig. 64: Protection of a bridge

T0 protect a bridge from log jam, an overfall
has been constructed. The bridge opening
had too small capacity and was flooded and
damaged by higher discharges. In this Gase,
the river overflows the banks and passes
the overfall which is armoured by
blockstones and a grass layer against bed
erosion.

Fig. 65: Inundation area for a river

One of the most important and effective
measures for renaturalisation is to give
inundation areas back t0 the river. Widening
leads t0 aggregation of river sediments
(e.g.. islands) and to diversified
morphological and hydraulic structures.

Fig. 66: Simple pedestrian bridge

The pedestrian bridges in the figure have _ _ _ _ _ _ _
only been secured by steel cables against - - -
lass but can be moved by the flow when " ‘ ' 'I ' ' J

their blockage becomes too streng. In such
a way, measures can be adapted t0 a highly
dynamic scenario.

Fig. 67: Penurbing starres

Renaturalisation initialised by the insertion
of flow perturbing stones in the river
channeL
The banks have been protected by a Ioose
embankment of Iarge stones and filled with
fine gravel. The material used was taken
from the surrounding area.
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3.5 / 3. 6 Strategies ä MeasuresGase "54639
Enz - River restoration:

' Allow vegetation growth and succession
between predefined minima (aspects of
landscape values, ecology) and maxima
(aspects of flood safety)

' Define minimalmaxima for individual
situations such a3 difierent cross sections
with variable morphological structures and
use/functien (e.g. islands, meanders, gravel
banks, recreational areas, wildlife protection
areas)

' Differentiate flexible (low resistance due t0
streamlining effects) from rigid vegetation
(high resistance)

' Cut and thin out vegetation where the
tolerable maximum is reached or
everstepped

' Cut and thin out vegetation where flexible
structures become rigid (e.g. willows after
2 periods of grewth)

' Apply special cutting techniquea (e.g. t0
coppice t0 reduce the roughness of trees
by keeping their canopies above the flood
water level because bare sterns cause Iess
blockage)

' Counterbalance vegetation on Ieft and right
floodplain (e.g. if streng growth occurs on
the Ieft floodplain, the right floodplain
vegetation has t0 be thinned out)

' Use of on-site typical species of vegetation
' Where river banks had t0 be protected, soil

bioengineering measures were applied
(geotextiles, branch Iayer, brush mattress,
fascine Iayer, cuttings)

Fig. 70: Maintanance measures: planting of
yaung tnees close t0 the water’s edge

Derived from the analysis of deficiency, the boundary condition for the River Enz restoration had t0 be management
of the riparian vegetation. The succession had t0 be maintained and regulated when vegetation grbwth increased
the hydraulic roughness t0 the point that safety against flood events would not be given anymore. The basic
informatiens for maintenance strategies were transformed from the experience with the physical model and had t0
consider aspects of blockage of the cross section by the vegetation.
The concept of maintenance (“Unterhaltungsplan”) for the River Enz restoration included:

=..____________ ____________J i____ _ 5
Fig. 68: Minimum/maximum vegetation growth

definitions for cross sections of the Enz
restoration

I
-'"'|'-|‚—_‚„__

""9... . '.; "f

Fig. 69: Map of a section of the Enz river
restoration as orientation for
maintenance measures

Fig. 71: Maintenance measures: cutting of
grass and sedges t0 baust young
treegrowth an floadplains
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3.7 Analysis of impact of measures

_The impact of measures on the actual Situation has

to be spotted out and afterwards compared with

the objectives defined in Chapter 3.3 before the

realisation can start. Special regard has to be paid

to impacts on the environment. They have to be

considered carefully and are regulated by national

laws within environmental impact assessment. A

good example is the German

“Umweltverträgliohkeitsstudie (UVP)”, the legal

implementation of environmental policy for the

analysis of impact of measures.

Primary goals of the UVP are:
. Prevention of environmental damages
- Holistic and precocious acquisition of

impacts

- Increase of tranSparenoy within

administrative decisions
' Protection of human health
- Amelioration of living quality
- Achievement of self—sustainability of

ecosystems

The impact of measures has to be analysed with

regard to:
- Human Iife,
- Animals, plants. soil, water, air,
- Landscape, cultural and real assets
- and their interactions

Returning to riparian forest management, the

comparison between the impact of measures and

the objectives leads to one of the following

outoomes:
- Objectives achieved

Start of Realisation (Chapter 3.8)

' Objectives ngt achieved

Subcircle 1: Redefinition of Strategies or

Measures (Chapter 3.5 and 3.6)

- Objectives mt achieved

Subcircle 2: Redefinition of Objectives alter

subcircle 1 (Chapter 3.3)

Orange: Subcircle 1 (including steps 3.5, 3.6)

3.8 Realisation

3.7 Analysis
of In'pact

3.6 Meesures

Descn' tion of subcircles within the Ri arian Mana ement Circle

\‘

Fig. 72: Subcircles within the Riparian Management Circle

Red: Subcircle 2 (including steps 3.3 - 3.6)

3.3 Definition
of Objectives

3.4 Analysis
of Deficiency

3.5 Definition
of Strategies
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Analysis of impact of measures

If the objectives are not reached within the first

package of measures and strategies, subcircle 1

goes back to Chapters 3.5 and 3.6 where strategies

and measures have to be redefined. Afienrvards the

analysis of impacts of the advanced measures and

strategies has to be perforrned again.

Guidelines for End-Users

If subcircle 1 is not successful, the advanced

strategies and measures are not capable to reach

the objectives. In this case, suboircle 2 may be .
necessary wherein a redeflnition of objeotives has

to be perfonned pursuant to Chapter 3.3 and with

regard to narrower boundary oonditions.

' Central dooumenta concerning the regional
planning procedure

1. Desoription of the planned project
2. Desoription of the seleotion process with

respeot to disoussed alternatives l measures

3. Geographical desoription and evaluation of the
project area

4. Environmental risk assessment study under
oonsideration of the regional planning
procedure

5. General summary of all plane. measures and
impaots

' Extra Expert’s reports conoerning the
environmental risk assessment study

Survey about types of vegetation and habitats
2. Survey about landscape typioal species of

plants and animals at the project area
3. Survey about types of vegetation at the groyne

fields at the Upper Rhine
4. lmpacts of the extreme flood in 1999 on the

environment at the Upper Rhine
5. Survey about moss and tresses

6. Survey about the recreation value of the
projected area

7. Sunrey about the Iocal olimatic conditions and
impacts of measures

8. Soil survey (physios, chemistry, biology) and
impacta of measures

9. FFH- compatibility study I biota risk
assessment study

3. 7 Analysis of impacl' of measures

Ugger Rhine - Regional glanning procedgrg - gpgliggtigg gnd evaluation

Essential volumes of documents which are requined for the application of the regional planning prooedure

915-,.
. r ""‘t„u‚.

-l‘- _._"4. i. .1‘"P' in. -.. ‚.‚_;- = er.

-

._ ‚L -.

.45. . -- .. :-x-1 ..;
. I- " 'Jr J "

. .- "'&" 'Ju- ' -. '."._ '__ü .“1
fi' i’m

Kfi_--.1_L" 'E-
.‚_ T. - ..-.1-äJ.h.._‘--‚I r... -

.-:‚- q-‘r:. '
-\. _ '. . *- --.- -- .- . ‚ - , .__-_ . __‚.h‘uimrch—‘- - F- - .x 1 -—._‘_rr+_- 1.

r Rhine - flood control by a weirFig. 73: Upp

floodplain; bar gravel areas oovered by
herbe and damaged willow
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4.

1.

NF’PP'PP’E‘J

1.

- Special studies concerning water construction and
hydraulics

1. Survey about potential erosion on the floodplains
between “Märkt and Karpfenhod”
Modelling of the actual and future water levels
and its evolution between “ Märkt and Breisach"

Field measurements about stream velocity at
vegetated groyne fields at the Upper Rhine near
Bad Bellingen
Validation of the impact of the extreme flood in
1999 on geomorphology and hydraulios

Based on the evaiuation of the measure “excavation and relocation” within the regional planning prooedure a
variety of positive and negative impacts could be found:
' Positive impacts

Improvement of flood protection

Conservation and recreation of natural floodplain habitats and biota

Development of attractive natural recreational areas

Long term development of floodplains to a typical structure of the region and landscape

Regeneration of a characteristic element of the Upper Rhine valley

Improvement of function and performance of the local and regional ecosystems

Increased exchange of water between the Rhine and other water courses, e.g. corridor function of the river

Initiation of soil development at the new floodplains by the interaction between vegetation and sediment
transport during flood events

' Negative impacts

Impairment of Iocal infrastructure and on local
recreational areas and tourism due to
oonstruction works

. Change of the geographical Situation in tems
of a today’s characteristio and adapted
Iandscape scenery

Temporal impairment of protection and
recreational function of forests

. Lose of farming Iand

5. Irreversible change of solle at the affected area
under speoial consideration of the exohange
between surlace and ground water

Lose of pine forest monocultures and ita typical

biota

Exoavation of 50 Million tons of gravels over
15 years which can afiect the local gravel and
mining industry by deterioration of gravel prices

Fig. 75: Upper Rhine - the same Iocation as figure
74 but dm'ing a smaller flood event

7*? „
‚.

.
J

hat»; ' F ‚Eiüflm

Fig. 76: Upper Rhine - diversity of habitat; riparian
forest, gravel bat; stream
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3.8 Realisation

The realisation can be defined a3 the

implementation of planned strategies and policies

to achieve the goals of a project. This implies the

consideration and examination of following topics:

I. PIanning

A time schedule of realisation

The definition of the central problem, the

objectives and the measures

Awareness of the three aspects: safety‚ eoology,

use and function

The required and available area

The review of land use conflicts

Examination and review of titles and legal

questions

The warranty of public acceptance‚ the political

enforceability

Warranty of short— and Iong-term financing

The oompletion of scientific investigations of

the actual and target state of the project area

The completion of environmental risk

assessment and regional planning procedure

Tabulation of a Iandscape plan. coordination

between landscape construction, hydraulics,

ecology and geomorphology

Special permission for encroachments in nature

protection areas

Monitoring plan

. Construcüon

Public invitation t0 tender -— submission of

measures under consideration of all objectives

Allocation and conclusion of oontracts

Detailed construction and time plan for

construction and workmanship under

consideration of flood event periods, seasons,

environmental protection

Accomplishment of construction / landscape

design

III. Completion

'- . . _ ._ _H . „In? . r _ .__ __. __ _
l .‚kf'ä'

I
v' - _

z / -' JET-ä ""' __...---"—"" "'

Frg. 7} Realismin different ctruonsctions (brush

Completion of construction

Inspection of oonstruction

Control of success

Monitoring

_ .‚I-

..rr’f.’ ._--"
I

mattress with willews, biockstone)

Eeeg in mind for' REAQSA TION!

Fovour' no’rive species for floodploin and riporion foresr res'rorofion
Avoid compoc’rion of soils and ground dis’rurbonce by heovy mochines by planning rou‘res und
selec‘ring equipment carefully
Realisation works bes? during dr-y periods and soils
Use georexfiles and mm‘s as frover'ses for mochines
Avoid pufiing sedimenls in‘ro r'iver chonnels
Avoid fueling, equipmen‘r servicing und pesficide opplicol'ions wil'hin fhe riporion oreo
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3.9 Monitoring I Evaluation

Standard definitions of monitoring and evaluation

are given by Caslelumar (1987):

“Monitoring is a oontinuous assessment both of the

functioning of the project activities in the context of

implementation schedutes and ofthe use ofproject

inputs by targeted population in the context of

design expectations. lt is an intemalproject activitx

an essentiai part of good management practice,

and thetefore an integral palt of good day-to-day

management. ”

“Evaluation is a periodic assessment of the

reievance, performance, efliciencx and impaot of

the project in the context of its stated objectives. lt

usuatiy invoives comparisons requiring infonnation

from outside the project —- in time, area, or

poputation. ”

The development of objectives, strategies and

measures does not mark the end of the project.

Suooessful riparian forest management requires

careful consideration of how the further

development will be monitored and evaluated and

how changing eoological, social and eoonomic

conoems will be met.

Fig. 78: Maintenance and rejuvenation by witdlife
damage (beaveü

The fact working with living material and the

complexities of the interactions between hydrology,

hydraulic, morphodynamics and ecologioal aspects

of riparian systems necessitate towards an iterative

multi—disciplinary approach, where the goal will be

achieved by successively approximations and

controlled by monitoring and evaluation.

Monitoring and evaluation may be oonducted for a

number of different purposes and according to the

basic aspects safety, ecology and uselfunction

including:

. Performance evaluation of the projeot

implementation and realisation of measures

(e.g. were measures realised correctly?)

- Monitoring of ecological long-term changes

(e.g. monitoring ofwater quality by periodioal

sampling)

- Assessment of potential safety risks (e.g.

flood risk)

- Baseline monitoring

Impor_tant for mgnitgring:

' Sufficient amount of information needed
- Including physioal, biological and chemical

parameters
. Sampling, measurements at different

spatialltemporal scales
- Use of methodo, techniques and

interpretation of results
' Basic questions:

o Implementation: were measures realised

correctly ?

o Efiectiveness: did measures achieve the

project objectives ?

o Validation: is the technical and scientific

background oorrect ?
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Monitoring - Development of vegetation - Brush mattress

Fig. 79: Construction of brush mattress
Wim wiliows

”3:7"; Fig. 80: Brush mattress with willows after- '_ oneperiodofgrowth

Fig. 81: Development of the brush
mattress with willows afler 2 year's
(summer)

I ' l
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Fig. 82: Development of the brush
mattress with willows afterZ yeans
(Winter)
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in ind er MONITORING / A UATION!

- Consider time und cost expenses und chose only the necessary commitments
- The questions of public and society should be considered in the monitor'ing objectives
- Monitoring i5 both, measuring changes und finding explanations for it
- Include natura! chcmges in monitor'ing and consider global coherences
' Include Iong-term effects of historical development of the area
' Fix the Iocations for measurements, samples or' photographs to keep compambility
- Consider macroinvertebr'ate numbers es a reliable short-ter'm indicator' for' sedimentation
- Consider macroinvertebrate diversity and fish community es a reliable indicator for long—

term changes

3. 9 Monitoring/Evaluation

Wien river - The Soil Bioengineering Test Flume:

By means of a monitoring study of the test flume at the Wien river and by observing the development of vegetation
for several years, material properties of riparian wood (i.e. bending behaviour, flexibility, pulling-out resistance,
capability t0 develop adventitious roots) has been surveyed, also taking into consideration its hydraulic influence.

Documentatien of the development of vegetation by means of the following pictures:
_ 1

Fig. 83: Test flume immediately after its completion
(1998) (1998)
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Fig. 85: Vegetation after one growth period (1999) Fig. 86: Development of vegetation after 3 year's
(2001)
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‚5-4-5...

Gase .3d
In order to be abIe to describe the development of the vegetation, a complete vegetation sampling was carried out
twice a year (see chapter 3.2.2.2, Gase study methods Wien river).
Development can be described according t0 the statistic analysis and evaluation of the mapped parameters as
well a5 by comparing data.

For investigating the influence bank vegetation has on discharge behaviour, artificial floodings are carried out at
the test flume several times per year. Different hydraulic parameters (e.g. flow velocity, rating curve etc.) are
observed and recorded.

Fig. 87: Artificial flooding March 1999 (Iow Fig. 88: Artificial flooding March 1999 (highest
discharge) discharge)
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Fig. 89: Artifi'cial flooding July 2002 Fig. 90: Natural flood event August 2002

By comparing the data of vegetation development with the data of hydraulic measurements (also see chapter
3.2.2., Case study methods Wien river -— velocity measurements, observation of water Ievel), the influence bank
vegetation has on the relation of discharge (distribution of velocity, water Ievel, erosion etc.) can be described
comprehensively.

Outlook and gractical agglication:
The test flume offers the poseibility t0 investigate the behaviour of coppice stecke under natural habitat conditione.
This means that the planted bush wiIIows and tree willows can develop equally t0 those at other streaming waters.
For those people planning and working at streams and rivers, these results Show the importance of making a
difierence between bank protection and structuring measures.
In order to guarantee an adequate bank protection, hydraulically smooth bioengineering constructions Iike brush
mattresses, branch packing and fascine rows are needed, which grow densely and guarantee a rapid growth of
coppice. From a diameter of 4 cm onwards, first maintenance measures have t0 be taken (cut down t0 the stump).
In erder to keep the cost for maintenance Iow, the selection of coppice ShOUId only include bushes, and mainly
those kinds that are flexible, Iike e.g. the common osier, the almond-Ieaved wiIIow, the black willow and the purple
willow (FLORINETH, F.‚ MEIXNER, H.‚ RAUCH, H.P.‚ VOLLSINGER, 8., 2003).
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Gase Smdyxl

Typical menitoring results - Wien river:

1' Locai veiocity measurements: Flow velocity distribution
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Fig. 91: Wien river results: flow velocity distribution in a cross section
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Fig. 92: Wien river results: reiationship between the observed water ieveis
and the discharge over a period of several years

. Compiete vegetation mapping:
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Enz - Rivgr rgggorggign
The river Enz restoration has the character of a pilot project for restoration in Germany. Therefore, monitoring
was an obligatory task to analyse and document the impacts of the realised measures together with its resulting
practical experiences.

Fig. 94 (Ieft): Local velocity measurements Local velocity measurements with a propellermeter mounted on a
cableway at the gauging station

Fig. 95 (middle): Floating debn's mapping The maximum water Ievel during a flood event was reoonstructed
(Iight blue layer in the picture) by analysing the boundary of debris
deposition (in this case mainly Ieaves)

Fig. 96 {right}: Periodical mapping and Periodical mapping and Ievelling of cross sections t0 identify erosion
levelling Of 01'055 SECÜOHS and aggregation processes related to vegetation growth and flood

Methode used in monitoring:
- Permanent mapping of water Ievel by multiple pressure gauges
' Local velocity measurements with propellenneters
' Local bedload and suspended Ioad measurements by adding tracer sediments to the flow
' Pefiodical photographs to document the development of the entire restoration
- Vegetation mapping
' Mapping of floating debn's deposifion to reconstmct water Ievel
' Application of compound channel fonnula to back—calculate changes in roughness due to vegetation

Development of vegetation:

"H."

Fig. 97: River Enz restoration after Fig. 98: River Enz three years after Fig. 99: River Enz twelve years
realisation in 1991 realisation (1993) after realisation (2002)

Beginning of vegetation growth on the Berm vegetation of mostly flexible Berm a5 well a5 floodplain vegetation
blank floodplains and diversified willow bushes came up. The has grownto Iarger bushes and trees
hydraulic structures (e.g. flow floodplains were maintained by with rigid properties.
velooities and currents) mowing in order to supportthe growth At this point maintaining measures

of tree plantings. (cutting, pruning) are important to
decrease the hydraulic roughness and
discharge capacity.
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4. CONCLUSION

Riparian Forest Management is Iargely in an

experimental stage. Site—specific or Iocal conditions

must be considered t0 be successfuI. Design

criteria, standards and classifications therefore

should be for the specific project in a specific

physioal, climatic, geographical Iocations. They

should however work with, rather than against the

Iarger systems of which they are an integral part.

Conclusion

These guidelines were developed with the focus

on hydraulic, sedimentary, and ecological aspects

of the riparian forest management. They fiII an

essential gap in the existing drafts for riparian forest

management and are a further step towards a

comprehensive understanding of riparian forest

processes and management principles.
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1. GENERAL CHARACTERISATION

1.1 Description of catchment area

Dissertation_Of-eatehmentiarea
River name
Stream km

_ ‚ Lowlandz<200 rnA't'dumm' Mid: 200-800 rnSource level typology .HIgh: 3-5800 m
Geographical region

Small: 10 - 100 km2
Catchment Medium: 100 - 1000 km2
area Large: 1000 - 10000 km2

Very Iarge: >10000 km2
River length Upstream of project area
Climate of catchment area

Wien 9 9 Grad c;
209 rn am mm

[0
WSJJHIMMJ.

Niederschlag

[mm]

Mond

. Basement
Domlnant _ _

Slllceousgeology of
S d' tcatchment area e Imen ary CalCEFGOLiS

Organic

To describe the catohment area no support is nec—

essary.

Guidelines for End-User „Appendix i“

1.2 Description of project area

Deseription- of project area
1. General description

Name
Location Country/ Region / Community
Project area Extension stream km

Area
Length / Width
Elevation

2. Hydrology I Geomorphology
Hydrology

Disoharge
NNQ I

M33statistios
MHQ I HHQ

Disoharge regime
Geo- Geology
morphology Relief

River course l Valley contour
3. Ecology

Ecoregion IAooording to EWFD
Biocenotical type I Fish zone
Vegetation IAltitudinaI oharaoterisation
Wildlife protection area
Land use I Function (Valley floor)
Water quality IWater quality map

4. Historical development
River channel
River corridor Description
Floodplain

Support for:

Dirsii

Literature: e.g. Hydrological Yearbook

Digghgrgg regimg:

Hydrologioal regimes reflect the water balance and

its ohanges in the course of time, and they are the

result of the interaction of all flow determining fac-

tors of a certain catchment area.

Literature: PARDE (1947); KRESSER (1961);
GRIMM (1968); ASCHWANDEN a
WEINGARTNER (1985); STEIDL (1991) MADER,
WIMMER, STEIDL ( 1998)
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DESCRIPTION OF METHODS2.

2.1 Methods - Hydrology and
Hydraulics
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1. River gauges (stations):

:> Water level, discharge

There are different types of river gauges (staff

gauge, float gauge, pneumatic gauge, electromag-

netic gauge, Archimedes-gauge) that are able to

measure the water level or water depth. In many

cases gauging stations with data loggers are built

at important control sections of rivers, whereby the

control—cross section is a stable concrete profile.

For this profile, calibration can be performed t0 get

a steady discharge—water depth relation.

Literature: MAIDMENT, DR. (1992)

2. Floodglain gauges:

:> Water level, discharge

Basically, floodplain gauges use the same tech-

niques as river gauges. But they have t0 consider

specific floodplain conditions such as periods of

drought and a temporal and spatial resolution high

enough t0 record the dynamics of floodplain flows.

Literature: MAIDMENT, D.R. (1992)

3. Statistical analysis of existing discharge

data:

:> Discharge occurrence and annuality

Statistical discharge of floods is essential for pre-

diction of flood risk and within all stages of river

management. Statistical analysis needs discharge

over time recordings (e.g. from gauging stations)

to calculate occurrence and annuality of flood

events. In most Gases, the data is available for

public use from water authorities and gauging sta—

tion Operators.

Literature: MAIDMENT, D.R. (1992)

4. Basich draulicformulae continui momen-

tum and ener e uilibrium :

:> Fundamental hydraulics

The three profound formulae of continuity, energy and

momentum equilibrium are used in almost every

hyd raulic consideration.

Literature: CHOW, V. T. (1959)

5. GMS universal flow formula:

Geometry, hydraulic roughness 2.:» discharge,

flow velocity

Vs‚-R%-15y2
kg, : Strickler coefficient

The GMS-formula (developed by GAUCKLER,

MANNING and STRICKLER, 1923) one of the most

practical and widely used empirical flow formulas

t0 calculate discharge and flow velocities from

channel roughness and geometrical data (such as

hydraulic radius, water depth and longitudinal

slope). Of major importance is the determination

or estimation of the Strickler coefficient “kg”, that

superposes the roughness of the bed, vegetation

or obstacles to a single overall coefficient. The “kg”-
value can roughly be estimated from literature for

a Iot of difierent situations and channel types. Due

t0 its simplicity, the GMS-formula is not able to

account for complex vegetation and flow interac—

tions (e.g. momentum transfer processes in com-

pound vegetated channels, that is important for the

morphology and hydraulics of the riparian corridor

of a river).

Note that in English Iiterature, Manning’s “n” de-

fined as the reciprocal of the Strickler coefficient is

used as friction coefficient (n = 1/k8t)'

Literature: CHOW, V. T. (1959)
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6. COLEBROOK-WHITE universal flow formula:

Geometry, hydraulic roughness 2» discharge,

flow velocity

VZJER%.I;/2f
f : resistance coefflcient

Colebrook and White’s formula (developed 1937)

is based on pipe flow physics and has been adapted

for open channel hydraulics. Similar to the GMS-

formula, a roughness coefficient “f” was defined

by Darcy/Weisenbach t0 quantify the roughness of

the channel walls. This friction coefficient is non-

dimensional and can be used independent of the

unit Iength system. A second advantage compared

t0 GMS is that linear superposition can be applied

for multiple roughness layers (e.g. the roughness

of the bed and the vegetation cover can be sum-

marized t0 one value).

Literature: CHOW, V. T. (1959)

7. KÖNEMANN compound channel formula:

Geometry, hydraulic roughness z; discharge,

flow velocity

Q : 2(Ai 'ksri'Ri%1ä)

The Könemann formula is an easy approach for

compound channels, that calculates flow veloci-

ties and discharge by separating cross sections with

quasi-uniform velocity distribution (in many cases

main channel, Ieft and right floodplain). The influ-

ence of momentum exchange (interaction) between

the separated areas is thereby neglected. The

roughness of the compound channel sections is

represented by Strickler coefficients. The wetted

perimeter of the vertical separating lines have t0

be added on the wetted perimeter of the deeper

part of the channel (e.g. the main channel).

Literature: SCHNEIDER, K—J (1997)

8. EINSTEINIHORTON compound roughness

f2rm_ula:

Geometry, hydraulic roughness, isovelocity

structure :> discharge, flow velocity

21’3

k“:
U

3x22(Ui/ky )

This formula is useful for compact channels or

channels with compound roughness (e.g.

trapezoidal channel with different roughness of the

banks). Based on isovelocity maps, the cross sec-

tion is separated along zero-shear lines (orthogo-

nally to the isovelocity lines) into areas with uni-

form roughness conditions. There upon the dis-

charges and mean velocities of the multiple sec-

tions can be calculated.

Literature: NAUDASCHER, E. (1992)

9. LINDNER (DVWK) flow formula for rigid flood-

Dlain veqetation:

Geometry, vegetation structure :> roughness,

discharge, flow velocity

4h -d
fP :#’ CWRa)r ca},

dP‚ ax ‚ a}. = vegetation properties

am :form resistance coefficient

This formula has been developed for cylindrical

non—submerged vegetation, that can be character—

ized by means of stem diameter and spacing (bed

area covered by a single plant). The approach as-

sumes that the vegetation acts Iike rigid cylinders

and n0 streamlining or compression of the vegeta-

tion occurs. Still it provides reliable results and a

first approach to many different types of vegeta-

tion. The formula calculates a Darcy/Weisbach fric-

tion coefficient for the vegetation using the drag

A-4
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force approach, wherein the non-dimensional drag

coefficient has t0 be estimated.

Literature: LINDNER, K. (1982)

10. MERTENS DVWK ve etated tra ezoidal

channel formula:

Geometry, hydraulic roughness, vegetation

structure :> discharge, flow velocity

i Z_L2
2,5.ln[b’i]+6‚27f7 g'bm'IS kT

b,” : width parameter
fT : flow resistance of the separation

plane

kT z roughness of the separation

plane

MERTENS (1989) developed a formula for com-

pact trapezoidal channels with vegetated banks,

wherein the influence of momentum transfer be-

tween the vegetated banks and the main channel

Is covered. The basic idea (same as explained in

Pasche‘s method) i5 t0 separate the half cross sec-

tion in five areas: Area I (in the main channel) only

influenced by the bed roughness of the main chan-

nel, Area II (main channel towards the floodplain)

influenced by bed roughness of the main channel

and the momentum transfer interactions, Area III

(floodplain towards the main channel) influenced

by the vegetation and the interaction, Area IV (cen-

tre floodplain) iauenced only by vegetation and

Area V (floodplain banks) influenced by bank rough-

ness and vegetation.

The difficuIties arise from the estimation of the fric-

tion coefficient of the apparent shear Iayer between

Area II and III. The greatest importance is attached

t0 the so-called „cooperating width“ (width of Area
III), that has t0 be iterated using data of plant prop-

erties (density, stem diameter). The formula results
in a Darcy/Weisbach friction coefficient for the

roughness of the apparent shear Iayer.

Literature: MERTENS, W. (1989)

11. PASCHE DVWK ve etated com ound

channel formula:

Geometry, hydraulic roughness, vegetation

structure :> discharge, flow velocity

1 b
1.07

—:——2‘lg 0,07-[J—J {2
Jf—T III

b bm ’ III

Q zvegetation parameter

: width parameter

PASCHE (1984) developed a formula for com-

pound channels with vegetated floodplains. Therein

the influence of momentum transfer between the

floodplains and the main channel is considered.

The basic idea (same as explained in Merten‘s

method) is t0 separate the haIf cross section in five

areas: Area I (in the main channel) only influenced

by the bed roughness ofthe main channel, Area II

(main channel towards the floodplain) influenced

by bed roughness of the main channel and the

momentum transfer interactions, Area III (floodplain

towards the main channel) influenced by the veg-

etation and the interaction, Area IV (centre flood-

plain) influenced only by vegetation and Area V

(floodplain banks) influenced by bank roughness

and vegetation.

The difficulties arise from the estimation of the fric-

tion coefflcient of the apparent shear Iayer between

Area II and III. The greatest importance is attached

t0 the so-caIIed „cooperating width“ (width of Area

III), that has to be iterated using data of plant prop-

erties (density, stem diameter). The formula results

in a Darcy/Weisbach friction coefficient for the

roughness of the apparent shear Iayer.
Literature: PASCHE, E. (1984); PASCHE, E.‚

ROUVE, G. (1985)
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12. NUDING ve etated com ound channel for-

mula:

Geometry, hydraulic roughness, vegetation

structure :> discharge, flow velocity

Bush:

1 _ K . 1 . h_r. b_.r
J7?" 4’24

1g
ca

‘
umflf RV bm

uMJ

Tree:

’ )
_1_ _ 1. 1 . 12. 2:
N/TT 2

lg[

Ca:
°

umflf]

Rv bm

K “w J
Ca :correction value

hT,bF,bm zvegetation parameters

This formula is a further development of Pasche‘s

approach. NUDING (1991) included branched

structures of vegetation.

Literature: NUDING, A. (1991)

13. Roughness of aguatic vegetation:

Geometry, vegetation structure :> discharge,

flow velocity

nc : n + b - —
Fr

n : Manning coefficient

b a: 0,2
K z vegetation parameter

This formula is needed t0 estimate the influence

of aquatic, submerged vegetation on the channel

discharge and velocities.
Literature: HYDRAULICS RESEARCH, WALLING-

FORD (1988):

Guidefines für End-User „Appendix i“

14. Formula for aguatic (submerged) vegetation:

Geometry, vegetation structure :> discharge,

flow velocity

l-lni+B
f k„

A, B = vegetation parameters

k. = vegetation resistance coefficient

This formula is needed t0 estimate the influence

of aquatic, submerged vegetation on the equiva-

Ient roughness and flow resistance, especially in

narrow beds. The selection of the parameters A, B

and kV will obviously have an effect on the value of
the resistance coefficient f. A and B depend on

vegetation type and on vegetation state. kV repre-

sents the roughness given by vegetation.

Literature: KEULEGAN, G.H. (1938); PLATE, E. J.‚

QURAISHI, A. A. (1965)

15. Bed roughness formula (Iogarithmic Iaw):

Equivalent sand roughness, geometry :> hy-

draulic roughness

VT:

Ä:i.ln[_R_]+Brv f 1c kg

vm = averaged velomty

12* zshear velocity

K : constant of Kärmän

B, : constant of integration

ks zequivalent sand-roughness

f = resistance coefficient

This formula calculates Darcy/Weisbach friction

coefficients from equivalent sand roughness and

geometry data (e.g. water depth or hydraulic ra-

dius).

Literature: CHOW, V. T. (1959)
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16. Flow attack (momentum eguation):

Geometry :> flow attack

f:p.g.R.IS

rzshearstress

15 z bed slope

The easiest way t0 calculate the flow attack on the

river bed is t0 apply the momentum equation.

Literature: CHOW, V. T. (1959)

17. Woody debris magping/levelling:

Levelling, mapping :> water Ievel

After flood events with woody debris transport, it is

possible t0 define the maximum flood water Ievel

by mapping and Ievelling the maximum height of

woody debris accumulation within the present ripar—

ian vegetation. Mapping results in the appropriate

flood waterlines.

Literature: SMITH, .J. R. (1997)

18. Local velocig measurements:

Local velocity measurements, geometry :>

velocity, d ischarge

There are different methods t0 measure the flow

velocities Iocally in a river:
' Floats: Easy, inexpensive, quickly ready for

acüon

Disadvantages: Measures only water surface

velocity, is wind-influenced)
° Propellermeter: Easy t0 handle, quickly ready

for action
Disadvantages: Propeller vulnerable to me—

chanical stress (e.g. woody debris)
' ADV/ADCP:

and undisturbed high-resolution-measure-

Acoustic method, contactless

ments of multiple velocity components

(Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter) or velocity

profiles (Acoustic Doppler Currency Profiler)

disadvantages: expenslve, elaborate calibra-

tion and data storage/ processing acquired,

only conditional fieId-suitable
° Electromagnetic Flowmeter: rugged, quickly

ready for action, capable t0 measure within

vegetation

Disadvantages: Expensive, elaborate cali-

bration
° LDV: Laser-optical method, contactless and

undisturbed high-resolution-measurements

of multiple velocity components (Laser Dop-

pler Velocimeter)

Disadvantages: Expensive, elaborate cali-

bration and data storage/ processing ac-

quired, only conditional fieId-suitable, vulner-

able t0 mechanical stress
' Dilution (e.g. salt) and tracer (e.g. uranite) meth-

ods: Independent of boundary conditions

(e.g. vegetation, macrostructures), applica-

ble for most flows, discharge can be deter-

mined directly

Disadvantages: Tracer chemicals are added

t0 the flow, elaborate calibration and collec-

tion of samples (tracer method)

The discharge within a cross section can be calcu-

lated from Iocal velocity data by applying the con-

tinuity equation. For a high accuracy, it is recom-

mended to collect a representative magnitude of

local velocities within sufficiently Iong enough space

and time intervals.

Literature: HERSCHY, R.W. (1985); WESSELS,

A.C.E. (1986)

19. Ph sical models:

:> Fundamental hydraulics

Physical models provide an useful tool t0 examine

the complex interacting processes of natural river

systems. The advantages of physical models are:
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arbitrary reproducibility of measurements, variation

and determination of the effects of single or multiple

parameters, fixed setup and installation of

instruments, widely independent of outer circum—

stances (e.g. climate, season, flood events) and

natural impacts.

Literature: YALIN, M.S. (1971); Hydraulic Modeling

of Civil Engineering Structures (1982)

20. Numerical models:

:> Fundamental hydraulics

Numerical models are useful predlctive tools for a

variety of flows. It should be kept in mind that a

growing complexity of flow and boundary condi-

tions also Ieads to superproportional efforts and

required hardware resources. The bandwidth of

numerical models ranges from 1d- up t0 3d-flow

analysis as well as diffusion and erosion/sedimen-

tation related processes. Commercial programs are

available for many practical applications.

- 1d-models steady and unsteady water ta-

ble calculations (in many cases used for flood

prediction),
° 2d-models provide depth-averaged nu-

merical calculations (velocity, flow depth) and

information about the spread of e.g. river chan-

nelbed,
° 3d-models provide the mostdetailed infor-

mation about the flow field with regard t0 com-

plex boundary conditions (e.g. geometry, veg-

etation). The spatial and temporal resolution of

the turbulent motion and vorticity depends

strongly on the volumetric extensions of the

calculation and ls therefore Iimited by the po-

tential of the computer hardware.

Literature: CUNGE. J.A., HOLLY, F.M.Jr, VERWEY,

A. (1980)
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1. Eguivalent sand-roughness formula:

Grain size distribution :> equivalent sand

roughness

Many authors have- proposed easy empirical rela-

tions to determine the equivalent sand roughness

from a typical grain size diameter and for different

hydraulicaI-morphological structures (e.g. bed

forms).

Author empirical relation area of application

Einstein _ _
(1942) ks des Sand bed rwers

Garbrecht .k = d
(1951)

s 90 Sand bed nvers

Engelundl
Hansen ks = 2*d55 Sand-rg‘lrgrsel

bed

(1966)
Hey (1979) ks = 3,5%)84 008‘815;1:28! bed
Kamphius = 1.

(1974) ks 2 “56
Mertens _ 1, Sand-gravel bed
(1997) ks 2’5 d5" rivers
Dittrich ks = 315 dm Gravel
(1998) ks = 315'934 Coarse gravel,

stones

Literature: KAMPHUIS, J.W. (1974)

2. Bed resistance fonnulae (incigient motion):

Grain size distribution, geometry :> bed sta-

bility

70C = C'(p5 _p)'g’dk
70C = bed resistance
C z constant

‚03 : sediment density

dk : typicai grain size diameter

River bed stability is defined hydraulically as the

maximum resistance of the present bed structure

against flow attack, just before movement of sin-

gle grains occur. In Iiterature, there is a wide col-

Iection of approaches t0 determine the maximum

stability for non-cohesive sediments. Most ap-
proaches have in common, that the maximum sta-

bility is defined via a maximum bearable shear
stress and uses a characteristic grain diameter t0

define the grain structure. There are formulae for

different bed structures and their status (e.g. with/

without armour Iayer or pavement, transient condi-

üons)

Literature: CHOW, V. T. (1959)

3. MPM sediment transgort formula:

Geometry, grain size distribution, discharge,

roughness :> bed ioad transport rate

TOC Z 0:047 ' (105 ‘10)‘g'dmA
70C : bed resistance
dm =grain size diameter
pS zsediment density

The formula of Meyer-Peter/Müller of 1948/49 is

easy and very common for practical purposes. The

basic idea is t0 Iink the shear stress due t0 flow

attack with the critical bed stability. Note that MPM

formula was developed for uniform grain size dis-

tributions (n0 armouring of the bed).

Literature: MEYER-PETER, E., MÜLLER, R.

(1948):

4. Susgended Ioad formula:

:> Grain size distribution

Suspended Ioad concentration has a strong gradi-

ent over the water depth. Therefore, the total sus-

pended Ioad transport rate has to be determined

over the water depth by multiplying the concentra-

tion with the average flow velocity for each verti—

cal step. In Iiterature there are some typical pro-

files that can be applied t0 estimate the suspended

ioad concentration as a function of the non—dimen-

sional Rouse—number „Z‘.
Literature: GRAF, H.G. (1971)

A-10
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5. Local bedload samgling:

:> Bedload grain size distribution, bedload

transport rate

There are two basic methods t0 determine the bed-

load transport in rivers: mobile bedload samplers

(e.g. BfG-type, HeIIy/Smith-type, Mühlhofer-type )

and stationary sediment traps. Bedload samplers

are dropped down on the river bed and trap the

moving bedload within their cage. The mouth of

the cage has to be Iarge enough t0 guarantee that

the maximum grain diameter can pass through.

Furthermore the cage has t0 bear tightly on the

river bed. Stationary sediment traps are more ex-

pensive but easier t0 maintain. They store Iarger

amounts of sediment for Ionger periods in time and

in many cases across the whole river width.

Literature: GRAF, H.G. (1971)

6. Local bedload measurements:

::> Begin of bedload transport, transport

Iength

Local bedload measurements can be divided into

acoustical and tracer methods. Acoustical meas-

urements use undenNater-microphones to record

sounds generated by bedload movement and can

thereby determine the begin of bed instabilities.

Tracer methods use radioactive, magnetic or lu—

minescent marked grains that are counted by pass-

ing a control section and provide data about the

transport Iength.

Literature: GRAF, H. G. (1971)

7. Local suspended Ioad samgling:

:> Suspended Ioad concentration

Suspended Ioad can be analysed by collecting

water samples. Many different types of traps and

collectors have been developed.

Literature: GRAF, H.G. (1971)

8. Local susgended Ioad measurements:

:> Suspended Ioad concentration

Measurements of suspended Ioad can be performed

with optical or radioactive methods. The optical

method measures the tamish of the water by passing

a light barrier. The so-called „Gamma“-probes

measure the tarnish via Iong-Iived radioactive

isotopes.

Literature: GRAF, H.G. (1971)

9. Sieve anal sis rain size distribution :

:> Grain size distribution

Sieve analysis is important for quantifying the grain

size and grain size distribution of river sediments.

lt is important, that a representatively Iarge amount

of samples or grains is taken. The sieving proce-

dure can be conducted in sieves with round or quad-

ratic meshes and under dry (Iarger grains) or wet

(fine grain diameters < 0.63 mm) conditions.

Hasse-16

Silhdlnhm

—1-

'I‘I

H ‚3%....925 ‘15 1 2 ß m- B
"IM"! Latinum

W 0mm

Literature: BLYTH, F.G.H., FREITAS, M.H. (1973)

10. Multifreguent echo sounding:

Riverbed sediments can get surveyed by using

echo—sounding systems from a boat with different

transducers operating at frequencies between 30

kHz and 200 kHz. The echo-sounder must be con-

A-11
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nected to a seabed classification systems. This uses

echo—sounder data t0 classify the bottom as one of

the following types: mud, muddy sand, sand, coarse

sand, gravel, boulders/hard, weeds on soft, weeds

on hard. For the calibration it is necessary to run an

adequate number of tests and compare it t0 samples

and cores. The accuracy can vary, but if the test

results are satisfying it is possible t0 d0 sediment

mapping for Iong river reaches with a maintainable

efiort.

Literature: RUKAVINA, N.A. (2000)

11. Side scanning rada:

Side Scan Sonars survey the bottom in great de-

tail and use high frequency sound t0 produce im-

ages of e.g. seafloors or riverbeds. Side Scan So-

nars consists of three components: the towfish, the

transmission cable and the processing unit. The

near the bottom dragged towfish gives sound pulses

and receives echoes from the riverbed. Data are

collected parallel t0 the way of the towfish and trans-

mitted t0 the processing unit. The processing unit

stores the data and displays images. The results

contain information about sediment type and rough-

ness as well as riverbed features and habitat com-

plexity. The depth is not recorded by Side Scan

Sonars.

Literature: RUBIN, D.M. et al. (2001)

12. Geochronology:

A wide variety of geochronological tools or meth-

ods can be employed t0 estimate quantitative and

qualitative dating of rocks and sediments. Tech-

niques exist to date all geological materials, from

billions of years t0 historical records. U-series dat-

ing is the most reliable method for dating Quater-

nary (the last 2 million years) sedimentary carbon-
ate, silica, and fossil material. Quaternary dating

provides a record of climate change and geologi-

cally recent changes in environment. 40Ar/39Ar pro-

vides isotopic ages ranging from 10,000 years t0

billions of age with 01-05% precision. 14C dates

material with organic carbon, and has a maximum

range of 100,000 years. Thermolumlnescence pro-

vides ages within a range of 100-800,000 years.

210Pb has a short half-life, and dates material from

the past 150-200 years. For Quaternary palaeo-

b0tany, the study of lake sediments, pollens and

microfossiles provides information to determine

ancient climate and vegetation.

Literature: BARSCH, H., BILLWITZ, K., BORK, H-

R. (2000)

13. Soil surve! b1 USDAl FAOI KA 4:

USDA (The United States Degartment of Agn’cu -

ture), Soil Taxonomy:

This system was first published in 1975, and has

undergone 8 revisions since. lt is a hierarchical clas-

sification that tries to group similar soils into in-

creasingly general categories. It was designed t0

support soil survey in the USA, specifically the

correlation of soil series and the provision of map

unit names at various Ievels of cartographic de-

tail. lt has pretensions of universality, but the main

aim has always been to group soils of the USA.

The Soil Taxonomy organises soil series in increas-

ine-general groups for interpretations and facili-

tate correlation within and among regions: the more

similar the soils, the closer they should be in the

classification. The structure is multicategoric, in-

creasingly general as going upwards. The differ-

entiating criteria are observable or measurable. Soil

moisture and temperature are used for soil classi-

ficafion.

Literature: ROSSITER, D.G. (2001 ); USDA (1996);

USDA — Soil Survey Staff (1999)
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FAO (Food andAgriculture Organisation ofthe United

Alations). World Reference Base:

The WRB borrows heavily from modern soil classifi-

cation concepts, including Soil Taxonomy. The

classification system is based mainly on soil mor-

phology which is thought to express the effects of

soil genesis. A major difference with Soil Taxonomy

is that soil climate is not part of the system. The

WRB is a two-Ievel classification:

1. Reference Soil Groups (30)

Intermediate in conceptual Ievel between Soil

Taxonomy orders and suborders; Examples:

Histosl, Fluvisols, Luvisols.

2. Second Ievel subdivisions

Using any defined combination of 121 qualifi—

ers. lt is possible to use either a single qualifier

(the most important) or all relevant qualifiers.

Similar in detail to Soil Taxonomy great groups

(one qualifier) or subgroups (multiple qualifier).

Examples: Leptic Umbrisols, Chromi-Vertic

Luvisols.

The subdivisions do not take into account all pos-

sible differences among soil map units. In particu—

lar: climate, parent material, vegetation, depth of

water table or drainage, and physiographic features

such as slope, geomorphology or erosion are not

considered as such, except insofar as they have

affected soil morphology. These features can be

used locally to defined mapping phases, but they

are not considered soil properties t0 be classified

as such.

Some detailed internal properties are also not con-

sidered at this Ievel of detail, namely, substratum

layers, thickness and morphology of solum or indi—

vidual horizons. These can be used to define se-

ries or forms locally, for detailed soil survey.

Literature: FAQ-UNESCO (1987); DRlESSEN, P.H.

& DUDAL, R. (1991)

Deutsche Bodenkundfiche Gesellschaft (Gemany).

Bodenkundliche Karfleranleitund-KA 4:

The german classification system got adjusted to

the WRB during the last years, so it is possible t0

assign german soils now to WRB soils and con-

trary. The german classification is based on diag—

nostic characteristics and divided in different hori-

zons and subdivisions. Additional information can

lead to further subdivisions.

Literature: AG BODEN (1994); SCHACHT-

SCHABEL, P., BLUME, H‚-P.‚ BRÜMMER, G.‚

HARTGE, K.-H. & SCHWERTMANN, U. (1998);

SCHLICHTING, E.‚ BLUME, H.-P. & STAHR, K.

(1995)

14. Sounding and coring:

Coring is the removal of continuous formation sam-

ple from a wellbore. To the extent possible, core

samples are recovered undamaged, preserving the

physical and mechanical integrity of the rock or of

sediments. The formation material may be solid

rock, friable rock, conglomerates, unconsolidated

sands, coal, shales, gumbos, or clays. Coring can

be conducted by various methods with a variety of

tools in a wide range of hole sizes. Through coring,

scientists gain access to accurate and representa-

tive reservoir information to enhance geologioal

models. Data on the formation’s lithology, flow char-

acteristics, storage capacity and production poten-

tial can be obtained by a successful coring pro-

gram.

The Seismic Cone Penetration Test (SCPT) is a

technique to determine in situ seismic wave ve-

locities. The seismic test method oonsists of meas—

uring the travel times of body waves propagating

between a wave source on the ground surface and

an array of geophones in an in situ seismic cone

penetrometer. These body waves comprise shear

waves (S—waves) and oompressional or primary

A-13
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pressure waves (P-waves). Seismic wave velocities

give an indication of soil characteristics. Seismic

wave velocities also allow correlation of seismic

profiling data and geotechnical borehole and CPT

results.

Literature: AG BODEN (1994); Niedersächsisches

Landesamt für Bodenforschung (2002);

BIRKELAND, P.W. (1984) ; PRESS, F.‚ SIEVER,

R. (1985):

15. Geological maps:

Geological maps give information on the superfl-

cial layers of the earth’s crust and show the distri-

bution of geological features, including different

kinds of rocks and faults. The geological forma—

tions are listed according t0 their composition (Ii-

thology), their age (stratigraphy) and their struc—

tural position (tectonical). They are placed on a

topographical base (map) using different graphical

elements (symbols, figuratives and colors). The

choice of scale depends on the geological content

and the intended objective of the map. The use of

geological maps in river morphology provides a

background for the development of specific situa-

tions (course of the river in quaternary sediments

Iike alluvial fans or in bedrock) and shapes e.g.

incised, braiding or meandering rivers.

Literature: MURAWSKI, H. (1992); Bundesamt für

Wasser und Geologie (BWG), Schweiz (2003);

HAKE, G. (1982); HAKE, G. (1985); HAKE, G.,

GRÜNREICH, D. (1994); SCHULZ, G. (1991)

16. Photo Electronic Erosion Pin (PEEP) Sys-

tem:

The PEEP sensor is a simple optoelectronic de—

vice containing a row of overlapping photovoltaic

cells connected in series, and enclosed within a
waterproofed, transparent, acrylic tube. The sen-

sor generates an analogue voltage proportional to
the total Iength of PEEP tube exposed to Iight. A

reference ceII adjusts outputs for variations in Iight

intensity. Small networks of PEEP sensors are nor-

maIIy inserted into carefully pre—augered holes in

the bank face, and connected to a nearby

datalogger set to record PEEP mV outputs at 15-

min intervals, though any frequency is possible.

Subsequent retreat of the bank faces exposes more

cells to Iight, which increases sensor voltage out-

put. Deposition reduces voltage outputs. Data re-

covered from the Ioggers thus reveal the magni—

tude, frequency and timing of individual erosion

and deposition events much more clearly than has

been possible before.

Literature: LAWLER, DAMIAN (2002)

17. Erosion chains l Scour Chains:

Scour chains provide a method of assessing the

depth t0 which bed Ioad transport has occurred at

a particular location. A piece of chain is implanted

vertically into the stream bed and anchored in place.

The chain is cut so that it is flush with the surface.

After the occurrence of a flood event (ideally just

one), the chains are dug out. lf the chains are bent

over, this indicates that sediment transport did oc-

cur.

The depth to which movement of bed material oc—

curred can be determined, as can changes in the

bed surface elevation.

Literature: NAWA, R.K., FRISSELL, C.A. (1993),

LEOPOLD, L.D.‚ WOLMAN, M.G., MILLER, J.P.

(1964)

18. Sediment traps:

Sediment traps are devices to determine the quan-

tity of sediment appearing at a spot in time. The

construction can vary from traps to measure aeo-

Iian deposition to hydraulic deposition. To meas-
ure hydraulic deposition predefined horizontal sur-

faces are exposed to the water body. The quantity
of sediment accumulation can be determined by

A-‘M
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gauging the Iayer thickness and weight.

Literature: STEIGER, J. (1996), BÖLSCHER, J.

(2002)

19. Echo sounding:

An echo-sounder without providing further infor-

mation deduces bathymetry. The echo-sounder

generates a sound wave, mostly from a moving

boat. This acoustic wave radiates towards the riv-

erbed. The acoustic signal bounces off of the riv-

erbed and returns to the echo-sounder-receiver.

The elapsed time is related to the depth of the riv-

erbed. Different sediments can limit the accuracy

to which bathymetry can be measured. If an Dif-

ferential Global Positioning System (DGPS) is run-

ning parallel to the echo-sounder the results can

get interpolated Iater on in a Geographical Infor-

mation System (GIS).

Literature: WEHRKAMP, G. (1954)

20. Geodetic survey - actual and historical data:

T0 obtain additional data in micro and meso soale

it is sometimes necessary to measure subsidiary

geodetic data. This is be done by the use of a DGPS

(Differential Global Positioning System), a echo-

sounder and a tachymeter. The spatlal data can

get interpolated in a Geographical Information Sys-

tem t0 create digital terrain models for further analy-

sis of e.g. slope, volume or position. Historical data

get used t0 document changes in land use and

interdependencies with the environment.

Literature: HAKE, G. (1982); HAKE, G. (1985);

HAKE, G, GRÜNREICH, D. (1994); HIGGITI', D.L.,

WARBURTON, J. (1999)

21. Video and photo monitoring I historical data:

The interpretation of graphical material offers the

Chance of comparing historical and current data to

discover and to trace processes running off. The

graphical material can consist off aerial photogra-

phy-
Literature: FUJlTA, I.‚ NAKASHIMA, T. (1999),

HENTSCHEL, B. (2000), U.S. Department of the

lnterior, U.S. Geological Survey, Center for Coastal

Geology (2002); ALBERTZ, J. (2001)

22. Remote sensing:

Remote sensing is the science and art of obtaining

information about a phenomena without being in

contact with it. Remote sensing deals with the de-

tection and measurement of phenomena with de-

vices sensitive t0 electromagnetic energy such as:
° Light (cameras and scanners)
° Heat (thermal scanners)
' Radio Waves (radar)

lt provides a unique perspective from which to ob-

serve large regions. Sensors can measure energy

at wavelengths which are beyond the range of hu-

man vision (ultraviolet, infrared, microwave). Glo-

bal monitoring is possible from nearly any site on

eanh.

Literature: ALBERTZ, J. (2001)

23. Topographical maps (actual & historical):

The distinctive characteristlc of topographical maps

is that the shape of the Earth’s surface is shown‘by

contour Iines. Contours are imaginary Iines thatjoin

points of equal elevation on the surface of the land

above or below a reference surface such as mean

sea level. Contours make lt possible to measure

the height of mountains and steepness of slopes.

The map also includes symbols that represent such

features as streams, streets, buildings and woods.

These symbols are constantly refined to better re-
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Iate to the features they represent, improve the

appearanoe or readability of the map, or to reduce

production cost. Compared to geological maps topo-

graphical maps Show the recent Situation of river

morphology.

Literature: HAKE, G. (1982); HAKE, G. (1985);

HAKE, G., GRÜNREICH, D. (1994)

24. Thematic mags:

Thematical maps illustrate particular themes,

trends, features, or concepts to describe the spa-

tial patterns of specifically phenomenons. Exam-

ples are historioal maps, Iand use maps, demo-

graphioal maps, hydroIogioaI maps, geological

maps, vegetation maps and olimatological maps.

The most important thematical maps in river mor-

phology are hydrological maps. Hydrological maps

give information about existence of superficial and

subterranean water, and the usage. Data about the

Iocation of climatological and hydrometrioal sta-

tions are provided, as well as rivers, streams,

ponds, dams, tacks, wells, springs and channels.

The combination of different thematical maps, e.g.

in a Geographical Information System gives fur-

ther information about coherences and dependen-

cies.

Literature: HAKE, G. (1982); HAKE, G. (1985);

HAKE, G.‚ GRÜNREICH, D. (1994)

25. Geomorphological magping:

Geomorphological mapping describes the interpre-

tation of a topographic map. At any map‘s interpre-

tation the first step is to indicate the highest and

Iowest areas. The second step is to do the general

interpretation of the form‘s position, size, and

shape. One can differentiate between mountain-

ous, pIain, and concave forms. The third step is to
indicate and to interpret the geographical distribu—

tion of the forms. Sense of purpose is to receive

information about the formation, the current proc-

esses, and the potentiaI for future development of

an area.

Literature: SCHULZ, G. (1991)

26. Geograghical Information System:

GIS stands for Geographie Information Systems.

A Geographie Information System is a combina-

tion of elements designed to store, retrieve, ma—

nipulate, and display geographic data — informa-

tion about places. It is a package consisting of four

basic parts: hardware, software, data and a think-

ing operator. Practitioners also regard the total GIS

as including the operating personnel and the data

that go into the system. Spatial features are stored

in a coordinate system (Iatitude/Iongitude, state

plane, UTM, etc), which references a particular

pIace on the earth. Descriptive attributes in tabu-

Iar form are associated with spatiaI features. Spa-

tial data and associated attributes in the same co-

ordinate system can then be Iayered together for

mapping and analysis. GIS can be used for scien-

tifio investigations, resource management, and

development planning.

Literature: LONGLEY, P.A.‚ GOODCHILD, M.F.‚

MAGUIRE, D.J.‚ RHIND, D.W. (2001);

Further Information by: ESRI, Canada http:l/

www.esri.com/
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1 Peint—Intercept—Method (seeAnnex) 5 Structureanalysis after Barkman (seeAnnex)
2 Additional calculation necessary 6 Possible result
3 Multi-Cubus—Stratimeter (seeAnnex) 7 Applicable for tree layer
4 Calculation offrequency possible 8 Stereo aerial photography
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2.3.1 General information

ln botany, methods of survey are most of the time

used to survey the prevailing phytocenosis. Differ-

ent conclusions can be drawn from this result, be it

concerning the habitat, environmental influences,

or anthropogenic interference.

First is a short outline concerning the application of

vegetation survey methods (timing, numbers of sur-

vey, Choosing and limiting the sample plot, as weil

as general data of survey). Afterwards, there will be

a short description of different vegetation survey

methods and cite necessary topic—related Iiterature.

Difierent vegetation survey methods can be applied

to the management of the lowland forest depending

on objective and definition of problem. Therefore, a

wide range of different survey methods was chosen

to illustrate the possibilities.

The mentioned parameters and results obtained

from the difierent methods must no be considered

rigid. Additional calculations may Iead to differing

parameters that are not indicated in this paper.

The intent is to give an outline concerning:

o Existing vegetation survey methods

o Their general application

o The problems for which these surveys

should provide answers

. The prevailing results

2.3.1.1 Timing

Stocktaking should always be implemented at a
time when all the species of the vegetation are, if

possible simultaneously, fully developed. This is

the case from June onwards for most types of veg-

etation in Europe. Then plants are in fuII bloom or

yield fruits. This circumstance makes it easier to

define the species, a fact that is of speoial advan-

tage when it comes to grasses and spring annual

grass. Mosses and lichens can be surveyed

throughout the whole year.

2.3.1.2 Number of vegetation surveys

The number of surveys depends on the survey method

itself, as weil as on the vegetation and on the objec-

tive of the analysis.

The fuII range of species can only be deducted from

a certain number of surveys. As a consequenoe,

there should be at least ten surveys available of

every type of specie, preferably 20-30 (oompare

DIERSCHKE, 1994).

2.3.1.3 Choosing and limiting the sample
plot

The habitat conditions of the survey plots have to

be uniform and homogenous within their Iimits.

In order to obtain a sufficient size of an area, one

can successively double the area starting from 1

m2 (2 m2, 4 m2, 8 m2,...) and continue following this

scheme until no new species are added. The result

can be seen as a minimum area, which is the small—

est possible area where all the species that form a

stock are represented.

There are three possibilities to arrange the sample

probes in the area of investigation:

1. randomly selecting areas

2. evenly distributed aocording t0 a raster

3. following subjective intuition

Choosing the areas according to the two methods

first mentioned seems to be more objective. How—

ever, these methods only provide useful results for

Iarge areas. This is due to the fact that peripheral

efiects are not included.

Knowledge of vegetation types increases propor-

tionately to the number of surveys, which also af-

fects and improves the selection procedure

(DIERSCHKE, 1994).
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2.3.1.4 General data of survey

Every survey record shall contain a survey head with

the most important data pertaining to the location

that is to be investigated. Therein, the area is closely

characterized, which makes it possible for another

investigator to find the place. The following data has

to be mentioned in the survey head:

1. Number of survey and date

Name of the investigator

Indication of place and Iocation

‚#9350 General characterization of the site, alti-

tude, exposure, gradient of slope, relief

form

Density of stock

Exploitation method

Stratification

Geological data

Pedological data

4509074535”0. Age of stock

2.3.1.5 Used parameters in the table

0 Abundance (pieces) / Densr'ty (pieces/ m2)/

Frequency (%):

These three parameters were grouped under one

point because they are based on the number of

individuals, i.e. the abundance, starting from which

the remaining parameters can be derived. The

number of individuals per area unit is referred to

as density; frequency is the calculated probability

to encounter a certain specie on the investigated

area.

0 Coverage (%) / Canopy Closure:

The percentage of coverage defines the relative

area that is occupied by a plant or specie in order

to absorb light. These parameters are grouped due

t0 the high degree of similarity between coverage

and canopy Closure. The canopy Closure indicates

the area covered by the canopy in percentage.

0 Variety ofspecies:

By mapping the species, the variety of species can

be classified, whioh oharacterizes the state of a

system.

° Crown diameter (m):

For this parameter, the Iargest horizontal expan-

sion of the canopy, i.e. the diameter, is recorded.

' Leaf area index (LAI):

The leaf area index is an indication for the leaf

area that the plant can use for photosynthesis.

° Phytomass:

The phytomass is the mass of the plants on the

area that is to be investigated.

' Diameter at breast height (m):

The diameter at breast height indicates the calcu-

Iated or measured diameter of the trunk at breast

height of a grown-up.

' Plant height (m) — Canopy height:

lndicates the absolute height of the recorded plants.

Moreover, the parameter of canopy was added.

0 Average plant distance (m):

A mean value is calculated based on the meas—

ured plant stooks. This value is then Iisted in a ta-

ble as average plant distance.

0 Pattern of Vegetation:

This parameter is marked when a method maps

the pattern, either horizontally, vertically or both

ways. The pattern should illustrate the actual state

of the on-site vegetation.

' Type of Vegetation:

The type of vegetation indicates a plant society in

its characteristic composition of species.

A-19
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2.3.2 Methods

The following Iist is not exhaustive and should only

provide an outline of the ourrent vegetation survey

methods. Furthermore it should be stated that dif-

fering parameters could be obtained when using

the different methods with oontinuative measure-

ments and/or calculations. Enumerating these pa-

rameters would definitely go beyond the scope of

this paper and fail the proper topio.

Survey methods are separated into and assigned

to two groups:
- Ecological-structural methods

- Yleld sampling methods

2.3.2.1 Ecological-structural methods

1. BRAUN-BLANQUET Method:

The Braun-Blanquet method is one of the most fre-

quently used methods to classify vegetation. This

method allows the classification of abundance, i.e.

the number of individuals or frequency as well as

dominance. By means of a raw table (ordinal ta-

ble) all the relevant parameters for the vegetation

stratum that is to be examined are defined. lt has

to be said that by means of this method and oon-

tinuative calculations or modifioations of the inves-

tigation, additional interesting data can be obtained.

As already mentioned in the beginning, the sam-

ple plot is being estimated ooncerning the domi-

nance and abundance of the individual species of

its vegetation stratum. The table is divided into

rather raw olasses, so as to facilitate its praotical

applicability and reduce time exposure. A disad-

vantage can be seen in the fact that only drastic

changes of dominance can be observed.

Table 1: BRAUN-BLANQUET Table (1964)

r only a very small number of individuals (1-5)

+ few available, small rate of coverage

1 great abundance, Iess than 5%

5—25% partly also great number of individuals

25-50%

25-50%

01-m 75-100%

The data obtained can be further processed, e.g. in

orderto classify the habltat. This could be achieved

by using Ellenberg's pointer value.

This survey method is especially applied to Iarge

plots of permanent investigation (Iarger than

100 m2), in order to be able to observe the succes—

sion, i.e. the sequence of plant communities. lt is

especially useful for Iarge ecosystems of forests.

Literature: BRAUN-BLANQUET, J. (1964); UBA

(1998)

The following method is derived from the BRAUN-

BLANQUET Method. lt is not mentioned in the ta-

ble of methods:

Modified table after LONDO {1976):

The table after BRAUN-BLANQUET was changed

by other authors and adjusted to the difierent needs

and requirements.

The modified table after Londo is the basis for the

classification of dominance of the species. This

table is a valuable compromise between fine and

broad scale.

This table is also referred to as decimal table due

to its graduation.
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Table 2: Table after LONDO {1976)

Table Coverage [%]

l <1

2 1 - 3

4 3 - 5

1 5 - 15

2 15 - 25

3 25 - 35

4 35 - 45

5 45 - 55

6 55 - 65

7 65 - 75

8 75 - 85

9 85 - 95

10 95 - 100

The table can be completed using the following

Ietters, which classify the abundance of the indi-

vidual species:

Table 3: Table after LONDO (Range of table: .1-.4)

r sporadic, in most cases enlyr one example

p few examples

a many examples

m very many examples

This survey method is especially suitable for small

and manageable plots. It can also be recommended

for plots of permanent investigatien.

Literature: LONDO, G. (1976); UBA (1998)

2. Point-Quadrat-Method:

The point-quadrat-method primarily measures the

frequency that correlates with coverage in point

measurements.

In this connection, one differs between the abso-

lute frequency, i.e. the abundance of a species and

the reiative frequency, i.e. the abundance of a spe-

cies as percentage of all individuals (has t0 be elas-

sified using the following calculation).

The survey is conducted as follows: one uses a

frame of the size of 1 m2 that is subdivided into

quadrate the size of 10x10 cm being Iimited by

nylon threads. Only those individuals are being

counted and classified that hit the crossing points

of the nylon threads in imaginative projection.

This method of frequency determination was

changed for different purposes. Howeven in its origi-

nal form, it is especially suitab|e for evaluating |ow

vegetation coverage, i.e. meadows and similar.

In case the coverage is being measured exactly

with help of the frame, this method is being re-

ferred t0 as Quadrat-Charting-Method and is used

very frequently in the United States. This time-con-

suming survey method does not onIy pay off for

permanent quadrate observations of successive

stages.

Literature: UBA (1998)

The methods Iisted below are either modified origi-

nal methods or methodically related in terms of

their implementation:

Frequency determm

Frequency determination classifies, as the name

suggests, the frequency of a species of a stock.

Processing varies only slightly from the methods

mentioned above.

Again, a frame is used and placed horizontally over

the vegetation. This time, however, holes are drilled
with evenly spaced distances. Sticks are inserted

into the holes, so as t0 stand vertically over the

vegetation forming a required pattern. Again, only
those individuals are being counted that hit the

sticks in order t0 obtain a representative result of

the prevailing species.
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The thickness of the sticks can Iead to systematic

errors. The thicker the stick that reaches into the

vegetation cover, the more plants are hit.

Due to its setup, this method is ofien being used

for the classification of the herb Iayer.

Literature: DIERSCHKE, H. (1994); UBA (1998)

WM
This method, which is also very easily applied and

handled, is also used for frequency determination.

Again, plante are only being oounted if they are

touched, in this case by the bayonet, but only touch-

ing the sharp edge counts as a hit. The knives are

stuck into the ground at regular distances .

This method is again especially suitable for the elas—

sification of the herb Iayer.

Literature: DIERSCHKE, H. (1994); UBA (1998)

Vegetation bam'er afler MÜHLENBERG (19932:

This method also classifies the frequency of spe-

cies in a stock.

The processing is as follows: two wooden slats are

stuok into the ground at a distance of 30 cm. These

slats have drilled holes at the height of 2 cm, 5 cm

and 40 cm, where wires are inserted. The plant is

again only counted if contacting the wires .

This method of frequency deten'nination requires

10 minutes for every random sample. Especially

inoomplete meadows can be classified satisfacto-

rily by using this method.

Literature: DOLKE, M. (1994); MÜHLENBERG, M.
(1993); UBA (1998)

Multi-Cubes—Stratimetres after WITTE &

HERRMANN (1 9951:

Detailed data concerning growth habit on species

Ievel can be colleoted using this method.

A cube, i.e. a wired cage with the measurements

100 x 100 x 50 cm, that is based on quadrats the

size 10 x 10 0m and with subdivisions in the alti-

tude every 20 cm, is set in the stock at the begin-

ning of the vegetation period, where it oan stay for

the rest of the investigation (one season). lt is oounted

how often the plante hit the imaginative side surfaces

of the cube.

“fix “x 14K,» 100
Ä"; \ f“cm
\ \\ K2 ”'“f

x K9?”\ ‚i„...-‘*.:j_';'_;‚f’fi100 cm \\"__';;.-H v

Ägm

Fig. 1: Multi-Cuben-Stratimetres after WITTE &
HERRMANN (1995)

This method is applied to classify the vegetation

frequenoy, be it vertically or horizontally. Growth

habit of individual species can also be closely ob—

served. Due to the fact that this survey is very time-

consuming, it should only take place at representa-

tive areas.

Literature: UBA (1998); WlTTE, A. (1994); WITTE.

A., HERRMANN, S. (1995)

MM
The point-intercept—method is used to classify the

crown canopy of a tree population, but is methodi-

cally related to the methods mentioned above and

therefore deserves being indicated in this list. Again,

points of oontact are taken into consideration.

A periscope is erected in the stock, pointing up-

wards. Then, a transparent film with a regular point

pattern is stretched over the periscope. A point of

the grid is only counted when oontacting a crownt

Instead of the perisoope, one can also use an all
around photography with a fish eye lens. In that
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oase, this method can also be applied to small

stocks. A two—dimensional examination, unfortu-

nately, can neither document the orown depth nor

the crown height. This data could however be of

interest for the investigator.

Literature: DIERSCHKE, H. (1994)

3. Ling-Inggrgegt-nhgd:

This method in its original form defines the cover—

age of the stook. This method can of course also

be extended so as to survey other parameters as

weil (e.g. frequenoy, canopy etc.)

The prooessing is es follows: the Line Intercept

method oonsists of horizontal, linear measurements

of plant interoepts along the oourse of a line (tape).

Distances can be indicated as coverage percent-

ages, referring to the whole transect Iine (often 10

m). The peroentage of coverage can be calculated

with the simple formula mentioned below:

secrz'ons with ve etationg .100coverage[%] =
total length

For herbal vegetation, distances up to 50 m are

recommended, for bushes and trees more than

50 m.

Generally speaking, it is necessary to implement

the vertioal projection as accurately as possible. In

connection with tree stocks, one can use a slat or a

perisoope.

This method is especially suitable for measuring

the coverage of tree stocks. However, other easily

limitable growth forms like bushes, rosette plants

and bigleaf macrophytes can also be surveyed

using this method.

Literature: BONHAM, C.D. (1989); KENT 8

COCKER (1992); MAAS, D.‚ KOHLER, A. (1983);

UBA (1998)

Another method has to be mentioned, which is
closely related to this method but not indicated in

the table of methods.

Point—Line—Method:

This method helps to classify an essential param-

eter of vegetation Iayer, namely ooverage, by means

of a tape.

Regular dot measurements (e.g.: every 50 cm) are

carried out along a Iine and the points of contact

are recorded. The degree of coverage can be cal-

culated as follows:

number of hzts 100coverage [%] = -
total number of plants

As already mentioned above, this is again a method

for coverage determination.

Line4nteroept .
Point-Ljne

ä.

Fig. 2: Comparison between Line-Intercept— and
Point-Line-Method

Literature: UBA (1 998)

4. Point—Centered-Method (Wiscosin Distanoe-

Method :

This method calculates the average empty area. lt

is based on the assumption that distanoe and av-

erage frequency are somehow related.

A cross separates the area, i.e. two lines crossing

in a right angle, the crossing point being the point

of observation. In each of the 4 sectors, the dis-

tanoe to the nearest individual of the species that

is to be investigated is reoorded. Great distance

indicates Iow coverage, and the same applies vice

versa. Then the average of the obtained data is

oaloulated and coverage can be calculated using
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the following formula:

d . _ 1
enszty —

E2—

d : mean value of the 4 distances measured

lf frequency is caloulated, coverage can also be

obtained by recording the basal area or the crown

diameter, the mean values are then mu|tip|ied with

the frequency.

This method can be applied to well visible species

(trees, bushes and clump grasses). Starting from

coverage of 35%, this method is only partly suit-

able.

Literature: BONHAM, C.D. (1989);

FRANKENBERG, P. (1982); MUELLER-

DOMBOIS, D., ELLENBERG, H. (1974); UBA

(1998)

5. Leaf categog and number of diversity after

VARESCHI:

In this method, leaf organs are investigated to clas-

sify the diversity and the state of development of a

stock.

The further away a habitat is from its optimal oon-

ditions, the more extreme is the adjustment of the

species. The leaf shape is a good indicator for that.

Leaf shapes are classified according to size and

form.

Using these indicators, one can calculate the

number of diversity with this formula:

ca, : a - f

cd = coefficient of diversity

f=leafshapeindex

a = species index

As mentioned above, this method helps to classify
how far away the stock is from optimal conditions

and how diverse it is.
Literature: KREEB (1983)

6. Photographie Method:

This method helps t0 record time series from an

area of permanent investigation, so as to illustrate

the development of a stock.

A camera with an optical estimation frame is placed

vertically above the area. A photographed area of

10 x 10 cm is suitable for grasses and herbs, the

upper Iimit is 50 x 50 cm. Afterward, the picture

can be digitalized. The coverage can be calculated

using appropriate software, starting from the shape

of the plants.

This method is especially suitable for the classifi-

cation of coverage in Iow stocks. When it comes

to the classification of stocks with several layers,

this method cannot be applied because coverage

cannot be recorded for the Iow layers due t0 shad—

ows and limited depth of focus.

Literature: UBA (1998)

7. Vegetation Density Profile after VAN DER

MAAREL (1970):

VAN DER MAAREL (1970) suggested conduoting

the estimation of entire coverage aocording to sepa-

rate layers.

Vertical vegetation density is estimated following

height intervals: O-cm; 1-3 cm; 4—10 cm; 11-25 cm;

26-60 cm; 61-150 cm. At the beginning, the height

of the vegetation is recorded, then it is separated

into height intervals and at the same time, the cov-

erage is estimated. One always starts at the top

layer. Six to eight minutes are needed per sample

and expenses are rather Iow.

This method is suitable for estimating vegetation

density profiles on an area of 50 x 50 cm. Records

should be taken from outside the area that is to be

investigated, e.g. from a chair or a stable board, in

order to prevent destroying the vegetation with foot-

steps.

Literature: UBA (1998); VAN DER MAAREL, E.
(1970)

A-24
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Another method has to be mentioned, which is

olosely related to this method but not indicated in

the table of methods.

Structure analysis afler BARKMAN {1988):
The structure analysis after BARKMANN allows a

horizontal es weil as a vertioal estimation of veg—

etation density.

Four slats with drillings at intervals of 5 cm are

Stuck into the ground forming a rectangle of 0,10 x

1 m. Round sticks with a diameter of 1 cm are in-

serted into these drillings. Two sticks that are

marked with colour every ten cm are needed.

This allows the olassification of the vegetation den-

sity vertically as well as horizontally (in intervals of

10 cm). At the same time, the coverage can be

estimated. After the top Iayer has been estimated,

the sticks are moved down and the vegetation

above Es harvested. Then the whole process can

start anew.

01'"

1
0—5.
l

-’?lflbflnnpaq'
'1—""nloonooonnn
r

n. 3: The sfats can be displaced horizontatm
which alfows an exact estimation and
collection of each layer (UBA, 1998)

This rather time-consuming method (12-14 min-

utes without harvesting) helps to calculate the LAI

(Ieaf area index) per Iayer.

Literature: BARKMAN, J.J. (1988); UBA (1998)

The objective of this method is to caloulate the

vegetation density profile and the frequenoy of spe-

cies. To do so, a structure measuring tube is

needed, as described below.

This measuring device consists of a tube (plastic)

with a Iength of about 25 cm and a diameter of 16

cm. The end of the tube is oovered so as to keep

an area of 10 x 10 cm free. On this area, there are

two close counting frames with 25 fields. At the

other end, there is a mirror with an angle of inclina—

tion of 45 degreee.

Processing is as follows: The tube is placed into

the vegetation. At a distance of 10 cm, there is a

white canvas, in order to increase the contrast to

vegetation. This renders a good view at the Iower

Iayers of vegetation possible, even from a quite

comfortable position.

This method helps to classify vegetation density

and the frequency of herbal vegetation. lt is espe—

cially suitable for the observation of microhabitats.

Literature: SUNDERNEIER, A., MEISSNER, A. (in

Vorb.); UBA (1998)

9. Ligh; Methode:

Indirect Stmcture Characterization usr'ng Light Sen-

sors:

With this method, the structure of vegetation can

be quantified. Three proceedings can be grouped

under this method:
- Punctiform Iight sensor: This sensor is held into

the stock at different intervals to measure the

photosynthetic, active radiation or entire radia—

tion per Iayer. Another sensor above the stock

provides reference values. Measuring has to
take place while Iight conditions are constant.

- Sunfleck—-Ceptometer: 40 or 80 punctiform light
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sensors respectively are installed in a stick with

intervals of 1 cm. At every measurement, the

mean value is indicated.
' LAl-Analyzer: A fish eye lens pointing upwards

is used for this method. Light hitting the lens at

an angle from 0 to 74 degrees is transferred to

5 detectors. Only Iight hitting the detector at a

oertain angle is being measured.

These are very easily conducted methods, which

do not harm the vegetation that is to be investi-

gated. The Iight that is of use for the plants can be

excellently measured in the lower layers.

Literature: PERRY, S.G., FRASER, A.B.‚

THOMPSON, D.W.‚ NORMAN, J.M. (1988); UBA

(1998)

Mixe—Wim Stragmeter after OPPERMANN (1989):

This method allows measuring the |ight conditions

in the stock independently from those conditions

currently prevailing.

The stratimeter consists of two plates the size 40 x

10, which stand in front of each other at a distance

of 22 cm. On the one plate, there are 110 Iight

emitting diodes installed, sending the Iight. On the

other plate, there are Si-solar cells installed, re-

ceiving the sent |ight. The percentage of sent Iight

hitting the plate with the solar cells is measured.

The Iight conditions in the stock are measured with

this method. From the obtained data, one can also

conclude the vegetation frequency as well as the

weight, be it in dry or fresh state.

Literature: OPPERMANN, R. (1989); UBA (1998)

Laser-Densitometer after GERSTBERGER &

ZIEGLER {1993):
This method, which is being conducted with a Ia-

ser, can also measure vegetation frequency.

The size of the stratimeter is 25 x 25 x 10 cm. Four

rolls that are installed at a cabinet hold the

stratimeter on a metal bar, so as to shift it horizon-

tally. Proportionately to the way, the laser is send-

ing impulses. Every laser beam gets horizontally

through the stock that is to be investigated and ei-

ther hits a reflecting canvas at a certain distance

or is scattered by parts of the plants‚ Those Iight

beams hitting the canvas unhindered are mirrored

back to the device and registered. The quotient

from the non-reflected and the sent Iaser beams is

an indicator for the horizontal vegetation frequency.

This method can be applied to incomplete and

dense stocks likewise. However, Singular culms and

panicles of grasses cannot be spotted. For stocks

with a height under 20 cm, measurement is going

to be problematic because the device has to be

able to move on the metal bar and is often hin-

dered by vegetation.

Literature: GER8TBERGER, P.‚ ZIEGLER, W.

(1993); UBA (1998)

10. Aerial View Analysis:

This method is especially suitable for defining types

of vegetation of Iarge areas by means of flying over

the area in question, because there mostly is a low

frequency and also a low standard of route net-

work.

First of all, one needs an overview of the vegeta-

tion of the area that is to be investigated. Of spe-

cial concern is also the planning of the flight route.

This requires a good preparation and a lot of expe-

rience. Helicopters are especially suitable for these

surveys because they allow varying the speed. A

scale of the aerial view of 1:5.000 and 1:15.000 is

recommended and the most apt flight height is 2000
- 4000 m. Moreover, a short exposure time of 1/
1000 sec and an average focal distance of = 20 —

30 cm should be installed so as to conclude from
the pattern on the picture the type of vegetation.

A Iarge number of parameters can be obtained by
means of aerial view interpretation, of course de—
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pending on the equipment.

Literature: UBA (1998)

The Russian School deserves to be mentioned in

this context as a oompletion because it is also very

suitable for the mapping of Iarge areas.

The new Russian School:

Due t0 the fact that processing after the BRAUN-

BLANQUET—Method would not be possible for the

Iarge areas in Russia, which in most cases are dif—

ficult to access, the method of the Russian School

was developed to define types of vegetation.

This process does not define a type from the basis

upward, i.e. the species, but the other way round.

First, the olimatic zone is investigated, which de-

fines itself by the following information:

1 average temperature (course of average tem-

perature)

annual precipitation

duration and intensity of arid period(s)

duration and intensity of humid period(s)

(II-ÄQJN conditions of frost

Then one can make a floristic distinction: first veg-

etation type, then formation dass, followed by for-

mation group. One can further distinguish between

formation, association group and finally associa—

tion.

An example:
Vegetation type
Formation class

Forests
Coniferous forests

Formation Spruce forests: Piceeta
Association group Piceeta hylocominosa
Association Piceeta myrtillosum

This method can be applied to Iarge areas that are

nearly untouched and difflcult to access in order to

define plant species.

Literature: KREEB (1983)

11. Method after DVWK:

This method tries to characterize the hydraulic effi-

ciency of plante in the flooded area of the Iowland

forest by means of recorded parameters.

Generally speaking, vegetation is separated into 3

categories:
- Smali vegetation: compared to water depth,

vegetation is so small that it can be considered

a ruggedness of the waII. It is flooded.
° Medium vegetation: the height of vegetation

corresponds to the depth of water, vegetation is

partly fiooded and partly flowed through.

Prooessing is not entireiy examined for this type

of vegetation of streams. „lt is recommended

t0 oonsider the resistance generated by veg-

etation in form of the kS-value in the coaguia-

tion, where middle vegetation appears, or to

process in case of a high relation hp/h as with

big vegetation.“ (DVWK, 1991)
' Big vegetation: 3 directly definable parameters

are being surveyed:

ax distance of vegetation elements in the

direction of flow

ay distance of vegetation elements trans-

verse t0 the direction of flow

dp diameter of vegetation eIements trans-

verse t0 the direction of flow

Big vegetation is considered rigid. With this data

and the appropriate formulas, one can calculate

the power of resistance and the resistance coeffi-

cient of vegetation.

This method was especially developed for the

hydraulio evaluation of the vegetation of riparian

forests near streams.

Literature: DVWK (1991)
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12. Complete Vegetation Sampling:

In the area that is t0 be investigated or in profiles

that are chosen in a representative manner, all plants

are recorded with regard to the relevant parameters.

According t0 the objective, characteristics that are

t0 be taken down are defined:
° Exact position in order t0 be able t0 locate the

plant when conducting future investigations (x-

and y- coordinate in permanently marked coor-

dinate systems)
' Length of the shoot or height of the tree, re-

spectively
- Diameter of the shoot or of the tree at the ba-

sis, respectively
' Diameter of the shoot or of the tree in a height

of I = 100 cm er BHD
° Tree species
° Base of crown
' Shape of the crown: screen area, number of

beater, number of side shoots
. Wildllfe damages
- Other damages

When choosing the profile or sample points, one

has t0 pay attention to random distribution and rep-

resentative distribution and also keep an eye on a

possible peripheral problem.

2.3.2.2 Yleld Sampling Methods

13. Complete Yield Sampling:

The processing is as follows: for all tree species,

the breast height diameter (BHD) of every tree that

exceeds a certain limit (callipering limit) is recorded

separately and classified according to their inci-

dence (e.g. 4 cm steps).

In order to receive a representative height for each

BHD-class, height graphs are used. Therefore, one

has t0 measure about 20 trees per hectare of the

main tree species concerning their height and allo-

cate them to the respective BHD-Class. These

heights are input parameters in height graphs that

were developed for different regions and different stock

types. The height graph of PRODAN (1965) is

considered especially apt t0 examine selection

forest, i.e. forests of different age classes:

h = d2
a0 +0; -d+a2 -d2

+ 1,3

h : mean height for diameter class

d = diameter

ax = coefficients

With the average height and the respective BHD,

one can calculate the volume per area (solid cubic

meter of stock per hectare, m/ha), either by us—

ing a volume function (form factor function) (e.g.

POLLANSCHÜTZ, 1974) or a volume table.
Literature: STERBA , H. (1984); STERBA, H.

(1991); PRODAN, M. (1965); POLLANSCHÜTZ,

J.(1974)

14. Harvesting method:

This ls a destructive method that calculates the

biomass. This means that the investigated stock

cannot be calculated anew after having conducted

the investigation.

The vegetation is harvested layer after layer, by

not only taking plants that root in the area that is t0

be investigated but also those plants whose parts

reach into the area. Then, the plants are sorted

according to species, Iife forms or growth types

and weighed both in a fresh and dry state. This is
how the freshweight and drywelght can be obtained.

It has to be mentioned that the result heavily de-

pends on the accuracy of the harvest. The smaller

the area, the bigger the errors caused by periph-

eral effects.
This method is of special importance for grassland

ecologists. lt is the only method for defining the

phytomass and the leaf area index (LAI). A disad-

A-28
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vantage is that this method is very time-consum—

ing, in the field as weII as in the laboratory.

Literature: UBA (1998)

15. Phytomass Rate Estimation:

This estimation method developed by KLAPP

(1930), i.e. the mass estimation of individual spe-

cies, is especially suitable for the grassland.

An estimation of the share of each species or group

of species concerning the phytomass is conducted.

This is texture identification, because spatial dis-

tribution is not taken into consideration. This method

is easily reproducible because the estimation of all

species has to result in 100 %.

As mentioned above, this method serves to esti-

mate the harvest in grassland.

Literature: KLAPP, E. (1930); UBA (1998)

16. Point sampling, Variable Radii-Method

(BITTERLICHl 1948):

This method developed by BITTERLICH in the year

1939 revolutionized stocktaking procedures all

around the globe (STERBA, 1991).

The basis of this procedure is to choosing the sam-

ple diameter of each stem differently, namely pro-

portionately to its BHD. This can be softened by

only counting those stems that are broader than a

certain measurement.

Every tree falling into the point sampling represents-

independently from its size- the same density, i.e.

the same stem circle area/hectare.

In practice, the mirror relascope (BITTERLICH,

1984) is often being used for the point sampling.

By means of the mirror relascope, there moreover

is the possibility to automatically correct the slope.

Point sampling has the great advantage of taking

the trees depending on their diameter while taking

the area surface. This means that small trees are
not taken that frequently, a fact that reduces time

and expense. lf the shares of the area surface in a

mixed stock have to be allocated t0 the tree spe-

cies, one has to conduct several measurements of

sample circles and to count the valid trees of re—

spective species. The volume of wood per hectare

is deducted from the BHD and height of the sam-

ple trees with formula tables.

Literature: BITTERLICH, W. (1948); BITTERLICH,

W. (1984); STERBA (1984); STERBA (1991)

17. Fixed Samole Plot Size:

A grid is placed over a stock. A circle of deflned

area is placed around each grid point and all trees

that fall into this area are recorded according t0

their relevant parameters: BHD, height, base of

crown, upper diameter, tree species, damages to

the trunk.

By grossing up the sample areas to hectares, one

can oalculate area parameters related to harvest.

Literature: STERBA (1984); STERBA (1991)

18. Sampling Plot System:

Starting from every grid point, a fixed number n of

the nearest sample stem is examined concerning

all relevant parameters. This prevents difiering

accuracies due to differing number of individuals

per sample circles.

According to experience, accuracy does not in-

crease after having taken the 6th tree, so usually a

6-tree-random sample is being conducted in con-

nection with the harvest.

Basically, with all the random sample procedures

(Methods16, 17, 18), accuracy considerations have

to be undertaken, on the basls of which the size of

the sample probe has to be chosen. Random dis-

tribution of the sample points as well as the periph-

eral problem also has to be taken into considera-

tion.

Literature: STERBA (1984); STERBA (1991)
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2.4 Methods - Specific ecological
selence
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1. 5119!: term retgntion mgasgremgnt:

:> Retention mechanisms, organic matter
demolition

The organic matter retention can be measured as

the quantity of material transported in a stretch of
stream compared t0 the initial quantity of the mate-

rial released in the stream.
For this study we use Ginko biloba Ieaves because

it is an exotic plant and its Ieaves have a particular

shape and maintain the yellow colour for a Iong time,

for this reason these exotic Ieaves cannot be

confused with autochthonous Ieaves. The Ieaves

were soaked before being used because dry Ieaves

float on the surface of the running water and can—
not be trapped by the streambed under cobbles,

boulders of bedrocks. We release one thousand

Ieaves at the top of a stretch of river of 100 meter,

and we eount the Ieaves that arrive at the transverse

end Iine of the stretch, after 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15, 20,

40 and 60 minutes after the release. In this way, it is

possible to compare the retention of each site and
t0 elaborate some hypothesis pn retention feature.

Retention mechanisms, which retain CPOM in the

system, are very important, because they allow it t0

be processed rather than transported downstream

in a eoarse particulate fOIT‘I'I. The knowledge and the
measurement of organic matter retention stream

features constitute an important step t0 understand

the dynamics that reguIate the formation of Specific

macroinvertebrate community; morepver retention

can be related t0 the biotic oolonisation dynamics

of substrates and t0 organic matter demolition.

am

:> Organic matter demolition, detrital process-

ing analysis

For the formation of the leafpack (caIIed LP) alder
(Alnus glutinosa) Ieaves are used because it is a
riparian plant and the Ieaves are rapidly stroyed.
The Ieaves, after dehydration in an oven at 40°C,

are made into packs weighing 5:0.1 grams.

The LPs prepared Iike this are taken t0 the site of

the investigation and sofiened with stream water.

Subsequently some LPs (generally 7) are fixed onto
non cords with plastic staples. In each site 5 cords

with the LPs are anchored onto the bed.
In total 35 LPs per eite are positioned whereas 5

LPs are inserted into plastic bags with stream wa-
ter to determine Ieaching after 48 hours in the Iabo—

A-30
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ratory. At weekly intervals 5LPs are removed, one

for each cord, collecting everything with a small-

meshed net (200-300m). The washed leaves are then

dehydrated in an oven at 40°C. The weight of each

dried LP is measured with a precision of i0.1 grams.

As temperature influences the processes of bacte-

rial demolition, at the moment of sampling the tem-

perature of the water is ascertained and then trans—

formed into degree/day, multiplying the average

daily temperature for the time between the two

samples.

The LP weight data is worked out as indicated in

Iiterature (Peterson and Cummins, 1974),

Packs are an initial step in the Ioading of detritus in

the stream ecosystem. Determining their dynam-

ics and ecology is fundamental to understanding

detrital processing.

3. Benthos quantitative sampling:

:> Macrobenthos distribution, population dy-

namics and productivity estimation

For quantitative sampling on compact substrata

surber is the most used sampler: it consists of an

aluminium frame that defines a fixed area of 0.1 m2

of riverbed. The frame support a net to collect

organisms washed into it from the sample area.

The net is about 90 cm Iong, whit the first few cen-

timetres constructed of heavier material; the mesh

size is 10 threads/cm. The net was lifted out of the

water and all organisms were washed into a plastic

bottle put at the end of net.

Macroinvertebrate quantitative collection consists of

jabbing the surber sampler in the riverbed. Surber is

thrust into the target habitat and cobbles present

into surber are swept and cleaned for a fixed period

(5 minutes). Reiiability of mean density estimates

depends on a great number of variables, such as

number and size of samples, substratum typology

or macrobenthos distribution on the substratum.

Choice of sampling sites is made in areas where

substratum is homogeneous.

With this methodology abundance of community

can be correlated with a fixed area of the riverbed.

Quantitative sampling allows population dynamics

and productivity estimates.

4. FFI - Fluvial Function Index:

:> River morphological and ecological fea-

tures analysis

The FFl is a development of the RCE-2, the first

drafi of which was drawn up by Siligardi and Maiolini

(Siligardi & Maiolini, 1993) which in its turn derives

from the Riparian Channel and Environmental In-

ventory (RCE-l) drawn up by Peterson from the

Institute of Limnology of Lund University (Peterson,

1990)

The current FFl record was further refined and fore—

sees 14 questions, with 4 predetermined answers

t0 each question, concerning almost all the ecologi-

cal characteristics of a watercourse. The answers

have a numerical expression by classes of numbers

with a minimum of1 and a maximum of 30, capable

of expressing the qualitative differences between

individual replies. From the mathematical point of

view there is n0 justification of the attribution of the

numeric weight of the answers, but only statistical-

ecological motivations which are based on the mutual

relations existing between the concepts contained

in the answers, making the method substantially

more stochastic and less deterministic.

The compilation of the record terminates with the

calculation of the sum of the different weight given t0

the answers identified (one is compulsory for each

question) and hence with the definition of the SCORE

which can be from a minimum of 14 t0 a maximum

of 300 and which has been translated into 5 quality

classes, giving each a rating and a colour according

t0 the points band, with the scope both of illustrating

a map and of making interpretation easier also for

those not in the field.
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1. Examination, analysis and interpretation of

topographical maps:

The distinctive charaoteristic of topographical maps

is that the shape of the Earth’s surface is shown by

contour Iines. Contours are imaginary lines thatjoin

points of equal elevation on the surfaoe of the Iand

above or below a referenoe surface such as mean

sea Ievel. Contours make it possible to measure

the height of mountains and steepness of slopes.

The map also includes symbols that represent such

features as streams, streets, buildings and woods.

These symbols are constantly refined to better re-

iate to the features they represent, improve the

appearanoe or readability of the map, or to reduce

production cost. Compared to geological maps topo—

graphioal maps show the reoent situation of river

morphologies.

Literature: HAKE, G. (1982); HAKE, G. (1985);

HAKE, G.‚ GRÜNREICH, D. (1994), SCHULZ, G.

(1991)

2. Design, analysis and interpretation of the-

matic maps:

Thematical maps illustrate particular themes,

trends, features, or concepts to describe the spa-

tial patterns of specific phenomenon’s. Examples

are historical maps, Iand use maps, demograph-

icai maps, hydrologioal maps, geological maps,

vegetation maps and climatological maps. The

most important thematical maps in river morphol—

ogy are hydrologioal maps. Hydrological maps give

information about existence of superfioial and sub-

terranean water, and the usage. Data about the

looation of ciimatoiogical and hydrometrical sta-

tions are provided, as well as rivers, streams,

ponds, dams, tacks, wells, springs and channels.

The oombination of difierent thematioal maps, e.g.

in a Geographical Information System gives fur-

ther information about coherences and dependen-

oies.

Literature: HAKE, G. (1982); HAKE, G. (1985);

HAKE, G., GRÜNREICH, D. (1994)

3. Remote sensing:

Remote sensing is the science and art of obtaining

information about a phenomena without being in

contact with it. Remote sensing deals with the de-

tection and measurement of phenomena with de-

vices sensitive t0 electromagnetic energy such as:
- Light (oameras and scanners)
° Heat (thermal scanners)
' Radio Waves (radar)

It provides a unique perspective from which to ob-

serve Iarge regions. Sensors oan measure energy

at wavelengths which are beyond the range of hu-

man vision (ultraviolet, infrared, microwave). Glo-

bai monitoring is possible from nearly any site on

eanh.

Literature: ALBERTZ, J. (2001)

4. Geographical Information System:

GIS stands for Geographie Information Systems.

A Geographie information System is a combina—

tion of eiements designed t0 store, retrieve, ma—

nipulate, and display geographio data - informa-

tion about places. It is a paokage consisting of four

basic parts: hardware, software, data and a think-

ing operator. Practitioners also regard the total GIS

as including the operating personnel and the data

that go into the system. Spatial features are stored

in a coordinate system (Iatitude/longitude, state

plane, UTM, etc), which references a particular

piace on the earth. Descriptive attributes in tabu-

lar form are associated with spatial features. Spa-

tial data and associated attributes in the same co-

ordinate system can then be Iayered together for

mapping and analysis. GIS can be used for seien-

tific investigations, resouroe management, and

development planning.
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Literature: LONGLEY, P.A., GOODCHILD, M.F.‚

MAGUIRE, D.J., RHIND, D.W. (2001);

Further Information by: ESRI, Canada http://

www.esri.com/

5. lnvestigation, analysis and intergretation of

land use I land use magping l design and

use of land utilisation glans:

In areas with high population density quantifying,

monitoring and managing land use becomes in-

creasingly important. Land use mapping is used

for modeling urban growth, determining land suit-

ability for future development, monitoring how land

use changes affect the environment, understand-

ing land use patterns and developing policies con-

cerning land use development. Especially in hy-

drology the understanding of land use in catchment

areas provide evidences for water budget in qual-

ity estimations. Because of an increasing demand

of land use information remote sensing plays an

important role in making large scale maps.

Literature: ALBERTZ, J. (2001); HAKE, G. (1982);

HAKE, G. (1985); HAKE, G.‚ GRÜNREICH, D.

(1994)

6. lnvestigation of landscage framework l con-

The Iandscape framework plans must embody and

supplement the representations in the regional

development plan to protect and develop nature

and Iandscape at regional Ievel. Their conversion
into appropriate Iocal assessments and measures

is the function of Iandscape plans and other nature

conservation procedures. As Iandscape framework

plans, area development plans should work towards

the special care and development of cultural Iand-

scapes. They should safeguard the spatial criteria

for the protection and development of characteris-

tic biotopes, Iandscape structures and land uses.

Within valuable cultural Iandscapes, core areas and

regional level interlinking elements of biotope con-

servation should be represented as “nature con-

servation zones”. Other open-space functions

should largely be safeguarded by means of “Iand-

scape conservation zones”.

These goals of the Iandscape framework plan are

to be translated into subsequent Iandscape plans

mainly through the representation of appropriate

development goals and the designation of specially

protected parts of nature and Iandscape and the

measures required to develop, care for and improve

them. As a Iandscape framework plan, the area

development plan presents the regional require-

ments and measures to conserve nature and care

for the Iandscape. lt is the task of area develop-

ment planning to set forth and supplement the ar-

eas shown in a very generalised way in the Re-

gional Development Plan and include regional re-

quirements and the latest state of knowledge.

Literature: AKADEMIE F. RAUMFORSCHUNG U.

LANDESPLANUNG (1994); JESSEL, B.‚ TOBIAS,

K. (2002)

7. lnvestigation, analysis of regional glanning

targets, glans and current grocedures:

REGIOflAL PLANNING:

Regional planning comprises land use planning as

weil as development local, regional, and national

level. Regional planning describes the coordina-

tion of spatially effective human activities and the
control of these activities over a longer period of

time and covers the spatial principles and plan-

ning activities at the federal level in Germany.

Thereby the planning agencies at the different lev-

els have to attune themselves to each other in all
spatially relevant fields (environment, economy,

transportation, settlement, etc.) The very begin-
ning of Raumordnung in Germany dates back to

A-34
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the first decades of the 20th oentury. After World

War ll, Raumordnung was legally established in

the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) in the

1960’s. Since the 1990’s, Raumordnung faces new

challenges due to German reunification and Euro-

pean integration.

The main goals are:
° Providing equivalent conditions of Iiving in

all regions of the Federal Republic of Ger-

many
° Promoting the integration of Germany into

Europe
- Protecting and maintaining the natural re-

sources of Iiving

The general guidelines of the ROG were formu-

lated as extremely general statements in order not

t0 restrict the sovereignty of the federal states and

the municipalities. On the other side special aims

were cemented into the program of federal regional

planning (Bundesraumordnungsprogramm (BROP)

in 1975.

The regional planning system of Germany oan be

seen as an example for planning in a federal state.

The organizational responsibility for Raumordnung,

for example the development of the programs of

Raumordnung (Raumordnungsprogramme), is car-

ried by the Federal Ministry for Transportation,

Construction and Housing (Bundesministerium für

Verkehr, Bau— und Wohnungswesen). In 1968, the

Minister Conference for Raumordnung

(Ministerkonferenz für Raumordnung (MKRO)) was

set into action as an authority between the federal

and the state Ievel. lt is responsible for harmoniz-

ing the oonoeptual ideas of spatial planning at the

federal states level. At this Ievel the legal compe-

tence is carried by the state parliaments (passing

the state planning laws, and establishing the state
planning programs). The central planning agencies

of the federal states have the duty to harmonize the

contents of the single regional plans. The main task

of regional planning then, is the horizontal

harmonization of municipal planning and adjusting

the municipal plans towards the targets set by the

federal state for spatial planning. The whole plan-

ning system is basically orientated along the so—

called countercurrent prinoiple

(Gegenstromprinzip), which is seen as a distinct

charaoteristic of the spatial planning system of the

FRG.

Literature: KLUCZKA, G. (1980); AKADEMIE F.

RAUMFORSCHUNG U. LANDESPLANUNG

(1994)

Enw'ronmental lmpact Assessment:

Environmental lmpact Assessment is the assess-

ment of environmental effects which may arise from

a major project. The Environmental ImpactAssess-

ment comprehends the coverage, description and

the valuation of impacts from a project on human,

flora, fauna, soil, water, air, climate and landscape.

The essential information get collected in environ—

mental impact studies. The information provided

will be considered by the planning authority prior

t0 determination of the applioation. ln Germany the

assessment procedure is under federal law, with

citizens participation, concentrating the pertinent

permit procedures (e.g. pursuant to nature conser—

vation and water legislation) and no formal Iink to

spatial planning laws (of the states). The Environ—

mental lmpact Assessment is not an independent

procedure but embedded in the administrative pro-

cedure that assesses a projects Iegitimacy.

Literature: JESSEL, B., TOBlAS, K. (2002);

SCHOLLES, F., (1997); STORM, P.-C., BUNGE,

T. (1988)
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8. lnvestigation about Iegislation I entitlements

and contracts I rights of use and enioyment:

Existing contracts and usage rights have to be con-

sidered in time in the planning process t0 prevent

further conflicts with involved parties. Legal usage

rights furthermore are protected by Iaw and cannot

get changed easily.

Further information and examples:

Richtlinie 92/43/EWG des Rates vom 21 . Mai 1992

zur Erhaltung der natürlichen Lebensräume sowie

der wildlebenden, Tlere und Pflanzen (ABI. EG Nr.

L 206 S. 7)

Richtlinie 7914091EWG des Rates vom 2. April

1979 über die Erhaltung der wildlebenden

Vogelarten (ABI. EG Nr. L 103 S. 1)

Gesetz über Naturschutz und

Landschaftspflege Bundesnaturschutzgesetz —

BnatSchG. Fassung vom 21. September 1998.

(BGBI. I 1998 S. 2994; 27.7. 2001 S. 1950, 2001

S. 2331, S. 2785 Art. 205), Bundesrepublik

Deutschland

9. Investigation l survey of economical and

demographical data:

The investigation of economical and demographical

data is helpful for every project to appreciate the

economical value and performance of the region. This

should be considered in terms of public acceptance

and enforceability of the project. Those data can be

obtained at the local and regional authorities and at

the federal statistical office.

Literature: CANSIER, D. (1993)

10. Cost-benefit analysis local and regional:

ln general the cost benefit analysis is the calcula-

tion of the cost benefit ratio of social activities ex-

pressed in monetary units. The expression cost

benefit analysis often is the generic tenn for all kinds

of economical evaluation studies.

Literature: CANSIER, D. (1993); WEIMANN, J.

(1995); WICKE, L. (1989)

11. Public oginion poll I survey:

Opinion polls are helpful to find out the accept—

ance for projects that get controversial discussed

in the population. lt is also a contribution that en-

hances participation of affected population groups.

Literature: CANSIER, D. (1993)
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Preface

This final report of the NAS partne r in RipFor project is designed as an Appendix 01C the main RipFor
Guidelines for the management of riparian forests.

While the main Guidelines focus on principles and methods for the management of riparian forests per se
(site specific management), the Appendix Guidelines provides information for preserving the role of
riparian forests in the production of biogeochemical and species diversity services by river basins and
eeoregions (large scale management).

The management of the natural capital at macrolandscape level is a public institutional issue, is currently
in View of sustainable development, and supposes a co-management approach. In order t0 provide a
clear understanding of the co-management approach, we referred t0 the relationship between large seale
management and site specific management. In this way there is a direct connection, and not only a
complementarity with the main Guidelines.

The target groups of the Appendix Guideline include all the potential partners in a co-management
approach: the public institutions, the private users and the civil society.

Projects at macrolandscape level are large projects, having as result many co-ordinated site specific
projects. Large projects are resources intensive and require complex and comprehensive project
management methods. We have not introduced in the report such general managerial methods, and direct
the user t0 the main Guidelines and t0 0ther existing documents such as EC Project Cycle Manual and
Handbookl. Depending on the financing agency envisaged for the macrolandscape planning project, other
specific documentation sources may be needed.

Here we have focused on the general structure of the approach for managing the riparian forests in a
macrolandscape context, on how t0 establish the Optimum portfolio of objectives, and on the measures
t0 be taken in order t0 reach the objectives. Thus, the Appendix Guidelines is t0 be seen as one of the
tools needed for designing projects at macrolandscape scale.

Virgil Iordache

CONTENT

1. Introduction ........................................................................................ B l
2. The overall structure of socioeconomic — natura] capital systems ............................. B 2
3. The systemic approach in managing macrolandscapes.......................................... B 7
4. The role of riparian forests ......................................................................... B 11
5. Principles for managing riparian forests in a macrolandscape context ..................... B 26
6. Case study: the lower Danube river system...................................................... B 30
7. Conclusion ........................................................................................ B 47
8. References ............................................................................................ B 48

Overall structure conception: Virgil Iordache
Chapters written by: 1-3, 7 Virgil Iordache, 4 Virgil Iordache and Aurora Neagoe based on syntheses performed
by RipFor—NAS contributors, 5 Virgil Iordache, Florian B0descu, Aurora Neagoe, 6 Virgil Iordache and Florian
Bodescu
Cover page photo: RipFor team
Text photos: Virgil Iordache

' Both documents are available at http://eur0pa.eu.int/comm/europeaid/evaluation/methods/pcm.htm
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1. Introduction

The sustainable deve10pment (UNCED 1992, EU 2001, Guvemul Romaniei, 1999) requires an
adcquate management of all types of capital on which the fimctioning of socio-economic systems
(SESS) depends.

SESs strongly depend in theiI structure and functioning on natura] resources and services, which
are produced by the natural capital (NC). The production of resources and services is the result
of the structure and functioning of the natural capitalz. Both the SESs and the NC have a nested
hierarchical structure (Allen and Star 1982, Botnariuc and Vadineanu 1982, Eldredge 1985,
Salthe 1985, O'Neill et a1. 1986, 1989, Odum 1993, Klijn and de Haes 1994, Vadineanu 1998,
Botnariuc 1999, Iordache 2002a).

Riparian forests (figure 1) are part of the NC used by SESs, provide specific resources and
services, and have a role in the production of resources and services done by the NC systems
which include them (micro- and macrolandscapesf. Adequate management of the riparian
forests, as required by sustainable development, means a management which
. maximize the offer of resources and services provided by riparian forests, and
I preserve the role of riparian forests in the production of rcsources and services made by

NC systems which include them (micro- and macrolandscapes),
' within the constraints imposed by given individual and societal objectives
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"iWhich are the organizations4
interested in developing and
implementing the plans for the
management of riparian forests
in a macrolandscape context?
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Providing correct answers t0
these questions is essential,
because will directly influence
the structure of the portfolio of
management objectives, and
thus the management effectiveness. Towards the needed answers and their practical illustration,
the following chapters will follow:

Figure 1 Riparian forest in the Lower Danube floodplain (Small
Island ofBraila National Park) during spring flood.

The Overall structure of SES-NC systems
The systemic approach in managing macrolandscapes
The role of riparian forests
Principles for managing the riparian forests in a macrolandscape context
Case study: the fluvial macrolandscape of the Lower Danube River

2 Thus, the natural capital i3 Hat the natural resources and services.3 Examples (1c systems which include riparian fürests am floodplains, river basins, and ecoreginns.4 Management plans are instruments used für reaching organisatianal goals.
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2. The overal] structure of SES-NC systems

As already mentioned, both NC and SESs have a nested hierarchica] structure. However, there
are different views about how this hierarchical structure is organized. Here we use the eonoept
model presented in figure 3. Adopting a simpler concept model5 would simplify the managers
tasks, but will also decrease the effectiveness of the management. Box 1 and 2 present key
elements conoeming the structure and functioning of socio-economic systems.

There are two different hierarchies of systems, one of the natura] ecologica] systems and one of
the socio-eeonomic systems. As souree of natura] resources and serviees, the natura] ecological
systems represent natura] capital for the SESs. A riparian forest can be included both in an
integrating natura] maerolandscape (for instance a fluvial system, an ecoregion, or a river basin)
and in a socio—economic system. H0wever, the role of the riparian forest in the different
integrating systems will be sustained by different energy and matter fluxes (figure 2). There is
not neeessarily a spatial (geographio) superposition between the systems integrating the riparian
forest. Most frequently the integrating systems have not superposed spatial limits. Just think to
the map of ecoregions in a country, of river basins, and of loeal SESs (an example, for the case
of Romania, is presented in figure 4). Some of the systems integrating riparian forests have sharp
limits (river basins, socio-economic systems), other rather diffuse limits (ecoregions). The
identification of the ecological systems which are not sharply delineated by steep gradients is
influenced by subjective factors, including political ones (Nassauer 1992). Fortunate]y‚ in
Europe the indicative limits of the major high order ecoregions are already publicly accepted
(Fauna, Flora and Habitats (FFH) Directive), as well as those of lower order ecoregions in most
countries (for Romania, as described in Vadineanu et al. 1992, figure 4).

SESs analyses layer

Fluxes sustaining the use of natura]
resources and serviees

\> Ecological system ____‚/’
‘\ as (natura!) f

r‘nnifnf
I

cological system
———>

/
a3 natura!

Fluxes tor’from other
natura] ecologica]
systems, sustaing the
role in the integrating
landseaoe.

Figure 2 The double inclusion of a riparian forest (the cube, in this schematic representation) in
the integrating natura] and socio—eeonomic systems

5 In one of the ooncept models the natura] capital consists in natura] resources and service, and subsequently what
one needs is a pure sectoral management of natura] resources and services. The other concept mode] is more
elaborated, eonsidering that the natura] eapital is a hierarehy of ecological systems, but missing the point that natura]
ecological systems are also ineluded in the SESs as natura] capita]. Aecording to the views of those holding this
second concept model, the fact that NC and SESs are separate hierarchies leads to the eonolusion that there are clear
spatial, geographica] limits between NC and SES (e.g. Odum 1993), or, in other terms, that a natura] capital
eomponent, such as a riparian f0rest, is outside the SES. The view is intuitive and apparently acceptable at low
hieraehical level (a village vs. the nearby forest). H0wever, the View is not according to the reality, if one looks, for
instance, t0 the administrative boundaries of the village and t0 the ownership relations. Its inappropriatenes beeomes
even more obvious if one goes up in the hieraehies, to ecoregions and river basins vs. eounties and countries.

B-2
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Figure 3 Schematical representation of the structure of a country (national socio-economic system). At
the local level a simplified connection matrix (corresponding to a homomorphic model) is presented, as a
framework for analyzing the relationships between the functional modules (groups of organizations) of a
local socio-economic system. Legend: NC = natura] capital, MR : macrnragional, R = regional, L = lacal, ISPC =
individual system of production and conaumption, flux i,j z nutflow, flux j,i 2 inflow, (ag. flux 1, 2-7 : flux of human rasource
(work), flux 1,1 = services provided between individuals).
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Box l Key elements concerning the structure and functioning of socio-economio systems.

Basic assumptions
1. One system ca be included in more integrating systems at the same time. The mechanism af this multiple

inclusian is linked to the structure afthe integrated System, which allaws the system ta participate with dwrent
flaxes ofenergy matter and information in the integrating systems.
Value is a telational property. Emergent praperties of systems are intrinsic (due to the fünctioning af the
system) and relational (due t0 the interaction ofthe system with other system). Value i3 a relational emergent
prapertjv appearing when a biological individual having needs as intrt'nsia properties interacts with ather
systems able to satisjjz its need (12€. t0 provide resources and services t0 the biological individual).
Eaeh biologioal individual tends to maximize the overall satisfaction of its needs.
Individuals of some species are characterized by an altruistic need, eonsisting in needing to help other
individuals of the same or other specios. Selection ofaltruistic need as an intrinsic proper-(y of the individuals
taak place due t0 advantages at graup Ievel 0%wer resources spent an conflicts, higher praductivigz af the
graup with altmistic individuals). T716 "intrinsic value” (of natural capital or whatever €138) i5 a conceptual
object used by individuals t0 satisfiz their altmistic need

Aspeets concerning the structure of SESS
l. Each human individual and its resources (property) make up a system producing services (and, eventually,

resources) and oonsuming other services and resources. Let us call this system an individual system of
production and consumption (ISPC);
The basio units of SESS are organisations. The organisations are components of SESS oonsisting of a human
part (human eapital), a non-human part (different types of non—human capital, inoluding natura] capital), having
as role to transfer the raw material, energy and information flows originating in the natura] oapital (goods and
servioes) and in ISPC (services), in an unprocessed (services production) or processed (goods and servioes
produotion) form, to their eoologica] consumer (ISPC). ISPC is a speoial type of organisation.
Natura] capital is part of SESs in the sense that it consists of natura] ecologieal systems with value (providing
resouroes and services needed by ISPC). By other kind of fluxes, the natura] ecologieal systems are integrated at
the same time in the hierarchy of natura] ecologioal systems. Natura] oapital at lower hierarchical levels
(eoosystem, looal landscape) oan be owned by organisations, but at higher levels (regional, maororegional)
cannot be owned, thus requiring specially designed organisations for its management.
The eeologioal systems identification (Pahl-Vostl, 1995) applied to SESs leads to a homomorphio model in
whioh organisations are grouped (using as criteria the time constant, the space-time looation and the funetional
niche) in funotional dynamio modules (FDM)
Similarly to the oase of natura] ecological systems, the emergent properties of a SESS can be sttuotural and
functional. Functional dynamic modules consisting of organisations characteristic exclusively to integrating
SESs are their emergent structural properties (e.g. the state organisations in a national SES, or global
organizations in the global SES). The emergent fimctional property of regional, macroregiona] and global SESs
is the enhanced productivity of goods and servioe as a result of the new FDMs and of the exohanges of goods
and services between included SESs through the organisations froni their structure.

Aspects eoncerning the functioning of SESs
l.
2.

All the produotion of goods and services in a SES takes plane within the organisations.
A market is a subsystem oonsisting in an upstream fimctional module and a downstream funotional modulo, the
last one intercepting the goods / services produced by the first one.
The transfer of goods / resources takes place in a market by exohange; plunder takes also plaee in SESs, whioh
is the natura] form of transfer of resources.
The transfer of material goods between FDMs (mediated by the included organisations) represents a transfer of
structural eomponents. The significance of the material goods transfer is material, energetic, and also
informational.
The providing of services is valned not from material or energetic point of view, but from an informational one
(at the level of' the self-regulating funotion); it has as consequenco the maintonanoe of the control parameters of
the organisation or SES in a given range of values, aoeeptable for the pmper fimctioning of the system.
Organisations oan produce not only material goods, but also conceptual goods (og. languages, scientific
theories, politioal ideologies, development models — such as the sustainable development model). Some of the
conceptual goods have well defined producers, other are historioal produots (such as a language). Conoeptual
goods are either private or public. The mechanism of the Services providing and eonceptual goods production
has a material support.
Conceptual goods are involved in the infonnation and selfregulation function of the soeio-eoonomio systems,
and have indirect consequenoes on the energy flow and cycling of matter functions of these eoological systems.
The emergence of new organizations at national and international levels is tightly linked with the produotion of
eoneeptual goods suoh as sooiologieal, politioal, eeologioal theories. Such organizations emerge beoause some
needs of the individuals ean be better satisfied by putting private tesources together (e.g. management ofnatura]
capital at upper than regional level)
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Figure 4 Distribution of river basins (blue contour) and ecoregions in Romania. The basins eolored in
gray are relatively homogenous from ecoregional point of view (superpose mainly over one ecoregion).
The other basins superpose over several ecoregions.

A riparian forest can be included in two natura] integrating systems at a time, for instances in a
river basin and in an ecoregion. The inclusion in the river basin takes place mostly by
hydrological mediated fluxes, and the inclusion in the ecoregion by biologieally mediated fluxes.
More details about the inclusion mechanisms are provided in chapter 4 (“The role of riparian
forests”).

Beside its eeological significance (in terms of connecting fluxes of energy and matters) the
integration of NC in the SESs has also a cultural meaning, in terms of the characteristics of the
property rights. Knowledge about this cultural meaning is essential for designing efficient and
effeetive management measures.

Table l presents the charaeteristics of property rights (adapted from Bromley 1989, Charles
2001), and their presence in the case of ecotones/ecosystems, mierolandscapes, and
macrolandscapes. Full ownership involves the presence of all characteristics. Full ownership is
present in the ease individual ownership of riparian forests (ecotones/ecosystems) when there are
no recognized public rights concerning the landscapes in which these forests are loeated. 0nce
sueh publie rights are recognized (at local, county, national, or international level), the private
ownership of the riparian forest is constrained to some extent by the managernent right held by
the public institution. This public management right will allow management measures eocerning
the landscape structure in order preserve the public services provided by that landscape. The
prohibition to hannfixl use at individual level is the basis for justifying the acceptance of
landseape management rights at public institutions level.

Depending on the right holder one can have private ownership (property owned by individuals or
group-held property), common property (property owned by the members of the community of a
local SES, and managed on behalf of its members by the local institutions), and state property
(property owned by the members of the nation of a national SES, and managed on behalf of its
members by the state institutions). Groups holding common property have colleetive ehoiee
rights: management rights, exclusion rights (rights to allocate use rights), alienation rights (rights
t0 transfer or sale the other collective choice rights). The special case of non-property (laek of
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property rights) does not currently characterize riparian forestsö. Limitations on aceess and use,
an important type of top—down constraint used by the public institutions for influencing the
behaviour of social actors, can be performed under any property rights regime.

Table 1 The characteristics of the property right and their presenee in the case of the natural eapital at
different hierarchical levels. Brackets indicate that the right at private level is constrained when there are
public management rights at landscapes level.

Characteristic of Comments Present with regard t0:
property right Ecotone/ Micro— Macro-

ecosystem landscape landscape
The right t0 possess In the absence of this there is n0 x x x

ownership
The right t0 use Related t0 use right (access rights and (x)

harvest rights)
The right t0 manage Related t0 management rights (x) x x
The right t0 the i.e. t0 receive the income aecruing x
income frorn owning propertv
The right t0 the i.e. t0 alienate, eonsume or destroy it (x)
capital
The right t0 security Notably immunity from arbitrary x

appropriation
Transmissibility The ability t0 transfer the right t0 a x

suceessor
Absence of term Full ownership runs into perpetuity (x)
The prohibition t0 Ownership does not inelude the x
harmfiJl use abilitv t0 harm others
Liability t0 execution The liability of the owner’s interest t0 x

be used t0 settle debts
The right t0 T0 govern situations when ownership x
residuary character rights lapse
Rights holder Private (individual private er (eurrently)

p., group p. — local public regional
corporate er public, and
common, state p.) macroregion

al public

We end this chapter by underlining the rather counter intuitive fact that having rights over the
integrating systems (ecoregions, river basins) does not involve, in our views, having rights over
the subsystems (such as riparian forests or 0ther types of ecological systems), because
ecoregions and ecosystems are different natural 0bjects, with their own existence status7.
H0wever, the fact the their functioning is interdependent due t0 the nested hierarchies t0 which
they belong obligate t0 a cooperation between those holding rights on systems higher up in the
hierarchy, and those owning the riparian forests. Thus, a cooperation between public institutions
and private owners. The principles of this cooperation are discussed in the next chapter.

6 It has characterized, for instances, ‘high seas’ fish stock.
7 T0 negate the existance status of ecoregions would be reductionisrn, and t0 negate that one 01° the ecosytems would
be holism. T0 aecept both of them, but reeognize their interdependence, is systemism.
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3.. The systemic approaeh in managing macrolandscapes

We don’t manage ecosystems, we manage natura] capitalg. The reason for whieh we manage it is
the produetion of natural resources and services. When we can have private eontrol over this
production, we don’t need t0 recognize those services as public and t0 create and pay institutions
for managing them. This is the case of the resources produced in small and medium sized
eeological systems, whieh can be owned in the fullest sense. However, the produetion of
resources and serviees by large and very large natural systems cannot be defacto, in most of the
eurrent socio-economic systems, controlled by private aetors. When every one is interested in
these resourees and serviees, the management of the systems produeing them (ecoregions and
river basins as public goods) will be a public matter, in the name of the public interest. This
management is a public service in itself, and will be performed by public institutions, with
resources obtained from the private contributors. Figure 5 presents the relationships between the
categories of stakeholders involved in the management of macrolandscapes (private user’s, public
institutions, and the eivil soeiety)‚ and table 2 shortly deseribe each category.

Public institutions

t I
Extemal Resourees Services Design of
eontrol related to public

public interest interest

I {v
Private users and

civil society

Figure 5 The relationships between the categories of stakeholders involved in the management of
maerolandscapes. Block arrows indieate the role of the eivil soeiety.

Table 2 Short description of the categories of stakeholders interested in the management of
maerolandseapes.

Category of Description
stakeholder

Private user's Private stakeholders interested in using the riparian forests for economic
and non-economic purposes (including satisfaetion of emotional needs).
Examples: economie organizations involved in resources harvesting and in
the post-harvest sector, individuals (individual systems of production and
eonsumption - ISPC), households, NGOS promoting ecocentric values

Public institutions Public stakeholders responsible for promoting the recognized public
interests related to the maintenance of the natural public services provided
by macrolandscapes.

Civil society9 Private stakeholders (ISPC, NGOS (think tanks), political organizations),
involved in:
. the continuous process of restructuring the recognized public interest,

by promoting the acceptance of new public services, or the
elimination/adjustment of recognized public services which proved to
have been misconceived.

. the external control of the efficiency and effectiveness of the public
institutions in using the resources provided by private stakeholders for
promoting the reeognized public interest

3 i.e. eeosystems with value a5 a relational property rezulted by their interaetion with humane.
9 The eoncept of Civil society is here larger than usally, by ineluding the political organisations (eng. parties)
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The changes in the structure of the recognized public interest related t0 natura] public services
are promoted by:

. the public institutions, as assisted by public and private research and development
0rganizati0ns,

. the eivi] society, after aecessing the seientifie knowledge produeed by public and private
researeh and development institutions.

The general goal ofmanaging macrolandscapes is:

. the enhancement of the quality of life.

The generalprinciplesfor managing macrolandscapes are:

1. The management of the maerolandseape should be seen as the management of a SES-NC
system.

2. The management objeetives, instruments and measures for the macrolandscape should take
explicitly into consideration the conflicting goals of the involved stakeholders. N0 one of the
extreme goals of economic return maximization, soeia] equity maximization, or natura]
capital full conservation should be institutionally adopted, but a publicly accepted balance
of them.

3. The management plan should be inter-sectoral (explieitly linked t0 the relevant sector
programs), should address the cross-cutting issues, and be subject t0 strategic impact
assessment.

4. The management measures (e.g. regulations, eeonomic instruments) taken by public
institutions in order t0 promote a certain landscape structure should be complemented by ful]
compensations of the unequally distributed deerease in the benefits of the private owners
due t0 the constraints imposed t0 their property rights.

5. The management objeetives and measures should be based on the best available scientific
knowledge about the produetion of natura] resourees and serviees publicly accepted in that
socio-economic system; when this knowledge has established the existenee of a resouree /
serviee, but there are uneertainties about the human impact on its produetion, a
precautionary approach should be adopted.

6. The management measures should take into aeeount the traditional ecological knowledge
available in the loca] soeio-eeonomie systems.

7. The portfolio of management objeetives, instruments and measures at a certain soeio-
eeonomie leve] should be adaptive, able t0 reaet t0 the natura] relationships between the
subsystems of the maerolandscape‚ t0 their natura] dynamie, t0 the natura] dynamie of the
macro]andscape‚ and t0 the dynamie of the lower leve] socio-economic systems (adaptive
management)

8. The public institutions involved in the macrolandseape management should institutionalize
the process of continuos knowledge and data produetion with regard t0 the SES-NC
system.

9. The public institutions involved in the macrolandseape management should be self-
regulative, and open t0 external control by the eivi] society.

10. The public institutions involved in the maerolandseape management should be at the lowest
socio-economic leve] relevant for that macrolandseape; when this is not operationally
possible due t0 lack of expertize, the management should be at the lowest most effeetive
leve] (subsidiarity principle), and capaeity building measures should be promoted by the
institutions of the integrating soeio—economie system.

ll. The public institutions should develop deeision-taking mechanisms allowing the involvement
of the 0ther stakeholders in co-management, at the highest possible participation (that is,
should share as mueh as possible the management rights with the stakeholders); when this is
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not operationally possible due t0 lack of expertise, capacity building measures should be
promoted as a public service.

12. The natura] capital at ecotone/ecosystem level owned by public institutions (i.e. private state
property, very extended in the Eastem Europe) sheuld function as pilot areas für a
management maximizing the overall public benefits, including the production of public
natural services by the integrating landscapes.

The general structure of the approach for the elaboration of a management plan für a
macrolandscape is presented in figure 6, and specific steps in box 2.

Available
financial i

/

resourees

Eeonomic Finaneial Other
instruments resourees sourees

Economie Benefits Struetural
Activity

f
i elements

Deterioration trajectory T 11'
Reference Current —>*

Syfstem' Management

System Rehabilitation trajectory System Identlficatlon plan
" IState

älState
' d

l
"

3 ...

\X
ilz................ Management

Assessment praetlees
(functional analyses)

(ecenomic assessment)

\qSl\\
Current supply

l
Economic

Sr of goeds and _‚opportunities
services (Se)

l 13/12 l] ; Potential
Current value

Vr V3 V2 V1 benefits
ofgoodsand
services (Vc)

Cr (32 Cl
\

\Rehabilitati0n cests

Figure 6 The general structure of the approach for the elaboration of the management plan for a
macrolandscape. The grey box indicates system identification both of the natural capital and of the soeio-
economic systems. Legend: Sl — S3 = ofi‘er of goods and sewices, V1 - V3 = value of the system fimetiening in
different rehabilitation scenario t0 referenee system (Sr, Vr).

Costenefit—Iv
" analyses

As one can see, having as much information as possible about the strueture of the pristine natural
system (reference system), as well as about the current structure of the SESs using the natural
eapital, is needed in order to design scenarios for landscape restructuring. There is a large array
of methods t0 be used in the elaboration of such a management plan, ranging from systems
identification, t0 social analyses, t0 ecological economics, and t0 general and special
management methods.

In the next ehapter we will foeus on the best available seientific knowledge about the
production of natural resources and services by macrolandscapes, on the role of riparian forests
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in this production, and on the human induced deterioration pathways. Based on this knowledge,
management objectives related to public natura] services at macrolandscape level can be
conceived. The managernent implications of this scientific knowledge are not currently fully
accepted by the relevant public institutions. Consequently, the endusers of the guideline can be,
beside institutional actors, members of the civi] society interested in promoting the restructuring
of the recognized public interest. They can also be private stakeholders interested in having the
knowledge enabling them to effectively participate in a comanagement of the macrolandscapes.

Box 2 Steps for designing a plan for the management of a macrolandscape.

1 Accessing the decision support system (DSS)
1.1 The specific information system

1.1.] The knowledge base. Identifieation of the natura] capital (NC) and socio-economic systems
(SESS). Set of rules, laws, models, on which depends the assessment of the natura] resources and
serviees, and the strategies, tactics, and operational activities for the natura] eapital management
1.1.2 The data base. Values of the state parameters deseribing the natura] capital and socio—economic
systems on the which depencls the same issues as mentions above in the case of the knowledge base

1.2 Applying the methods for the economic valuation of the natura] capital
1.2.1 Functional analyses of the natura] capital
1.2.2 Monetary analyses of the natura] capita]

1.3 Characterization of the state of the DSS components which cannot be restructured by management at
local SES level (legislation, regulations, human resource formation, institutiona] infrastructure at regional
and macroregional SESS level)

2 Designing the set of alternative solutions (packages of management objectives) concerning the restructuring of
the natura] capital, the restructuring of the SESS or their functional modules, and/or the restructuring of the
management praetices (eoncerning SES-NC relationships), with the final goal of using the NC below the support
capacity and valorizing its ful] range of resources and services.
3 Assessment of the set of alternative solutions

3.1 Assessment of the restoration costs
3.2 Cost benefit analyses of the alternative solutions
3.3 Identification of all kind of resources needed for implementation, and design of the set of applications
(projects)

4 Preparation of the set of recommendations for the decision makers.
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4. The role of riparian forests

There are many excellent books and reviews dealing explicitly or implicitly with the structure
and functioning of riparian forests (e.g. Mitsch and Gosselink 1986, Amoros and Petts 1993,
Maltby et al. 1996, Naiman and Decamps 1997, Brinson and Verhoeven 1999). However, few of
them discuss the role of riparian forests in the integrating macrolandscapes. But first of all let us
define the riparian forests and their position in the integrating landscapes.

The riparian forest is a type of riparian system, which is a type of wetland systems. Table 3
summarizes the types of riparian forest from the point of View of the hierarchical level, as well as
the systems integrating riparian forests. One can identify the following situations:

l The riparian forest is an ecotone between an aquatic ecosystem (lake or river), and a
terrestrial one. Thus, it belongs t0 a terrestrial-aquatic microlandscape (integrating
system 1), which in turn belong t0 a small order basin (integrating system 2).
2 The riparian forest is an ecosystem in its own, with a biocenoses different from those of
the adjacent ecosystems. Such riparian forest can be found either in the floodplain of
medium rivers, or in the floodplain of large and very large rivers. In the first case (Za) the
riparian forest will belong t0 a terrestrial-wetland-aquatic microlandscape, included in
the medium order river basin, as well as in a low order ecoregion. In the second case
(2b) the riparian forest will belong t0 a wetlands microlandscape (such as an alluvial
island with lakes, marshes and forests), which may be part of larger fluvial
macrolandscape (floodplain), part of a medium order river basin, as well as of a low
order ecoregion.
3 The riparian forest is a microlandscape, such as an alluvial island covered by different
forests (e.g poplar forest on levees, willow forest in depressions). These microlandscapes
can be found in the floodplain of medium order (3b) and high order (3a) rivers. In the case
3a, the fluvial macrolandscape, which include the forested riparian microlandscape, is
the lower sector of the large order river system. The forested riparian microlandscapes are
also directly included in low order ecoregions (3c). In the case of very large rivers the
fluvial macrolandscape can be assimilated t0 a low order ecoregion, or even a high order
one, depending on the specific Situation.

Table 3 The natural capital direetly and indirectly relevant for the management of the riparian forests.
Explanation in text. Legend: TA microlandscape - microlandscape composed of terrestrial and aquatic
systems, TWA microlandscape = microlandscape composed of terrestrial, wetland and aquatic systems.

Type of riparian forest from Integrating system 1 and 2
hierarchical point of View

1 Eeotone TA microlandscape / 5mal] order basins
2 Ecosystem 2a TWA microlandscape / medium order basins, low order

ecoregions
2b W microlandscape / fluvial macrolandscape, low order
ecoregions, medium order basins

3 Mierolandscape 3a fluvial macrolandscape / high order river basins, high order
ecoregions
3b medium order basins / high order river basins
3c low order ecoregions / high order ecoregions
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Figure 7 presents the inclusion relationships diseussed above. The ineluded systems are
structural elements of those in which they are included.

TA ml
V

TWA m1 Fluvial ML1F 1F

v 2 ä Macrolandseapes

amMm ‘

micro
landscapes

Figure 7 Inclusion relationships (black arrows) between riparian forests and theiI integrating systems.
Legend: m1 = microlandscape, ML = macrolandscape, TA = terrestrial aquatic, TWA = terrestrial-
wetland—aquatie, W = wetland, SOB = small order river basin, MOB = medium order river basin, HOB =
high order river basin, LOE = low order ecoregion, HOE = high order eeoregion.

From figure 7 it results that at low order eeoregion or medium order river basin level all
types of riparian forest should be taken into consideration for the design of the management.
At even higher level practieally the full river corridor should be eonsideredm.

Not represented, in figure 7, but relevant, is the inelusion in the ecosphere, with eonsequenees on
the services related to the fimctioning of the climate system. Also not shown is the inclusion in
the soeio—eeonomic systems. Loeal SESs usually include by their organisations (in ownership
terms) all types of riparian forests, the microlandscapes including riparian forests, and in some
cases small order river basins. Institutions at regional (county) and macroregional (eountry) SESs
level are responsible for the management of the macrolandscapes (medium, and high order river
basins, as well as low and high order ecoregions) Decision conceming the natural eapital at
continental and global level are taken usually by international institutions.

The macrolandscapes inelude in their structure, beside riparian forests, other types of eeologieal
systems (aquatie, terrestrial, wetlands different from riparian forests). By interaeting with these
components of the maerolandseape (in terms of fluxes of matter and energy), the riparian forests
contn'bute to the produetion of resources of services performed by the macrolandseape, i.e. they
have a role in this production. We will now Show which is their role case by Gase.

m a river eorridor eonsists in the TA mierolandscapes, the TWA microlandseapes, and the fluvial maerolandseapes
ofa river basin (notations a5 in figure 7)
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4.1 Services provided by the landscapes integrating riparian forests

The following cases will be analyzed:

hydrological serviees, in fluvial macrolandscapes and small/medium order river basins
biogeochemical services, in fluvial macrolandscapes and small/medium order river basins
maintenance of diversity of species and natural ecological systems diversity, in fluvial
macrolandscapes and low order ecoregions.

Hydrological services

We will not insist on this type of serviees, as they have been extensively treated in the main
RipFor Guidelines. There are two main aspects t0 be mentioned:
I the complementarity of riparian forests with other ecosystem types in performing flood

protection in fluvial macrolandscapes and‚
. the complementarity of riparian forest with upland ecosystems in the water retention in small

and medium river basins.

The flood protection service (water retention) in fluvial landscapes depends on the overall
structure of the system, in terms of its microlandscapes and ecosystems. Very complex
microlandscapes, with lakes, marshes, and riparian forest on the levees and in the depressions,
have the largest retention capacity on a short term, due t0 their convex overall morphometry. The
average term (several months) retention capacity of flood water in Danube floodplain landscapes
was 774l m3/ha

(average
value 011 the hole surface of the landscape) in complex

microlandscapes‚ 1500 In /ha in simpler landscapes, and only 333 m3 fha in very simple
landscapes (Iordache and Adamescu, unpublished data). The retention capacity on average tenn
by the riparian forests on high levees was 0 (figure 8), due t0 the fact that the levees are flat or
convex levees, but these ecosystems played an indirect hydrological role by delineating the
depressions able t0 stock the flood water.

. ‚p.
..p ;

......

'
--------

l'hI:_‘:"

‚am.-‚;.„
Figure 8 Shore of a forested high levee (lefi), aspect of the same high levee (right HP), and aspect of the
nearby forested depression (right down) afier a Winter flood in Danube floodplain.
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The overall retention (short, average, and medium term) in complex Danubian landscapes is
about 25000 m3/ha of landscape. The overall retention capacity in the Lower Danube River
System (current state) is 1.859 krn3 on the short and very short term, and 0.408 km3 on an
average term. The retention on average tenn is due almost completely to the few complex and
very complex microlandscapes remained after the extensive polderization of the floodplain
(details in chapter 6, case study).

In what concerns small and medium river basins, it is demonstrated that their water retention
time increase with the degree of forestation, with profound consequences on the silvicultural
practices. Many of the protection functions of forests accepted by forests managers are related to
hydrological services, and soil/land stabilization against hydrological pressure (Giurgiu 1988).
There is a direct relation between the forested area in the catchment and the arnplitude of the
variations in river diseharge, with consequences on the level of soil erosion. Also, the presence
of large woody debris in the channel of mountainous rivers strongly decrease the erosion rates
(Bilby 1981). In the small and medium river basins located at low altitude the sediment transport
assoeiated t0 snow melting is up to 70% of the solid annual flow, but has much smaller values
when forests are present in the basin structure (Machedon 1988).

Buffers forests for first order streams are particularly important in proteeting areas downstream
from flooding and pollution (Formann 1995). And the degree of forestation of the uplands of the
low order river basins strongly influences the water retention time in the basin and the flooding
risk downstream (Giurgiu, 1988).

However, currently the exact relationships between upland changes and river floodplain
functioning are not completely understood (Bunn and Arthington 2002). But based on a
precautionary approach (chapter 3), in a managerial context the long-term and long-distance
cumulative impacts of hydrological changes should be evaluated against short-terrn economic
benefits t0 determine the real environmental costs of the projects affeeting the hydrologic
regimen in river basins.

Hydrologieal services are also of indirect interest in riparian systems, because hydrological
regimen is their main driving forces. As an example of negative effeets of the changed
hydrological regimen we mention that many of the floodplain forests in Romania have a
deteriorated state as a result of hydrotechnieal works whieh lowered the underground water level
(Giurgiu, 1995). Iordache et al. (1997a, b) analyze the cascade effects of hydrological parameters
on the functioning of the riparian systems, and propose a modeling approach. Postolache et al.
(1997), Naiman et al. (2002) and Pinay et al. (2002) point out the key role of the hydrological
regime on controlling the biogechemistry of fluvial systems. All the retention of elements taking
place in riparian forests occurs mediate by longitudinal and lateral hydrological fluxes. Spink et
a1. (1998) show that together with climatic factors, the hydrologieal regimen is a key factor
controlling plants productivity. Cristofor et al. (1997) and Nillsson and Svedmark (2002) analyze
and point out the strong influence of the hydrological regimen on the plant communities
structure. Thus, a production of hydrological services at natural levels will not be in contrast with
the production of diversity services (the ++ Situation is possible), and will be also associated with
high elements retention services

Closely related t0 hydrological services is the contribution to regional climate improvernent.
Very large floodplains, like the Danube river’s one, provided in the reference state important
volumes of water by evapotranspiration, with favorable consequences on the regional climate. It
is considered that one of the causes of the aridisation trend in Danube plain is, beside the global
changes, the extensive polderization of the Danube floodplain. Currently the estimated volume
of water transferred to the atmosphere from the Danube floodplain is 0.0576 km3 /year, which
would inerease to 0.144 km3 in case of extensive restoration of the riparian systems.
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But the regional climate depends also on the structure of the upland landscapes. The albedo
(which can be influenced by the density of riparian forests and upland forest), and the fractional
partitioning of atmospheric turbulent heat flux into sensible and latent fluxes is particularly
important in directly affecting local and regional weather and climate (Pielkel and Avissar 1990).
Air movement induced by thermal gradients can transport surplus heat from one ecosystem to
another. Thus, the reaction of the entire landscape will not be the simple sum of heat balances of
individual ecosystem. The forest belts use the largest amount of energy for evapotranspiration
and bare soil uses the least (Ryszkowski and qziora 1987).

Biogeochemical services

Riparian forest can act as physical (by mechanic filtration of the input flows) and as biological
buffers (by the involvement of the plant and microorganism populations in the substances uptake
and, in some cases, transformation). There is a transversal buffering (of the fluxes from the
upland) and longitudinal buffering (of the fluxes from upstream). The proportion of the
longitudinal buffering compared to the transversal one increases from upstream to downstream.

The buffering of each substance/elements have its own mechanisms, reflecting the characteristics
of the biogeochemical cycles of the involved substance/element (sedimentary cycle, gaseous, or
mixed). The most frequently studied elements are N, P, followed by C and metals. Fewer studies
refer to the buffering of complex substances such as pesticides (Lowrance et al. 1997, Grofmann
1997)

The active zone in transversal nitrogen buffering can have important seasonal movements,
depending on the groundwater dynamic. The riparian zones display an annual cycle of water
table elevation, but where the riparian zone was flat, the water level in the adjoining river or lake
is more significant in controlling water table levels than the groundwater from the upland (Burt
et al. 1992). The retention can take place mostly aboveground or belowground, depending on the
specific Situation (Jordan et al. 1993). Spatial care should be taken when the buffering of
transversal groundwater fluxes is assessed, because of the possible dilution occurring at the
contact with the river water (Pinay et al. 1998). The transfer of the nutrients from the field to the
riparian area Via groundwater can take several seasons (Hubbard and Lowrance 1995). The
output from forested areas to groundwater is smaller than that from agricultural areas to
groundwater (Vadineanu et al. 1998) thus reducing the pressure over the buffer zones.

Transversal phosphorous retention takes place especially from runoff by mechanic filtration
(Gburek and Sharpley 1998), and to a lesser extent by groundwater. Plants are involved in P
intemal cycling, thus influencing its retention time. Studies performed in the Danube floodplain
and in agricultural catchments assessed the species performances in P and N uptake and release,
thus providing important information for establishing the optimal structure of the forests from a
N and P retention perspective (Topa et a1. 1998, 2001, Topa 2002). Such pilot studies involving
native species should be performed wherever one envisages the design of riparian forested buffer
zones.

Many authors hold the point that most of the retention takes place in the headwater riparian
streams, compared to lower floodplains, due to their maximal land-water interface (e.g. Vallet et
al. 1998). However, the Situation is basin specific and should be analyses as such. At least in the
lower sector of the Danube river system river channel, measures for restoring riparian forests are
appropriate both in the small agricultural basins, and in the Danube floodplain.

In longitudinal buffering there is also high perforrnance heterogeneity between different systems,
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depending on their succession status, and on hydrogeomorphic characteristics (Pinay et al. 1992).
These three aspects are related with many internal control parameters and conditions, the
elements cycling, retention capacity, and retention time (Iordache et al. 19973, Pinay et al. 1999).

Figure 9 Shows, as an example, the denitrifcation dynamic in a microlandscape from the Danube
floodplain. Overall emissions from the landscape Will depend on the surfaces covered by the
different types of ecosystems, changeable by local management. Consequently, management for
nutrient buffering in lower floodplains cannot be effectively approached by limiting ourselves t0
the ecosystem level, without knowledge about the landscape structure and details of fimctioning.
But beside knowing the landscape processes, the knowledge at ecosystem level is also needed.
Examples include the efficiency of different tree species in the elements uptake; this is of interest
because harvesting of riparian vegetation can eliminate part of the retained substances (Mander
et al. 1995). Important is also a detailed knowledge of the complex factor influencing the
denitfification rate: geomorphic features, vegetation, pedology (Pinay et al. 1995).
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Figure 9 Dynamic of the denitrification rate in selected sites (ngN/gdw/h, left axes) and water level
dynamic (cm, right axes, and upper graph). All levees are covered by riparian forest. One can remarks
picks occurring at different moments in different types of systems (Iordache, unpublished data).

Flood water retention is associated with sediment retention, which range from several tenths of
grams up t0 over 70 kg /m2 (Dezzeo et al. 2000). In the Danube floodplain the annual sediment
retention averaged 11413 kt. There are important differences between the floodplain ecosystems
in what concerns the sediment retention, as well as the associated pollutants, such as heavy
metals. The role that the riparian forests play in sediment and pollutants retention depends not
only on the forest type, but also 01:1 the type of microlandscape t0 which the forest belong (figure
10). The higher metals retention in internal forest ecosystems than in the external ones is due t0
the high metal concentration in the fine grained sediment deposited in the internal part of the
island, a pattem specific for all floodplains (example for the Danube floodplain in figure ll).

The analysis of metals in alluvial islands ShOWS a streng retention in particulate form, but
sometimes an export in dissolved form. The export by forests exploitation is low (usually less
than l Uyear/microlandscape), compared t0 export by hydrologically mediated fluxes (Iordache
unpublished data). Heavy metals retention and that of toxic substances more generally, should be
tackled with very much care, in order t0 not surpass the support capacity of the ecological
systems (Le. t0 not have ecotoxicological effects).
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Figure 10 The relative contribution (per eent from total) of the different ecosystems frem a very eomplex
landscape (up) and a simpler landscape (down) in the retention of sedirnent (Sed) and of several metals in
the lower Danube floodplain. The relative surfaee (S) is also indieated.
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Figure ll Longitudinal and transversal Cd distribution (ppm d.w.) in deposited sediment of the Danube
floodplain in 1999 from downstream (km 200 fiom river mouths) to upstream (km 800), and from shores
(l) t0 forested levees (2), forested depression (3) and marshes (4). Photo Shows planted poplar forest on
high levee at km 700.

As already mentioned, the fate of the stable pollutants, for instanees metals, in the forest
eeosystem after the retention is of interest for forest management: bioaecumulation, toxic effeets
(Iordaehe et al. l999a,b). Studies performed in the Danube floodplain showed eomplex situations
from the point of view metals distributions in biological compartments of the riparian
ecosystems (Iordache et al. 1998, 19990, Neagoe et al. 2001), and of their redistn'bution by local
eycling (Iordache et al. 19990). Toxic effeots might occur in the ease of some metals and Danube
floodplain mierolandscapes for plants, but also deficieney in the case of the metals which are
mieronutrients (Neagoe et a1. 2000). Risk sourees exist for other populations also, humans
ineluded, espeeially by the export of dissolved metals to surface water (Neagoe et a1. 2002).
Some of this export could take place by groundwater after extensive elear eutting of the planted
poplar plantations, thus in direet connection with the forest management practiees.

Carbon sequestration in riparian forests is not direetly con'elated with the hydrologieal fluxes in
whieh the forest ecosystem is involved. It is directly proportional with the plants productivity
(Gheorghe 2002). The percent of C varies in a low range (36-48% from the dry matter in the
forests of the Danube floodplain and Romanian agrieultural basins). Beeause C retention is
strongly related to biomass produetiom the last one deserves to be discussed here. Seasonal
fiooding, with water table drawdown occurring mainly during the growing season, leads
generally to fast tree growth which makes floodplain sites attractive for timber production
(Brinson and Verhoeven 1999). The aboveground biomass of riparian forests ranges between
100 and 300 t/ha with few exeeptions (Brinson, 1990), and have a relatively large ranging
interval in the same fluvial landscape or basin (Tepa 2001, Gheorghe, 2002), thus requiring site
specific estimations. Leaves represent 1-10% of the total. In general belowground biomass tends
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to be less than aboveground biomass, ranging from 5 % to 120% of it, and published values for
aboveground production range from 6.5 to 21.4 t/ha/year; litter fall averages 47% of the annual
production (Neiman and Decamps 1997). N0 simple set of variables can exactly predict
productivity in riparian areas (Mitsch et al. 1991), and this is one more reason for site specific
assessment in View of managerial purposes. Biomass production is highest in early succession
ecosystems, thus being compatible at ecosystems level with buffering of elements (++), but less
compatible as management objective with species diversity maintenance (+-).

The elements retention by biological mechanisms occur in the early suecession stages of the
ecosystems development, when there is a net biomass increase (Botnariuc and Vadineanu 1982,
Haycock et al. 1993, Vadineanu 1998), excepting for denitrification, which takes place also in
mature floodplain ecosysterns. But the highest level of species diversity maintenance services at
ecosystem level occurs in mature ecosystems. On the other hand, at a time scale shorter than
succession changes, mezotrophic conditions in forests coincide with high number of species per
area (as in aquatic systems), and eutrophieation reduce diversity (Reichholf, 1998). The patterns
may be not so simple in the real system, as demonstrated by the complex relationships between
soil nutrients status and plants diversity in the Danube floodplain (Vadineanu et al. 1997a).
However, as a rule of thumb, from an ecosystem point of view, the objectives of elements
retention and diversity maintenance are to some extent not compatible (+ — Situation).

Maintenance ofthe diversity ofspecies and ofecological systems

The conceptual framework for discussing the species diversity and ecological systems diversity
in a macrolandscape is presented in figure 12. The key idea is that some species depend on more
than one type of ecosystem or microlandscape. Thus, they may depend on the riparian forest, as
well on other ecological systems from the same microlandscape or from other microlandscapes
included in the same macrolandscape”.

Riparian forests are not noted for the high species diversity of trees at ecosystem level, because
of the stressful conditions due to flooding. However, at microlandcape level and fluvial system
level there will be higher trees diversity, because of the different forest ecosystems associated to
different hydrogeomorphic units.

The diversity of the hydrogeomorphic units, and implicitly that of the ecosystems (forests
included), is controlled by fluvial dynamic processes. Ecosystems dynamics may be controlled
differently in landscapes where sites are progressively created and destroyed than where
recurrent disturbances affect the same ecosystem (Kupfer and Malanson 1993). One can identify
various succession series, continuously renewed under the pressure of the hydrological regimen.
lt is the existence and the dynamic of these succession series which ensure the microlandscapes
and ecosystems diversity in a fluvial macrolandscape. Each type of riparian forest contributes to
the overall diversity of the fluvial macrolandscape, but the existence of the different types of
riparian forests is controlled by processes occurring at higher ecological level (Enculescu 1924,
Pascovschi 1967, Amoros and Petts 1993, Decamps et a1. 1988). Not in all cases advanced
succession stages have high species diversity. Niemala and Langos (1993) shows that early
succession stages are found to support a high invertebrate species richness, mainly due t0
colonization, with high evenness, while old communities are strongly dominated by a few
species. See also in the previous subchapter the effect of the nutrient status on diversity, which is
related to the succesion processes.

H In technical terms, in order to perform their life cycles, they must migrate between (go and back movements) or
disperse towards (movement without return) certain ecosystems from the same or from different microlandscapes. In
this sense, these populations are emergent over the microlandscape or even the macrolandscape.
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Figure 12 Conceptual framework for discussing the biodiversity changes of a macrolandscape: Effects of
anthropic impact an ecological systems diversity and species diversity. Normal an'ows represent control
ways. Dashed arrows represent top-down effects and cumulated bottom-up efi'ects of the structural
changes. TDM = trophodynamic modulesm.

Reduced peak discharges maintained by upstream impoundment and supplemented low
groundwater level due t0 lateral fluxes due t0 irrigation reduce the fluvial dynamic and
consequently the microlandscapes, ecosystems, and species diversity. The fragmentation of
riparian corridor forests occur more frequently in the drier zones (inundated 1-2 months per
year), inducing the establishment of younger succession stages (Rudis 1995). The patch shape
and dimension of the forest fragment affects the local invertebrates (Hamazaki 1996). However,
one should discriminate the between human induced and the natural riparian vegetation cover
fragmentation (Tabacchi et a1. 1990), some of the fragmentation being natural and a result of the
fluvial dynamic.

Natura] changes due to succession processes played a minor role at Danube floodplain scale
compared t0 the anthropic changes. However, at local scale they may be important, especially in
early succession landscapes, such as new islands. As an example, in eight years (from 1992 t0
1998), Talchia Island (small island located in upstream part of the Inner Delta, km 357) changed
from an island (l) t0 an island (2). In 1992 four TDMS were recorded in the terrestrial phase on
the island, associated t0 herbaceous (l3 species), woody vegetation (2 species, young
individuals), and piscivorous birds (Dinu and Cristofor, unpublished data, apud Vadineanu et a1.
2001), whereas in 1999 it included 8 TDMs (associated t0 herbaceous and woody vegetation,
terrestrial invertebrates, amphibians, and piscivorous birds, Ciubuc and Cogalniceanu,
unpublished data, apud Vadineanu et a1. 2001).

12 TDMs are groups ofpopulations with similar biomass recycling rate (related mainly t0 individuals dimension and
metabolic rates intensity), spatial-temporal location, and fimctional niche (practically mainly referring t0 the trophic
position).
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Recent studies in Small Island of Braila (Vadineanu, et a1. 2001) pointed out important
vegetation speeies differences between naturally flooded systems connected with and without
eonnection with diked systems. The simple natural island had 99 plant species (mainly
mezohygrophytes, hygrophytes, but also hydrophyrtes, mezophytes and even mezoxerophytes),
the complex natural island had 121 species (mainly hygrophytes, mezohydrophytes and
hydrophytes), but the riparian landscape had 137 species (mainly mezohigrophytes, mezophytes,
mezoxemphytes, and xerophytes, many of them ruderal and field—weeds plants). At a local scale,
an apparent increase in speeies diversity may oecur as a result of anthropic impact. The increase
is based on herbaceous speeies, especially ruderal ones. Cristofor et a1. (1997), Sarbu et al.
(1998, 1999) showed the influence of hydrology on community, populational and individual
plant parameters, with effects on the vegetation involvement in biogeochemieal services
produetion (Cristofor et a1. 1998b), and in general ecosystems functioning (Cristofor et a1. 1996,
l998a). Fuxther studies performed (Topa 2001, Topa et al. 2001, Gheorghe et al. 2000, Gheorghe
2002) pointed out the patterns of the year to year dynamic of the measured plant species
richness, thus emphasizing the need for medium and long term studies in these large and
dynamic systems.

If one looks at the overall plant species richness, one can note that the high variety of
microhabitats within floodplain ecosystems can support a broad array of plant species (figure
13). Natural forests conversion to planted forests will strongly deerease the microhabitats
diversity, by homogenizing trees age class structure, eliminating coarse woody debris, and
disturbing the hydrogeomorphic unit, with profound consequences not only on native plants but
also on macroinvertebrates (Murphy et al. 1994), and birds. The regional list of gastmpods
speeies for Danube floodplain studied sites (without limax) includes 107 species from which 38
species were identified in studied mierolandscapes (Ignat, 1997 apud Vadineanu et al 2001).
There are arguments that gastropods diversity decreased within diked areas and forest
plantations eompared to natural systems. The carabidae species diversity was not Visibly
influenced by diking, grazing or forest conversion, but was lower in the ecosystems with long
flooding periods (Vadineanu et a1. 2001). For even more mobile speeies, such as Syrphine
(Teodorescu, 1997 apud Vadineanu 2001) no significant differences between naturally flooded
areas due to anthropic impaet were remarked; however, the variation in species richness could be
explained in this case by the patchiness of the planted and natural forests.

Figure l3 01d willow trunks, microhabitats for plants and invertebrates in the Danube's natural riparian
forests (Small Island of Braila National Park).
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Riparian corridors allow for rapid dispersion of species, which is well documented in the case of
plants; in the case of animals there are few data documenting this dispersion, excepting
(Decamps et a1. 1987) for some bird species (and excepting, of course, the aquatic populations).

In the case of low order ecoregion13 , the riparian forests make a special contribution t0 the
macrolandscape diversity especially when this one is dominated by drier terrestrial ecosystems
(Brinson and Verhoeven 1999), which is the case in Europe. The vegetation maps, used as an
element in ecoregions delineation, take into consideration the river corridor in the case of large
rivers (Ivan 1992), but only in the case of very large rivers the river corridor is given ecoregional
status.

Species emerging in TA and TWA (notations as in figure 7) microlandscapes are those
depending on the floodplain-lotic system connection. Fish species finding in the riparian area
spawning and feeding sites are an example. In 10W order streams invertebrates and fish depend
on fluxes of organic matter from the riparian forests (litter, as source of energy), on 1arge woody
debris fallen in the channel, and on the shores stabilized by trees roots, as microhabitats. In not
impacted large order streams the floodplains forests, marshes, and lakes are “invaded” by fish
during high water, leading t0 very high fish productions (Antipa 1910). In turn, side arms (lotic
and lentic systems and complex fluvial microlandscape) influence the drifting
macroinvertebrates in the large rivers both directly through immigration, and indirectly, Via food
supply (Cellot 1996).

Shade and cover provided by the riparian trees ensure microclimate conditions needed by aquatic
populations, especially in small order streams. On the other hand, in medium order rivers and
warmer climate and seasons, riparian forests may influence stream discharge through
evapotranspiration, which in turn may cause physiological difficulties for organisms preferring
cooler temperatures (Hicks et a1. 1991).

Some amphibians spend most of their life cycle outside the riparian forest, but depend on wetter
areas for reproduction. In arid regions the riparian forests my be the only parts of the landscape
maintaining wet conditions. Most wide ranging upland species (large mammals) depend in
riparian forests in one way or another (Brinson and Verhoeven 1999). In the lower Mississipi
river, more than 60 species of mammals, about 190 species of amphibians, and about 100 species
of birds were seasonally associated with riparian systems (Klimas et a1. 1981)

Some bird species can be riparian obligate, while other not. Valcu (2002) performed an analyses
of the bird communities in the Danube floodplain, identifying the riparian forest as key
ecosystems for many of the bird species, from nesting and/or feeding point of view. For instance,
from nesting point of view, 12 species were strictly depending on mature riparian forests, 23
species could use both mature and young forests, 2 species could use both mature riparian forest
and reed marsh, and 12 species could use mature riparian forest and reed marsh, but also other
non-riparian ecosystems. And from a feeding point of View, for example, 73 species could use
between 2 and 5 riparian ecosystem types, and only one species was strictly dependent on mature
riparian forest. The riparian forests and the marshes were proved t0 play important roles in
sustaining the bird community at microlandscape and floodplain scale. The number of nesting
species found in the studied microlandscapes represented 39% of the nesting birds from
Romania.

Bird communities in riparian zones and adjacent uplands are interdependent; the number of
shared species varies seasonally and longitudinally along the riparian corridor (Naiman and
Decamps 1997), and is influenced by the fragmentation degree (Lauga and Joachim 1992). Many
13 Other than fluvial macrolandscapes, which in some cases can be identified as IÜW er even high order ecoregions.
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wide ranging birds are attraeted by riparian forests in low order ecoregions because they center
their activities around riparian ecosystems, especially in terms of feeding preferenees. Feeding
activities have long-terrn consequences on the strueture and functioning of riparian forests, by
seeds transport from one place to another.

Some mammals use the non riparian and riparian areas alternatively as an antipredation strategy
(Larue et a1. 1994). Amphibians, reptiles, and mammals species riehness in the floodplain of
small and medium order rivers increase with the increasing forest ecosystems dimensions in the
nearby upland area (up to 2km distance, according to Findlay and Houlahan 1997, while
increased paved road density in the same area decreased species richness). Hower the needed
width of the riparian corridor varies strongly with the vertebrate species. The management
decision concerning the river corridor structure should be taken in function of the species
important in the respective low order ecoregions, as well as of the socio-economic constraints.

Many macroinvertebrates are depending both on riparian forests and on the upland forests. The
shape, the dimension of the forest, the distances between forest ecosystems, as well as the
presence of hedgerows, is also of importance (Burel 1989), with important interspecific
differences (Pither and Taylor 1998). Few typical species of mobile invertebrates such as
carabids are found in small remnants of forests, they requiring larger ecosystems (Fahrig 1985,
Fournier and Loreau 2001). Thus, a mosaic of eonnected small woody remnants and young open
hedges will never be sufficient to replace true large forests. Ancient, stable forests are mainly
inhabited by invertebrate species with low dispersal power (Wissinger 1997). But this is not the
ease when remnants are too small and isolated, they are highly disturbed due t0 edge effect, or
are disturbed by wood cutting and other human perturbations. The conservation of the so-called
"area sensitive" species requires the maintenanee of large areas of continuous ecosystem
(Robinson et a1. 1995).

The morphometrie features of the landscape are also important for many bird species (Dorp and
Opdam 1987, Opdam 1991, McIntyre 1995), and t0 a smaller extent for small mammals (Szacki
and Liro 1991). Structurally complex hedgerows are preferred significantly over intermediate or
simple structures by many types of small mammals (Merriam and Lanoue 1990) and have
important consequenees on the populations’ viability (Heinen and Merriam 1990). The
permanent resident species are not so much influenced by the shape, but mainly by the area of
the forest (Gutzwiller and Anderson 1992), and by its quality in terms of resources (Verboom
and Apeldoorn 1990), being very sensitive to forest fragmentation (Bennet 1990). For birds and
lepidopterans, the most important factors affecting the species richness is landscape
heterogeneity, while other factors, such as the specific composition of land use, play a secondary
role (Atauri and de Lucio 2001). On the other hand, richness of amphibians and reptiles is more
closely related to the abundance of certain land-use types.

Thus, there are sufficient arguments to consider that the fact that individual animals interact with
their environment over a rather limited area and that most resourees are discontinuously
distributed in the landscape, can make the spatial arrangement of these resources a crucial factor
in the use that animals make of them (Estades 2001). Organisms respond t0 environmental
heterogeneity at different scales and in different ways. These differences are consequences of
how the movement characteristics of animals - their movement rates, direetionality, turning
frequeneies, and turning angles - interact with patch and boundary features in landscape mosaics.
The interaetions of movement pattems with landscape features in tum produce spatial patterns in
individual space-use, population dynamies and dispersion, gene flow, and the redistribntion of
nutrients and other substances (Johnson et a1 1992). Critical thresholds are transition ranges
across which small ehanges in spatial patterns produce abrupt shifts in ecological responses.
Landscape connectivity depends not only on the abundance and spatial patterning of subsystems,
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but also on subsystems specificity and dispersal ability of species. Habitat specialists with
limited dispersal capabilities presumably have a much lower threshold to fi'agmentation the
highly vagile species, which may perceive the landscape functionally conneeted across greater
range of fragmentation severity (With and Crist 1995).

The presence of forest ecosystems in the upland landscapes enhance species diversity in steep
regions also by litter fluxes, which maintain and even accentuates the gradient of soil fertility
(Boerner and Kooser 1989). The sharpness of ecotones between ecosystems is related to the
degree to which the ecosystems are linked through the flow of water and sediment (Wondzel et
a1. 1996), and influence the species distribution patterns.

Managing the ecosystems of the landscape in order to enhance the food supply for the envisaged
species is another important aspect, reducing the detrimental effect of fragmentation (Robinson
1998) because it may enhance the dispersal movements and increase the colonization rates (Berg
1997, Estades and Temple 1999, Mazzerole and Villard 1999). For instance, a poplar plantation
will provide much less food to birds than a natural floodplain forest.

It is worthy mentioning that maintaining the invertebrates’ diversity by appropriate landscape
structure (With forests and hedgerows) provides the possibility of better controlling the pest
insects by their natural consumers. It is documented that in completely deforested landseapes
insects outbreaks appear more frequently (Dale et al. 1990). The idea of including forest belts
between land fields for insects control is also sustained from the farmers’ direction (Altieri
1994)

Then, if one is to take management measures in order to enhanee the overall diversity of the
macrolandscapes, which kind of measures should be taken at ecosystem, and which at higher
level‘? The answer to this question will be provided in chapter 5.

Synthese-25 ofthe information related t0 services and deterz'oration pathways

Table 4 Shows compatibility matrix between the production of the services at riparian forest and
macrolandscape level. Table 5 presents the services performed by macrolandscapes and the
complementarity between riparian forests and other macrolandscape components in the
production of the services. Table 6 resumes the deterioration pathways affecting the production
of services by Inacrolandscapes. Synergism between the different deterioration pathways may
occur, auch as nutrient loading and global warming, or between ehronio and aoute stress, which
is an important reason for adopting an adaptive management, and the appropriate managerial
institutions (see chapter 3).

Table 4 Compatibility matrix between the maximizations of the production of different natural Services at
riparian forest level (above the diagonal) and macrolandscape level (below the diagonal). C= compatible,
N 2 not eompatible, NR : not relevant

1 2 3 4 5 6
l Hydrological services 5'. - C (l) C C (2) NR ("3) C
2 Regional climate improvement C 1 C (2) C (2) NR (2) C (2)
3 N, P, toxic substances retention C C *5

l l I ' _ C (4) N (4) N (4)
4 C sequestration / biomass production C C C N N
5 Ecological systems diversity maintenance C C C (3) C C
6 Speeies diversity maintenance C C C (3) C C "‘i-i-i“
(1) at local level only microclimate improvement takes place
(2) forests with high floodwater retention capacity (forested depressions) have however lower productivity than sites on levees.
(3) relevant to some extent only for riparian forests at microlandscape level
(4) eompatible only within the support capacity of the riparian systems
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Table 5 The complementarity between riparian forests and 0ther types of eeologieal sytems in the
macrolandscapes production of the natural services.

Services Complementarity of riparian forests (ecotones, ecosystems, or
microlandscapes) with:

F100d proteetion I upland forests, espeeially those natural (in river basins)
I all 0ther ecological subsystems (in fluvial macrolandscapes; a

full example is provided in chapter 6)
Groundwater recharge I non—riparian wetlands and upland forests (in river basins)

I all 0ther subsystems (in fluvial macrolandscapes)
Regional climate
improvement

I upland forests (in river basins)
I all 0ther ecological subsystems in fluvial macrolandscapes

N, P, toxic substances I non-riparian wetlands and hedgerows (in small and medium
retention order river basins in plain areas)

I all 0ther subsystems in fluvial macrolandscapes
C sequestration / wood I uplandforests and non riparian reed marshes (in river basins)
production I reed marshes (in fluvial macrolandscapes)

I bog, fens (in higher latitude maerolandscapes)
Diversity of ecological I 0ther types of microlandscapes, reflecting in their strueture
systems (1 ) suecession processes, and subjeet t0 large seale/long term

dynamie under natural driving forces (in low order ecoregions
and fluvial macrolandseapes - river corridors)

Diversity of species I all 0ther ecological subsystems (in fluvial macrolandscapes —
river corridors)

I 0ther upland ecosystems and microlandscapes (in low order
ecoregions)

(1) applicable only t0 riparian forests at microlandscape level

Table 6 Deterioration pathways affeeting the production of serviees by maerolandscapesm which should
be assessed in vievv of macrolandscape management.

Hierarchieal
level

Deterioration by:

Macrolandscape change (+, —) in the abundance of upland / riparian microlandscape types
full removal of upland /riparian microlandscape types
introduction of new upland /riparian microlandscape types
quantitative / qualitative change in the fluxes (abiotic, biotic) connecting the
microlandscapes
modifieation of the natural driving forees eontrolling the mierolandscapes
dynamic

Microlandscape change (+, -) in the abundance of ecosystems types
conversion of ecosystems from natural t0 human controlled
full removal of ecosystem types
introduetion of new ecosystem types
quantitative / qualitative ehange in the fluxes (abiotic, biotie) eonneeting the
ecosystems
modification of the natura] driving forces controlling the ecosystems dynamic

Ecosystems change of the hydrogeomorphic unit by abiotic resources exploitation or
pollution
change of the bioeenoses structure by overexploitation, species elimination or
species introduction
ehange of the populations structural parameters (genetie diversity includeg)
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5. Principles for managing the riparian forests in a landscape context

The maintenance (at publicly desired levels) of the production of the natura] resources and
services described above will be tactical management objective for the organizations/institutions
involved in the management of the macrolandscape. Operational objectives such as the
restoration of floodplain, of the main channel, or management and maintenance of existing
riparian forests, as described in detail in the main RipFor Guidelines, will be indispensable for
putting into practice the tactical management plans, but coupled with other ones in the upland.
Especially when there are incompatibilities in the maximization of different resources/services
production by a riparian forest, they should be over passed by action on the river basin structure
(for objectives related to biogeochemical and regional climate serviees), on the ecoregion
structure (for services related to diversity serviees), or on both (for C sequestration and tirnber
production).

It is important to underline that at this public level the tactical portfolio includes also other
objectives, not directly related to the natura] capital. An example is provided in chapter 6 (the
development of the socio-economic system associated t0 the lower Danube river using by
enhancing the productivity of the current natural capital through restoration).

The portfolio of managerial objective will differ frorn one Situation to another, and it is essential
to be realistic, adapted to existing socio-economic conditions (Ehrenfeld 2000). Not reaching
over ambitious objective undermines the credibility of the whole approach within non-experts
groups. International organizations adopt the same point of view, but sometimes scientists,
confusing ecology (science) with green activism (ideology), miss the point. FAO (1990)
postulates that the tree planting should take place in suitable areas defined by land use plans (a
political result) and forestry strategies, and not on theoretical targets. Some equilibrium with the
theoretical aspects can be obtained by increasing the scientific knowledge transfer towards
decision makers, in order to allow decide for land-use plan in accordance with the public interest.

Most of the resources produced by riparian forests are private, and most of the services produced
are public. Consequently, the public institutions (at county, country or international level) will
look especially for objectives linked to the production of services. Thus, the public interest
should normally be related to the production of natural serviees, at least as long as a natural
resources (timber, wildlife) is not regarded as of strategic national interest.

No single riparian systems will provide all services and resources”. But an adequate planning of
the landscape structure and attention to maintaining its natural dynamic as rnuch as possible will
maximize the production of natural resources and services. Such a set of principles is in tune also
with the climate change problems, for the following reasons: it will increase the retention time of
water in the river basins, it will improve the regional and micro—climate, and it will facilitate the
species dispersion from regions becoming more arid to regions where they find optimal
conditions. For instances, a combination of diversity services and C02 binding, despite their
apparent antagonism, could be realistic if sufficiently large microlandscapes with forests in
different succession stages can be part of a macrolandscape, together with plantations having a
goal structure as native as possible, able t0 maximize soil protection and hydrological services
(Reichholf 1998)

As another example, measures for mitigation river basins eutrophication should include: actions
at agricultural field level (minimizing the output of nutrients to groundwater and by mnoff),
actions for minimizing runoff inputs to riparian areas (by maintaining a network of hedgerows),

14 A simplified functional analyses procedures is recommended to be applied for a first screening of the services
perfromance (Maltby et al. 1998, Cristofor et al. 1998).
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actions by minimizing the secondary input t0 groundwater (by maintaining non-riparian
wetlands), actions at the level of the small streams riparian areas (for transversal buffering), and
aetions at the level of lower floodplains (for longitudinal buffering). P export may be most
efficiently managed by focusing primarily on control of the soil P levels in hydrological aetive
zones most likely t0 produce surface runoff (Gburek and Sharpley 1998), espeeially in the area
close t0 the stream ehannel, < 150m (Tufford et al. 1998). Maintenanee of waterlogged condition
in the riparian area is a precondition for the effective retention of nitrogen (Pinay et a1. 1993).

The Chesapeake Bay program, direeted toward the nutrients buffering services, recommended at
the level of the small streams riparian area: a grassed zone next t0 the fields t0 disperse the
overland flow, a zone with trees that can be harvested, and a forested zone without harvesting.
This methodology has been generalized as methodology for American agricultural eatchments
(Sheridan et al. 1998). The exaet dimensions t0 be established in 0ther eases should be
determined based en speeifie studies, taking into eonsideration the intensity of fluxes t0 be
buffered and the local hydrogeomorphie setting. There are developed mathematical models
allowing the caleulation of the buffer eharaeteristics (Collier et al. 1995). The buffering of
transversal fluxes can be as effective as 100 % (Vought et al. 1995), at least in the short term, is
usually higher in riparian forests than in meadows (Haycoek and Pinay 1992), with, in the ease
of nitrogen, maximal values in the growing season (Pinay et al. 1998). Periodie, seleetive tree
harvesting may be necessary to keep forests highly productive where net nutrient uptake is high.
If harvesting is done with a minimum of soil disturbance during the dry season, it will have little
detrimental effect on pollution eontrol by riparian systems (Lowrance et al. 1985). Fetherstone et
a1. (1995) recommends that in mountainous areas the stream side zone should be maintained with
mature forest such that the minimum buffer width equals the height of the tallest trees that is the
width of the forest with n0 cutting should be at about 25 m on each bank. The specific width of
the river corridor depends also on the density of the rivers in the managed macrolandscape: areas
with low streams density should have wider river eorridor microlandscpes, while in high stream
density areas the width should be smaller, but eomplementary with more extended measures in
the upland.

When the focus is on species diversity maintenance serviees, the population ecology of the
species intended t0 be proteeted should be thoroughly taken into consideration. H0wever, rather
than maximizing certain species abundance is better managing t0 avoid extinction of populations
by identifying thresholds of aceeptable fluetuations for a wide array of wildlife (Smyth et al.
2002). Restoring many small parts of the riparian system instead of several large and continuos
ones is a poor solution‚ because it will not be reaehed the structural complexity needed for
preserving the production of resourees and services (Iordache et al. 2002) and because the risk of
laek of ecosystems reeover after natural disturbanees is higher (Baker 1992). There is an overall
trend in the publie administration of forests t0 increase the pereent of forest surfaees alloeated t0
the production of natural serviees. In R0mania, for instanees, this surfaee inereased from 14.2 %
of the total in 1955 t0 49% percent of the total in 1995 (Machedon 1988).

Macrolandseapes restoration is a long term process, thus requiring a stable politieal and soeietal
will behind him, whieh can be achieved only by an effective co-management. Hupp (1992)
estimates at 65 years the recovery duration of the riparian f0rest, whieh is however shorter than
the period needed for restructuring upland forests (up t0 200 year, in difficult c0nditi0ns,
according t0 Mayer 1977 apud. Vlad et al. 1997). An important aspeet t0 be underlined here is
thus the very large time seale of the implementation of management plans associated t0
restructuring the macrolandscape by action at forests level. The feed-back 100p praetically does
not close in the same human population generation. C0nsequent1y, for ethic reasons, these plans
should reduce the inherent associated risks by using the best available scientifie knowledge and
adopting the precautionary principle.
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The techniques of restoration t0 a particular forested condition, and the further forest treatment,
use silvicultural practices common in 0ther types of forests (Vlad et al. 1997). The cutting
patterns and treatments maintaining the highest production of natural services, while maintaining
also the timber production, are the most expensive ones, and adopted on small surfaces in Europe
(0.9 % Germany, 3% Austria), but in higher percent in Switzerland (10-15%). The landscape
connectivity is especially affected by cutting patterns (Li et al. 1993, Zipperer 1993). Cutting
patterns with smaller impact on the landscape structure and fimctioning have higher management
costs (for example, are associated with the checkerboard system). A basic road network must be
created for the entire landscape early in the cutting cycle and be continuously maintained
because silvicultural activities are dispersed rather than concentrated. On the 0ther hand,
extensive clearcutting of a drainage basin over a short time could create severe problems, such as
floods after rain-on-snow storrns (Franklin and Forman 1987). At forest ecosystem level, Giurgiu
(1997) puts an accent on silvicultural measures directed toward maintaining the native, as natural
as possible, composition and structure, and using biological technologies for the protection from
diseases and insects. But the organizations involved in management and harvesting are seldom
opened t0 such elements because of the higher associated costs. The high costs not possible t0 be
covered may undermine the credibility of some landscape restructuring plans, as correctly points
out Vlad et a1. (1997). However, practices such as focusing on the reduction of the trees
harvesting age and modifying criteria for the inclusion of forest ecosystems in different
categories (mainly for timber production vs. mainly for services production), are not related t0
the high costs incurred by intensive silvicultural practices, but rather t0 short term maximizing
behavior. These are not issues easy t0 tackle and require a healthy democracy, and a well
designed co-management, in order t0 be overpassed. Last but not least, they require adopting a
macrolandscape Vision, the principles from chapter 3 and this one, and following the steps
presented in box 3.

Most difficult in the restoration of riparian landscape is the restoration of the geomorphic and
hydrologic processes (an example is provided in chapter 6), because of technical reasons and
societal commitment t0 an altered state (Gore and Shields 1995). However, in many
macrolandscapes the restoration of river corridor would be more acceptable than that of the
uplands, and in this context the management of river corridors appears t0 be a priority important
both from river basin and ecoregional point of view (IUCN 1995, Jongman and Troumbis 1996,
Vos et al. 2001, Vadineanu et a1. 2001).

Where t0 propose forest restoration? Which are the most appropriate areas? First of all, the areas
where land use changes are easier t0 accept are those without economie efficiency. For instance,
Machedon (1988) points out that the offieial reforestation plans in Romania envisage especially
the "degraded areas". On the other hand, past management decisions concerning the extensive
diking of the floodplains have proved t0 be errors. Some of the areas in this Situation are
recognized as such, and included in the restoration plans, 0thers are subject of discussion, despite
the scientific proofs conceming their inefficiency. They may be still kept at efficient levels by
public agricultural subsidies (Iordache et al. 2002b), and usually there are strong lobbies for their
maintenance in the current state.
Reforestation and afforestation cannot limit in principle t0 degraded lands. Beside the fact that
many lands are so degraded that the vegetation is affected (Zaharia 1999), the main reason for
not limiting the reforestation t0 such areas comes from preserving the needed production of
natura] services at macrolandscape level. The solution should be a case specific one, depending
on the structure of the natural capital and of that of the local socio-economic systems. For each
macroregional landscape one will need modeling studies GIS based t0 produce the scenario of
landscape structure. Such studies have been neglected by now, as well as the interface tool for
transferring the information t0 decision makers (Opdam et al. 2002), but there are efforts for
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constructing appropriate inforrnation systems (Bodescu 2001) and other decision making tools
(Vadineanu 1999, Iordache et a1. 2001).

In Europe clearing the land of forests for agricultural and other uses virtually ceased by the end
of the 19705, and afforestation of arable land and grassland has been furthered in the framework
of the Common Agricultural Policy a5 a long term mean to reduce the surplus of agricultural
production (Weber 1998). Up to now there are few examples of afforestation for natural services
production reasons (excepting for Spain, in order to control soil erosion). For instances, planting
new forest t0 affect C02 emissions is still an exception. The planting was done without regard to
the landscape and choice of tree species (op. cit.).

A key issue related to the financing method for landscape restructuring is adopting the
incremental cost format (GEF 1995): public sources from a certain (x) hierarchieal leve] will
finance at the lower socio—economic (x-l) level only additional actions beyond what is required
for making the natural system to produce resources and services manageable at level x-l. In
other terms, the management cost for producing natural resources and services manageable at
level x—l will be covered by sources of the level x-l. Of course, for this technique to work one
needs recognition of the natural services as having a public character, as well as an acceptance of
covering maintenance costs, which is highly variable across socio—economic systems. The utility
of this method is indirectly recognized also by foresters interested to promote reforestation for
climate change control. Ciesla (1996) recommend that the new forest would produce net benefits
separate from those which may ultimately arise in the climate change context.

Another important issue is to overpass the sectoral approach in designing the projects related to
macrolandscapes. Each type of public land use (forests, waters) has its own administrators, and
one would need public mechanisms to make them cooperate in View of the macrolandscape
management. For instance the restoration of the lower Danube floodplain is subject now to two
independent approaches: the Green corridor approach, promoted by administrators of water
quality and species diversity services, and the forests restoration, promoted by. Measures
designed and negotiated separately are frequently insufficient with respect to the overall
restoration of the potentially public services provided by the floodplain (e.g. Schneider, 2002),
not last because the lobbying forces interested in restoration are distributed among different
categories of interests.

lt is time now to mention the concept of multifunctional farming, as tool for overpassing the
sectoral approaches in agricultural landscapes. Traditional farmers had maintained on their
ownership natural ecosystems (forests, lakes, meadows, wetlands), and used them for producing
abiotic and biotic resources within their support capacity. Indirectly and not intended they
allowed the microlandscape natural capital of the farrn to function in natural conditions, thus
providing also natural services, and an enhanced production of natural resources as a result of
connecting fluxes between ecosystems (Altieri, 199l, 1995; Denevan, 1995). Curently there is an
international institutional trend to promote such multifunctional farming (e.g. FAO, 1999).

Most of the foresters’ reeommendations for the sustainable development of silviculture (e.g.
Giurgiu 1997) are compatible with the management at macrolandscape level: (re)forestation of
degraded and economically inefficient lands, hedgerows for agricultural field, and for
transportation infrastructure, protection forests for human settlements, and restoration of river
corridors. But the proposed measures are not related to all categories of land uses by arguments
based on the services provided by the macrolanscapes, and consequently may lead to confliets
with those envisaging the sustainable development of the sectors related to other land uses
(mainly water bodies management and agriculture). The adequate interpretation of the respective
regulations in order to Show the points of conceptual and managerial connection will be a
priority for the next future. This report might be useful from this point of view, because it
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proposes elements for interpreting the relationship between the management of river basins and
ecoregions.

It seerns that the civil society have still t0 work hard in order t0 promote the public interest
related t0 the macroregional serviees and the sustainable development of the socio-eeonomic
system t0 which they belong. Such a guidelines user should compare the publicly recognized
services at macrolandscape level with those presented here, identify the differences, and promote
their attenuation. There might be a need for related, coherent, public policies concerning the
management of different subsystems of the macrolandscapes (riparian forests included). These
p01icies, by their programs would influence the behavior of the socio-economic actors towards
maintaining a macrolandscape stmcture desirable from public point of View. But without direct
action of the macroregional institutions at local level, excepting for the cases of the
ecosystems/microlandscape under public property (chapter 3, principle 12). The same holds at
European level, with a not (yet) explicit eonnection between the ecoregions approach in View of
species and habitats diversity maintenance (Natura 2000 network), and the river basin approach,
in View mainly of hydrological and biogeoehemical services.

Thus, riparianforests management should be explicitly related t0:

o the managements objective at the level of local landscapes which include riparian forest ecosystems
i the management objectives at the level of maerolandscapes: river basins (via Water Framework

Directive) and eeoregions (Via FFH Directive and Natura 2000 network)
o the global management objectives t0 which measures coneerning forests are relevant (especially

earbon sequestration).

And the generalprinciples for designing the macrolandscape structure are:

1. all lotic systems require a natura! riparian area with forests in its structure;
the natura] dynamic in the floodplain should be preserved as much as possible
all parts of the restored river corridor should include a portion of forested upland, and eventually an
ecotonal grassland at the field limits.

4. The wider a river corridor is, the better is for maintaining species diversity

5”!“

5. The non-riparian lakes and wetlands should have a similar buffer zone as the lotic systems
6. The non riparian and riparian systems should be connected by a network of structurally complex

hedgerows.
7. The upland should include small and large terrestrial forest ecosystems t0 the highest extent

possible.
8. Afforestation/reforestation at ecosystems level should have multiple objectives t0 the maximum

extent possible
9. The portfolios of objectives coneerning ecosystems/rnicrolandscapes should be complementary

such as t0 maximize the heterogeneity of the set of obj ectives at maerolandscape level.
10. Most of the forests for timber production should be in the upland area; the riparian corridor

should be dedicated mainly t0 the production of services and secondary t0 biologieal resources.

6. Case study: the lower Danube river system

The lower Danube river system (LDRS) is a fluvial macrolandscape extended over the lower
streteh of the Danube river. We have used this macrolandscape as a model for applying the
methodology described in the previous chapters. First of all an identification 01° the structure of
the natural eapital was performed, in terms of the subsystems (ecosystems, mierolandscapes
types) and their relationships (chapter 6.1). Then we made an analyses of the resources and
services provided by various subsystems of LDRS. A synthetic View of this is provided in
chapter 6.2, at semiquantitative level. Based on this, and previously existing information, we
were able t0 propose the restoration areas and their surface extent. Elements related t0 the
portfolio of management objectives, and the designed taetic for catalyzing the Civil society
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involvement in the restoration of LDRS are mentioned in chapter 6.3. Finally we addressed one
of the mierolandseapes proposed for restoration and produced restoration scenarios (chapter 6.4).

6.1 Structure of the LDRS

The Lower Danube River System (LDRS) is extended along both sides of the last stretch of 1080
km of the Danube River and eomprises nine major macro hydrogeomorphologieal units (figure
2a) and the respective microlandscapes (figure 14A). A homomorphic model of LDRS
(compartments and main fluxes connecting them) is presented in figure 14B. Table 7 and 8
present LDRS ecosystems and local microlandscapes diversity. The criteria used t0 describe it
ecosystems diversity were related t0 major features of local hydrogeomorphic unit (HGMU) (1),
landseape position and connectivity (2), details of HGMU, details of bioceonoses, origin, and
human control (3). Six basie kinds of ecological components of LDRS were identified, from
which islands and riparian systems of different complexity are most important from riparian
systems point of View. Typical insular systems are indieated in figure 15. HGMU heterogeneity
and local landscapes diversity (criteria 1 and 2) sustains 22 ecosystems kinds. Figure 16 presents
the homomorphic model of complex insular system, indicating the fluxes which sustain
ecosystems diversity (at the level of HGMU or trophodynamic modules) through enhanced
connectivity. Further refinement of ecosystems elassification can be obtained by including in the
analyses criteria related t0 details of HGMU, bioeenoses, functioning and origin of the
eeosystems (table 6). Overall (based on eriteria 1, 2, and 3), a minimum number of 67 ecosystem
kinds have been identified in LDRS (table 6). This high ecosystem diversity underpins and is
sustained by the trophodynamic modules (TDMs) diversity. 27 types of TDMs are present in
LDRS ecosystems, (table 9A). It is worth notieing that the ecosystems having highest TDMs
diversity (21 and 22 TDMs in forested depressions and marshes, respectively) are those under
natural flooding regime. Large islands have been diked and their current structures inelude
agricultural farms, grasslands, intensive fish farms, salted depressions, marshes, and
anthropogenic components of the local social-economic systems. Part of the riparian floodplain
remained in natural flooding conditions, having a much simpler landscape strueture as before
diking (table 8, part B), was tumed into planted forests (mainly poplar and willow). Small
islands have not ben diked, because they have small surfaces and complexity compared t0 large
islands, and would have been not economically efficient tum them into polders. On most small
islands (as well as on the Danube-dike areas) the high levees were transformed into poplar
planted forests. The smallest and simplest islands remained under natural conditions. In the inner
Danube is located Small Island of Braila (170 km2), a natural reserve which includes the last
remains of the former natural floodplain (figure 16), as well as the two main large islands diked
(Boreea island and Big Ialomita Island).

The number of TDMS in ecosystems structure Changed (table 9B) through the following
mechanisms:

Reduction of longitudinal connectivity
Elimination of the flooded phase in diked eeosystems
Simplification of the natural microlandseapes structure
Simplification of the miero-habitat structure by conversion of natural t0 planted forests.
Eutrophieation of shallow and very shallow lakes.P‘PP’PT“

Forest eonversion impaeted all TDMs specific t0 not flooded or t0 both phases (flooded and not
flooded) through simplification of the lower and upper vegetation layers and indirect effects of
this.
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Table 7 Ecosystem kinds based on eriteria related to major features ofHGMU (l), landscape position and
connectivity (2) details of HGMU, details of bioceonoses, origin, and human control (3). Man induced
structural ehanges at local landscape level (gray areas) are indicated by ecosystems presenee in reference
(Rf; before 1890) and current (Cr) state. Legend: l to 3 = inoreasing presenee (Rf vs. Cr; eeosystems kinds are
not comparable). Notes: * not oompletely estimated, some of the eriteria (3) may not be eompatible to one another.

Eeosystern I Criteria ('1) I Ecosytem kind (1) Number
to whieh oriteria apply I Name Related t0 I ofkinds

Alleeosytems Hydrogeomorph HGMU Channel shaped aquatie system (C) / Shore, beaeh (S) f Elevation, 3'
ology levee, dune (L), Depression, flat area behincl levees (D), Marsh (M),

other aquatie systems (A), uplands (U)

Eeosystern kind (l) Criteria (2) Eeosytern kind (2) Number
to whieh eriteria (2) apply of kinds
Charme] Longitudinal Landscape Danube ehannel (C1; R13 I Cr 2)) l Danube Reservoir (C2; Rf -l 3

eonneetivity Crl)
Position Landseape C 1, C2 / Floodplain ehannels (C3; it may have reversible llow, be lentie

or dry out)
Shore,beaeh Position Landseape Simple new island (Sl) / Shore (S2; it is erossed by flows frorn 2

uplands or levees, and has TDMs due to dispersion from uplands or
levees

Elevation Position Landseape Simple insular elevation (Lli), Simple riparian elevation (Llr; it is 3
erossed by flows from upland), Complex elevation (L2; may have
TDMs due to disPersion from depressions, and may include TDMs of
large mammals)

Depression Position Landseape Simple insular depression (Dli), Simple riparian depression (Dlr; it is 4
erossed by underground flows from upland), Complex depression (D2;
it may have TDMs due to colonisation from marshes, and may include
TDMs of Iarge mammals

Lateral eonneetivity Landseape Dli, D1 r, D2 (Rf 3 l Cr l) l Diked depression (D3; it has not aquatie
hases; Rf-l Cr 3)

Marsh Position Landseape Simple insular marsh (Mli), Simple riparian marsh (e; it may 4
reeeive flows from uplands). Complex marsh (M2; it may have TDMs
due to colonisation from lakes, and may inelude TDMs of large
mammals)

Lateral eonneetivity Landseape Mli, e, M2 (Rf 3 l Cr I) l Diked marshe (M3; it is not flooded;
Rf- l Cr 3)

Other aquatie systems Position Landseape Insular lake (A1) / Riparian lake (A2; it receives flows from upland) f 5
Laeoon (A4) / Coastal Sea (A5)

Lateral Connectivity Landsoape AI, A2 ((Rf 3 l Cr l) l Diked Iakes (A3; it has eontrolled surface
flows eonuection with Danube; RI-l Cr 3)

Eeosystem kind (l, 2)
to whieh eriteria 3

C1
C3

ehannel
island 1

82
(L1 i,r L2)

Low levees
levees

Depressions (D1 i,r D2,3)

arshes l M2
A4

sea (A5)

A]
Lakes A1

l shallow
Shallow
shallow

ÜI‘I etc

Criteria 3
Name Related to
Altitude HGMU
Altitude HGMU

Human control F
l Marine
f HGMU

Altitude HGMU
eover Bioeenoses

lMarine
‘ '

Human eontrol F
cover Biocenoses

HGMU
Human Güntrol F

'

HGMU
HGMU
HGMU

Altitude HGMU
Altitude HGMU
state F

1'" Marine

Altitude

HGMU
Human eontrol F

HGMU
eontrol F

Eeosytem kind (3)

ehannel
former oxbow lakes
l Icontrolled natura! ll

new islands
lflat shores
/ low levees

units not
eoastal sand bat-s

ll l forest
units details in text

l l salted
l 1 l

/ low marshes
l

arfifieial

lr
details in text

'ial

sea/
/ eoastal sea

shallow / shallow lakes
ll l

Fluvial / marine lakes
reshwater / brackish lakes

ll l l
on roeks l on

/ human
ÜIC

Number
of kinds

IMinimium number of eeosystem kinds in eurrent LDRS (based on eriteria l, 2, and 3) 35 (671|
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Table 8 Structure of the LDRS ecological components (A) and structural changes (indicated by gray
areas; B) at regional landscape level, assessed by the presence of ecological components in the major
sectors of LDRS (from l t0 9, as indicated in figure 14A,B). Legend: LL = local landscape; 1-3 = increasing
presence; other codes as in table l. Notes: l uplands may be present in Süme of the local landscapes, 2 Island and
Riparian (6) refer t0 local landscapes with [arge surface and number from each kind of acosystems, and supporting
populations Of large mammals 3 when the riparian area is an ecotone, it is included in the structure nf the Danube
River. 4 islands not included, * Romanian part.

A
LDRS ent Ecosystem kinds in the structure of the component
Level Name (based on criteria l and 2)

Danube River
Channel, Reservoir Cl C2

Islands of inc
Island l — 51
Island 2 - 52
Island 3 C3 52
Island 4' C3 S2
Island 5

'
C3 S2

ms of inc
Ri ' .. S2

' ' — 52
Local R' ' C3 52
Local Ri ' C3 52
Local landscape ‘ ' 6 C3 52
Local landscape Diked em C3 -

Lücal Coastal Sea - -

INumber nf Components kinds in current LDRS 6 (l7)|

B Presence in the sectors of LDRS, in reference (Rf, before 1890) and current (Cr) state
Compnnents l 2* 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

RfTCr Rf Cr Rf Cr Rf Cr Rf Cr Rf Cr Rf Cr Rf Cr Rf Cr
Danube Channel 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Reservoirs
Islands l l
Islands (2 l
Islands 3)
Islands 4
Islands(5)
Island 6

' (I) l

3
(4)
(5)
(6

Diked areas

oastal sea
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Large Island
nf Braila (Diked area)

Small Island
of Braila (natural)

Diked area,
former riparian

system (6)

Figure 15 Detail of the Inner Danube Delta Showing
the Small Island of Braila (170 km2), a natural reserve
which includes the last remains of the former natura]
floodplain. Arrows Show islands of different complexity
(as presented in table 8; simpler islands are not visible

Gnidelines “Appendixll”

Island (5)

Island (3)

Island (4)

Island (6)

at this scale).

l'"‘--""'-"""""-"':"""""_- --------------------- I
: Local socm—economlc system :
I l

14,22 34 22 34 22 15
18, 19,20, 2s 13, |9, 20, 35 _. 19’ 20’ 35 ... 4, 9

Shores == FOI'ÖSted a -..= FOI'GS'Eed 4 9 Marshes == Shallow
Levees Depressmns

ä
3

Iakes
1'365, 6, 8: 1-3, 5, 6, 1-3, 5, 6, _‚. 1-3‚ 5, ..
= 1° = s— 4-; == == "" 6a 3: 1°

8, 10, 22, 23 s. 10- 22
1 n

\——T— _T——
n

‚L
ä-3g 30 I4 1'3: 4, 9

125 3’115 , 13, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 29 15’ 5, 6,
I3 "

|!
16 8, IÜ

r ____________________________________ I

:Other local landscapes ' 29
1F 1r 1r 1F 1 1

IDanube ehannel |<—>|Island active channels

Figure 16 Homomorphic model of an island (6) Showing ecosystems and fluxes connecting them. Fluxes
are mediated by ecosystems compartments numbered as in table 9. Former channels and oxbow lakes are
nnt represented. The model nf simpler islands is limited t0 a part of this model. Medel strueture of
riparian Iandseapes is similar, but includes fluxes from uplands. Diked areas models d0 not include shores
and levees, have simpler connections with Danube, more complex connections with the local socio-
economic system, and may include fluxes fi'om uplands.

13-36
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Table 9 Abiotic compartments and TDMS in the structure of the homomorphic models of LDRS kinds of
ecosystems (A) and structural changes at ecosystem level (grey areas; B) estimated by the presence of
TDM5 in reference (Rf, before 1950) and current (Cr) state, and by changes within compartments.
Secondary kinds of ecosystems (identified by criteria 2 and 3, table l), may not include all presented
compal‘tments. Legend: Ecosystem codes a5 in table l, excepting for C (limitecl t0 active channels) and A
(includes all nther aquatic 5y5tem5); PP = compartments at the base of type 1 food chains (primary producers), Dt =
compartments at the base of type 2 and 3 food chains (detritus and dissolved organic carbon consumers), C5 = other
consumers, UHGM = abiotic compartments; 1-3 = increasing presence (Rf vs. Cr; TDM5 am not comparable) 01'
changes, NE = not estimated. Nates: * minor importance within ecosystem, but important by transfer t0 other
ecosystems.

A B
N0 L Companment l Ecosystem I C I S I L I D IM I A IU Presence in Rf and Cr state Within Cümpaflment

Specific t0 flooded phage ( bolg x ) Rf Cr Changes
1 Water column (UHGM) x x x x x x - - 2
2 Suspended particulate matter (UHGM) x x x x x x - - 3
3 Dissolved organic matter (UHGM) x x x x x x - - 2
4 Aquatic plants and epiphyton (PP) x x x 3 l 3
5 Phytüplanktün (PP) x x x x x 2 l 2
6 Bacterioplancton (Dt) x x x x x 2 l NE
7 Benthic depüsit feeders (Dt) x x x 2 l 2
8 Zooplankton l (C5) x x * x x x 2 l 3
9 Phytüphylous fauna (C5) x x x l 1 NE
10 Zooplankton 2 (C5) x x * x x x 3 l 3
1 1 Planktivomus larvae of insects and x x x NE NE NE

vertebrates (C5)
12 Bivalvia (C5, Dt) x x x 2 l 2
13 Benthic predator fauna (C5) x x x 2 l 2
14 Omnivorous fishes (C5) x x 2 1 3
15 Predator fishes (C5) x x 3 l 3
16 Ichtyoph_agou5 birds (C5) X x 2 1 2

Specific t0 not flooded phgse ( normal x)
17 Edaphic bacteriüphagous and x x. x x x NE NE NE

micophagous (C5)
18 Terrestrial phytophagous invertebrates x x x x x 2 1 2

(C5)
l9 Terrestrial detrit0—, copr0-‚ necrophagous x x x x x l 1 2

invertebrates (C5)
20 Terrestrialfledator invertebrates (C5) x x x x x 2 l 2
21 Small rodents (C5) x x x x NE NE NE
22 Livestock (horses, pigs, sheep) (C5) x x x x l 2 NE
23 Garne species (C5) x x x x 3 l NE
24 Granivorous and fggivorous birds (C5) x x x x x 2 l 2
25 Insectivorous bird5 (C5) x x x x x 2 l 2
26 Predatür birds (C5) x x x x 3 1 3

Specific t0 both 1113555 (italic x)
27 Soilfsediment, including sedimented POM x ‚x x x x ‚x x - - -

(UHGM)
28 Undergmund water (UHGM) x x x x x x x - - l
29 Atmosphere (UHGM) x 3c x x x ‚x x - .. NE
30 Detritus (litter, necromass, feaces) (UHGM) x x x x x x x - - NE
31 Süil/sediment microorganisnms (PP, Dt) x x x x. x x x NE NE NE
32 Vegetation (underground) (PP) x x x x x NE NE NE
33 Vegetatiün (abovegmund; herbaceous) (PP) x x x x x 1 1 3
34 Vegetatinn (abovegmund; 5hrub5, trees) (PP) x x x 2 1 3
35 Amphibiens (C5) x x x x x x 2 l NE

Number ofaggregated TDMS (max) 11 17 15 22 21 15 15
Number of abiotic compaflments (max) 7 7 7 7 7 7 4
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6.2 Resources and services provided by LDRS

It has been established that, in order t0 signifieantly decrease the nutrients input into the Blaek
Sea, as eonstrained by international agreements, at least 120000 ha of wetlands should be
restored in the Lower Danube River System, and espeeially in the Inner Delta (Vadineanu et al.
2002)

In order to see how this surface should be structured We applied the FAEWE/PROTOWET
procedure (Maltby, 1998) adapted to the Danube system eonditions as recommended by previous
studies (Vadineanu et al. 1997). 15 wetland landscapes of LDRS (current state) were
investigated. The landscapes were selected in order to cover the eomplexity range. The
landscapes names can be found in the head of table 2. They are located between km 175 and km
790 of the Danube. The results of the assessment were expressed as follows:

. - (or score 0) = the function is not performed;

. xx (or score 2) = the function is perfonned t0 a small degree;

. xxx (or score 3) = the function is definitely being performed.

The primary results were obtained for each eeosystem (or group of ecosystems, depending of the
function) from the landscape structure. Knowing the abundance (in surface terms) of the
ecosystem in the landscape, and the landscape surface, one could compute the function score of
the landscape as a weighted average of the scores in each ecosystem. The total score of the
landscape could be eompute for a landscape as the sum of the functions scores. An average score
for a landscape was also computed.

Data were interpreted by looking for relationships between landscape complexity and each
function or total scores. Also, knowing the dominant landscape types (in terms of the surface
covered) in the current and reference state, we compared the current and reference LDRS with
respect t0 the functions performed by its subsystems.

An example of results at mierolandscape level is presented in table 10. Table 11 includes the
average function scores for all studied landscapes.

The total, as well as the average score decreases with the landscape complexity, more obvious in
the case of islands, in which case were analyzed very simple landscape. One can see that the
funetions associated to the maintenance of species diversity are strongly influenced by the
elimination of very complex landscapes. Nutrient retention is related to landscape complexity
only in the case of some mechanisms, such as export by denitrification. That means that for the
recovering of the nutrient retention service one could rehabilitate many small landscapes, as well
as a few very large landscapes. However, this solution would not lead t0 the recovery of the
species diversity maintenance funetion, which requires a different strategy, consisting in the
reconstruction of large and eomplex landscapes.

The assessment of the diked landscapes shows a low degree of functions performance, only the
biomass export through harvesting being comparable with the natural landscapes. The effects of
landscape ehanges in LDRS are illustrated in table 12. The most affected services of the LDRS
were those dealing with the production of renewable biologieal resources and the water
purification, because they are dependent on the wetlands surface and were directly influeneed by
the structural changes, besides which can be added the maintenance of regional microclimate,
dependent on the extent of flooded areas. The funetion of biodiversity maintenance was better
preserved due the remained natural systems.
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Table 12 Qualitative assessment of the main functions performed by wetlands in LDRS, in terms of
performance classes Reference (Rf), current (Cr), and landscapes table 7. Legend: - : the function is not
performed, xx = the fimction is being performed t0 a small degree, xxx = the function is definitely being performed.

Dominant in Rf state Dominant in Cr state
Function I ecological component Island Riparian Diked area Riparian

(6) system (l system (3)
Short time water retention xxx xxx - xxx
Long time water retention xxx xxx - xx
Sediment retention xxx xxx - xx
Nutrient retention xxx xxx - xx
Nitrogen export by denitrification xxx xxx xx xx
Nutrient export by land use xxx xxx xxx xx
Provision of overall habitat structural diversity xxx xxx xx xx
Microsites for invertebrates xxx xxx xx xx
Microsites of fishes xxx xxx xx -
Microsites for reptiles and amphibians xxx xxx xx xx
Microsites for birds xxx xxx xx xx
Microsites for Iarge mammals xxx xxx - -
Maintans biodiversity at: i. regional scale xxx xxx - xx
Maintains biodiversity at: ii. European scale xx xx - -
Biomass production xxx xxx xxx xx
Biomass import and export through physical processes xx xx - xx
Biomass export through harvesting xxx xxx xxx xx

I Anthromnput of energy and nutrfents T Iow I Iow I high I low I

It resulted that if one wants t0 recover the hole range of resources and serviees produced by the
reference LDRS, large and complex landscapes should be restored. Based on this, on GIS
analyses and field inspections, a set of 8 restoration sites was proposed in LDRS, one of which is
Big Island of Braila (figure 15). The exact restoration scenarion for each microlandseape is a
different matter, and will be prezented for Big Island of Braila in sub chapter 6.4. Since then one
need however, t0 have a 100k on the overall objective of the management at LDRS level (next
subchapter).

6.3 Management objectives

The in details identification of the stakeholders in the LDRS part located upstream the Delta is a
complex objective, taekled only in part by now. It has been done especially with regard t0 the
inner Delta (EarthVoice 1998), and especially the Small Island of Braila (Vadineanu et a1.
2002b). Based 01:1 existing information, table l3 Shows elements for analyzing the influence of
the potential LDRS development by restoration on the current users interests for such a
development. Table l4 Shows the influenee of the structure of the portfolio of societal
development goals on the groups potentially lobbying for or against LDRS development by
restoration.

The main remar/cs t0 Iable 13 are:
0 most loeal users have t0 be interested in the restoration, including fishers; h0wever, their

lobby potential is low, comparing with governmental users, but there is an advantage arising
from the faet that increasing benefits from CN at local SES level are in agreement with the
Agenda 21 prineiples and the National Strategy for Sustainable Development;

0 foresters, with benefits mostly at governmental level, so with high lobby p0tential, may be
interested in restoration, but t0 a low degree because of the long time until benefits
manifestation after restoration
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Table l3 Elements for analyzing the influence of the potential development of LDRS by restoration on
the current users interests for such a development. Legend: “+, ++” = increase in the produetion of
resouree/serviee, NA 2 not applieable, MWEP = Ministry of Water and Environmental Proteetion, L = local (within
LDRS), NL = not-local, Gov = governmental.

Resource / service Direction of Time of Current Level of final
change after benefits user/ current
restoration manifestation manager dominant

after change beneficiarX
Resources

Fish ++ medium fishers L
Wood and game syecies + long foresters NL (Gov)
Medicinal plants, honey ++ medium Villagers L
Systematie agrieultural crops - — NA farmers NL (Gov)
Traditional agricultural crops + medium Villagers L

Services
Maintenance of species ++ long MWEP NL
diversity and ecologieal systems
diversity
Absorption of seeondary 0 NA industry L
products
Water quality improvernent ++ short/medium MWEP NL
Flood mitigation ++ short MWEP L
Regional microelimate ++ medium MWEP NL
improvement and groundwater
recharge
Conditions for tourism ++ long none* L
Transportation pathway 0 NA transporters L
Rernarks Direetly manifestation If there is no Final

related to the after long time eurrent user, benefieiaries at G
intensity of decreases the there is no level are more

the user intensity of the eurrent influential than
interest for interest interest those at L level
restoration

* exeepting for Danube Delta and Small Island of Braila

Table l4 Elements for choosing the portfolio of objeetives which maximize the potential interest for the
development of LDRS by large scale reconstl‘uction. Legend: G z at governmental 1evel, L = at local level,
Gov = governmental, LA = local administration, MWEP = Ministry of Water and Environmental Protection.

Soeietal obj eetive of the LDF management Potentially For Potentially Against
G I L G l L

Basic objectives
l Sustainable produetion of high level of fisher fishers farmers farmers
natura] resources and services foresters foresters
2 Economie efficiency, economic Viability MWEP

Optional objectives
3 Distribution equity Gov LA
4 Employment Gov LA
5 Export promotion and generation of Gov
foreign exchange
6 Decreasing urban-rural drift Gov
7 Maintaining a regional balance of Gov
developrnent
8 Industimversification Gov
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Remarks t0 table 13 (continued):
o farmers, with high lobby potentiaL may be strongly against restoration, as the benefits related

t0 this kind of use Will strongly decrease after restoration. lt must be noted the economic
inefficiency of many diked areas, some of them recently keeping a high profile even in the
mass media, which points out, for instance the big economic problems of the administration
of the Big Island Of Braila. Howeven as long as most of the diked areas are state property,
the economic inefficiency can be masked by governmental measures, so apparent benefits
could arise as the result of public subsidies;

o conditions for tourism in restored areas of LDRS would be strongly improved after
restoration, but there are n0 current users at local level t0 lobby for this; some support could
be found only at the specific governrnental level;

o water quality services will be strongly improved after restoration; however the setting of
restoration for nutrients retention is already negotiated (ICPDR, 2001), even if it is not
satisfactory from the point of view of other resources and services.

The main remarks t0 table 14 are:
o The portfolio of objectives should include at least the objectives 1-4; adding the objectives of

equity and employment t0 the basic objectives would strongly enhance the interest at local
socio-economic level;

o MAA (1999) notes that the increase in fish export is limited, beside others, by the fact that
there is n0t, on foreign markets, a high demand for the currently offered dominant species.
Restoration of LDRS might change the Situation in this respect, as well as in the dimension
of the stocks, thus contributing t0 objective 5.

0 Fishery post-harvest sector development as a result of increasing stocks might contribute t0
objective 8;

0 Objective 7 might be appropriate for the LDRS district socio-economic systems, which are
suffering from economic and social problem, as well as objective 6 for the local socio—
economic systems, taking into consideration their current depopulation trend (Earth-Voice
Romania, 1998);

o Thus, the objectives 5 t0 8 might also be included in the p0rtf01i0, in function of the
conjectural governmental priorities.

o There is a potential conflict of interest between farmers and 0ther sectors with regard t0 the
integrated development of LDRS. Such intersectoral conflicts are recognized at
governmental level in terms of conflicts between the strategies for the development of
different sectors: extraction, agriculture, f0restry, energetic, tourism (Ministry of Agriculture
and Alimentation, 1999).

There is a governmentally recognized need t0 change the management system (MAA, 1999). But
When the users have the feeling that they cannot control the direction of the management there is
n0 great political pressure t0 be proactive. One needs, if it is allowed t0 speak in chemistry
terms, a catalyzer t0 activate the advantaged stakeholder, and t0 promote the “reaetion” of
transforming an inefficient management of LDRS into an efficient one by lowering the
“activation energy” due t0 the current potential conflicts of interests. A tactic consisting in
coupling a bottom-up approach (from local level t0 Romanian Govemment) with a tOp-down
approach (from ICPDR t0 the Romanian Government) was developed (Iordache 2002b).
H0wever, it is not prezented here, because the socio-economic conditions are highly variable
frorn the CN associated t0 one macroregion t0 another and could not be extrapolated t0 0ther
cases.
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6.4 Restoration scenarios at microlandscape level

The structure of the socio-economic systems
(SESs) was characterized through national
statistics data and local interviews. Field
investigations and analyses of historical
maps and remote sensing images have been
perfonned for assessing the structure of the
reference and current natural capital.

Figure l7 Shows the current state of the Big
Island of Braila. One can remark that all the
djked area is covered by agricultural fields.

The results showed that i) most of SESs
components with high social impact in case
of microlandscape restoration are located in
the southem part of the island, ii) the
economic viability of the agricultural farms
is very low, and iii) in the reference state the
most productive part of the natura] capital
was located in the northem part of the
island.

Based an these findings, the northem part of
the Big Island of Braila was chosen for
developing the restoration scenario. A
satellite image of this part of the island is
presented in figure 18.

A detailed DTM based on 1:5000 maps and
GPS field investigation was developed.
Current land use was characterized in detail
by pedological, pedochemical and
agricultural maps, as well as by field studies.
The dike-Danube part was analyzed by
forestry maps and field investigations. The
current economic efficiency was analyzed
by crops production distribution maps and
investments distribution maps, coupled with
local interviews.

Figure l7 Current state of the Danube floodplain in
the Big Ilsand of Braila Sector. Leght grey areas are
diked, decpr gray areas areanot diked. Black areas
are aquatic systems. Thin lincs within the BIB
indicate farms limits.

In order t0 increase the efficiency of further management scenarios implementation we
develoPed cooperation with sectoral research institution in the field of agficulture and forestry.
Big Island of Braila is state private property, so involvement of local socio-economic actor at
this stage of scenario development is not needed more than at information level.

We now shortly present the main characteristics of the identified scenarios.

The scenario maximizing the interest of farmers suppose the maintenance of the current structure
of the natural capital (figure 18), however with large investitions associated t0 the amelioration
of the soil quality in terms of hydralogy, salt content, land momhology, drainage network, etc.
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These measures would lead t0 higher crops production than before, but at very high cost. They
will also further deteriorate the hydrogeomorphic structure of the ecosystems, which now from
geomorphological point of view is not very far from that of the reference system. Figure l9
presents the altitudes distribution, which is similar with that of the reference state excepting for
the lakes which have been filled up 70-100 cm.

Figure 18 Composite image in normal colours Showing the current structure of the Northem part of the
Big Island ofBraila.

Figure l9 Current altitudinal distribution in Big Island ofBraila (blue = low altitude - former Iakes, deep
green = highcr altitudes- former levees).
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A scenario with average
investitions (figure 20) supposes
a partial reorganization of the
landscape, maintaining the dikes
but allowing hydrological
connections t0 some extent.
Shallow lakes (25% of the
surface), forests (35%) and
agricultural fields (40 %) would
coexist within the landscape and
would be managed based on the
concept of multifunctional
faming (see chapter 5).

The scenario with minimal
investitions would envisage
establishing similar hydrological
conditions with the reference
system and it would be based 011
the recolonisation capacity of

Guidelines “Amendixfl”

Figure 20 Restoration scenario in view of multifimctional farms.
In green, riparian forests, in blue very shallow lakes.

the species. Organisms would come from the ecosystems distn'buted in the dike-Danube area and
from small natural remnants of the currently diked area. Investitions would be needed for
directing the forests development towards a desired landscape structure. The microlandscape
would have with the following structure: riparian forests 60%, meadows 12 %‚ lakes, canals and
marshes 28%.

Despite the difference from the references system (marshes percent much larger in the reference
system), the benefits of such a system is estimated to be comparable with those of the references
system. Figure 2l presents the structure of the landscape in this scenario.
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7. Conclusion

Which are the organizations interested in developing and implementing the plans für the
management of riparian forests in a maerolandscape context‘? What kind of knowledge d0 they
need t0 acquire in order t0 design appropriate management plans? And how should they interact
in designing and implementing the management plans‘? These were the three questions which
started the discussion in this guidelines/report (chapter 1). We are now able t0 provide the
answers.

Managing forests in a macrolandscape context means managing them sueh as t0 preserve their
role in the services production, and is inherently done together with the management of ether
types of ecological systems from the macrolandscape structure. Because these are public services
(ehapter 3) the organizations directly interested in designing macrolandscapes management are
the public ones, er those parts of the Civil society. However, private local organizations are
interested in the rezulting management measures, and consequently those designing the
management sheuld involve the local level actors by adopting a comanagement approach within
the large set of principles for macrolandscape management (chapter 3).

These designing the macrolandscape management should have aeeess t0 the following
knowledge:
1. The place of riparian forests in the structure of microlandscapes and maerolandscapes

(chapter 4)
2. The landscape mechanisms underpinning the role of riparian forests in the production of

public services at macrolandscape level, and leading t0 compatibility between different
serviees production, er lack of it (chapter 4)

3. The available instruments and concepts t0 be used for promoting the restoration of the
macrolandscape (chapter 5)

Based on such knowledge 011e would build a specific information system for the maerolandscape
in ease and would develop restoration seenarios, as steps in the process of the management
design (box 2, chapter 3).

After the (eo-management based) decision concerning the scenario is taken, specifie policies and
programs will be developed in order to influence the local actors behavior towards the desired
landscape structure. Sets of projeets will be developed by the local actors at riparian forest level
as well as at the level of 0ther types of eeologica systems. Then operational measures will be
implemented (main RipFor guideline, silvicultural measures, chapter 4).
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